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The world economy is facing big challenges relat-
ed to the globalisation process and the introduc-
tion of new technologies. The Lisbon Council in
March last year responded unanimously to these
challenges in a positive and dynamic way, set-
ting up a strategy  to return to full employment.
It set a new overarching goal of creating the most
competitive knowledge-based economy in the
world capable of sustainable economic growth
with more and better jobs and greater social
cohesion and set clear quantitative medium term
targets for the Union - an average 70 per employ-
ment rate by 2010, with a rate of more than 60
per cent for women.
The European social model is central to these
goals. Confidence in the European social model,
and its role in economic progress, however, does
not mean that the EU can simply stand still. The
European social model has to be modernised: to
meet the demands of globalisation and the ongo-
ing transition towards a knowledge economy and
society; to meet challenges from demographic
and social change; and to meet the demands of
our citizens in their changing economic and
social lives. The key to success in all these
actions is to put people at the centre of the
Union's policies. 
This implies a broad strategy aimed at increas-
ing the participation of all men and women in
social and economic life. Life-long learning,
increasing skills and mobility at all levels, reduc-
tion of gender gaps, reconciliation of working and
private life are fundamental to making European
labour markets accessible to all, for improving
quality and  for strengthening social cohesion.
Without investment in both skills and quality,
we will not meet our Lisbon goals and risk
increasing tensions in our labour markets: with
rapidly rising incomes for those with scarce
skills, and the likelihood of further falls in
income for those in unskilled work. Such a
widening need not occur if educational invest-
ment is spread across the whole population - as
the experience of several EU Member States
shows. But that implies a serious and sustained
social and financial commitment.
This latest edition of Employment in Europe
gives a clear picture of recent developments in
the EU labour markets and provides an analyti-
cal approach to these policy issues. Based on the
most recent data available and on thorough
analysis, it provides an invaluable basis for
future discussions and policy development.
As the report shows, there is room for optimism
on several accounts. The Union is well under way
towards a knowledge-based economy and society,
creating jobs, reducing unemployment, strength-
ening the skills base, and improving quality.
The European Union can be pleased with its
employment performance in recent years. Total
employment is now 10 million higher than it was
5 years ago, including the 3 million jobs created
last year. And unemployment - at well under 8
per cent - is at its lowest level since 1991, with a
female unemployment rate below 10% for the
first time in a decade.
The average employment rate was pushed up
above 63 per cent, and the rate for women to 54
per cent, thus closing fast on the intermediate
2005 targets subsequently set in Stockholm.
These are solid achievements for the Union and
our Member States, reflecting the way in which
the European employment strategy focuses the
efforts of Member States towards three commit-
ments: to growth; to structural labour market
reforms and modernisation; and to social change.
The commitment to growth is fundamental. Pro-
ductivity in the Union has increased relentlessly
at around 2 per cent a year for the past 30 years.
It has more than doubled our living standards
over the last 40 years. But it means our
economies have to grow by a similar amount
each year in order to maintain employment.
In all of this, our countries depend heavily on
each other in Europe. With trade between us
being twice as important as trade with the rest of
the world. That inter-dependence is a source of
strength. But it needs to be used positively. It
requires strong, supportive, economic as well and
employment and social policies, now that we
have the euro.  Policies based on strategic politi-
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Foreword by the Commissioner
cal visions, not just on mechanistic rules. Pursu-
ing a virtuous circle of growth, productivity and
rising living standards as we move towards full
employment in the knowledge economy.
Despite the positive employment performance in
the Union, important challenges remain: to
reduce the gender gap in participation and
employment; to make full use of the Union's
employment potential by promoting higher par-
ticipation and employment across all age groups
and in particular among older people; to reduce
unemployment, in particular among the young;
and to strengthen regional and social cohesion.
We therefore need to continue the modernisation
of the European social model. And to address the
challenges related to the enlargement of the
Union. This report presents an analysis of
employment and labour market trends in the
central and eastern European countries for 2000.
As agreed at the Göteborg summit, however, as
part of the integration of candidate countries
into the Union's economic, social and environ-
mental policies, from 2003 the Commission will
incorporate the analysis of trends in candidate
countries fully into the report, on the same basis
as for existing Member States. This is part of the
commitment to the future development of the
Union. I commend this report to you.
Anna Diamantopoulou
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The Lisbon and Stockholm Councils:
investing in people within European
labour markets open to all and
accessible to all
Europe continued to improve its job
performance in 2000
Steady rise in employment rates
Europe's return to full employment
by 2010 : a feasible challenge
Employment more dynamic in high-
ly educated and high- technology
sectors
Decreasing unemployment …
The year 2000 was good for Europe's employment performance
The Lisbon European Council has set the strategic goal for the Union to
become the most dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world capable of
sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social
cohesion. The upgrading of the skills of the labour force, life long learning,
gender equality and quality of jobs are high priorities for a competitive, fully
inclusive, knowledge-based economy. The development of pan-European
labour markets, by breaking down barriers to labour mobility and promot-
ing skills for all workers, will open European labour markets to all and facil-
itate a matching of demand and supply of skills.
Employment expanded by 1.8% in 2000 – more than 3 million people were in
jobs than in 1999 – despite the economic slowdown in the second half of the
year. Total employment in 2000 was almost 10 million higher than five years
ago. The growth of full-time work outpaced the increase in part-time jobs for
the third year in a row. In 2000, the proportion of people (mainly women) on
part-time contracts stood at 18% of total employment.
The employment rate reached 63.3% – one percentage point higher than in
1999, having risen by 3.3 percentage points since 1995. Current rates are
higher than in the early 1990s in all countries except Germany, Sweden and
Finland. Since 1997, Italy, Belgium, Finland, Portugal and Sweden had rap-
idly increased their employment rates as Spain, Ireland and the Netherlands
did since the mid 1990s.
An overall annual employment growth of 1.1% for the EU would be sufficient
to reach the 70% employment target by 2010. This means an employment
rate seven percentage points higher – tantamount to creating some 17 mil-
lion new jobs.
Between 1995 and 2000, 1.5 million jobs were created in the high-tech sec-
tor; the corresponding figure for the high-education sectors was 5.5 million.
High-skilled non-manual occupations – professionals, technicians, man-
agers, legislators, senior officials – accounted for over 60% of jobs created.
Job creation in fast-growing sectors, such as those which are relatively more
intensive in knowledge and education, accounted for more than two thirds of
new high- and medium-skilled jobs and for practically all the employment
growth among the low-skilled. As the employment rate for low- or medium-
skilled workers is lower than for high skilled ones, the enhancement of skills
at all levels will facilitate the attainment of the employment rates targets.
Some 14.5 million individuals were unemployed in 2000 – 1.5 million less
than a year earlier – the largest fall for a decade. Unemployment decreased
most in countries with the highest rates, making the EU unemployment rate
now stand at slightly over 8% – the lowest since 1991. Male unemployment
rates were below 10% in all Member States for the first time in almost two
decades. Youth unemployment also continued to fall, dropping by 25% since
1995 to 16.1%, but it is still twice as high as the overall unemployment rate.
Executive Summary
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Executive Summary
… with steady progress in combating
long-term unemployment 
Women: main beneficiaries of job
creation
Keeping older people in employment
Continued moderation of wages and
unit labour costs
The EU employment performance
has improved, but key employment
problems persist
Reasons to be optimistic on the
employment prospects in the EU
A new emerging economy based on
innovation and knowledge
Long-term unemployment continued to decline in most Member States
falling to 3.7% for the Union as a whole. The decline was more significant
among women – but a gender gap remains with 4.5% of women unemployed
for more than 12 months compared with 3.1% of men. Proactive employment
policies in recent years appeared, to be playing their part in reintegrating
the long-term unemployed into the world of work. 
Women took more than half of the jobs created in 2000 – some 60% of the 10
million since 1995. In 2000, the employment rate of women reached 54% and
the gender gap declined to 18.6 percentage points. In 2000, almost 1 million
women joined the labour force increasing the participation rate to 59.9% an
increase of 3 percentage points or 4.5 million women since 1995. Despite
these increases, female participation remains 18 percentage points lower
than among men. The unemployment rate fell below 10% but it is still high-
er than for men and varies significantly across countries. Employment in
high-tech and high-education sectors is gender biased, with men taking up
two thirds of the high-skilled jobs.
Activity rates among older people still vary greatly among Member States,
from 69.4% in Sweden to 27% in Belgium. Despite the recent positive
employment performance for older people, reforms are needed to  keep older
people in employment. Promoting longer working life has moved up in the
policy agenda. The Stockholm European Council set a target of raising the
employment rate for older workers to 50% by 2010. 
Sustained wage moderation and gains in productivity have helped to resist
cost pressures driven by the surge in energy prices and the weak Euro since
late 1999. There were also increases in real wages compatible with a slight
fall in real unit labour costs (-0.2%). This continues a trend that began in the
mid 1990s, and contributed to Europe's high capital profitability, investment
and improved trade performance.
The Union has laid the foundations for a virtuous circle of high GDP and
employment growth, rising labour productivity, low inflation and declining
unemployment. Yet, important challenges remain to be tackled. In the EU,
the unemployment rate is twice that of the US and employment rates are
lower. One in every six young people is unemployed, with marked differ-
ences across countries. Labour shortages in some regions or occupations may
rise if strong job creation continues. As low skilled people are more likely to
be unemployed, promoting skills at all levels and enhancing labour mobility
is important to reduce unemployment and avoid labour mismatches.
The EU employment rate may reach 65% in 2002. Women will take up most
of the jobs and the gender gap is expected to fall to 17.5 percentage points.
Such positive scenarios depend on whether economic growth will remain
close to the potential despite the current economic slowdown and whether
the EU Employment Strategy is vigorously pursued, promoting employment
especially among women, youth and older workers.
European labour markets for a knowledge-based economy
Innovation and technological change, supported with intense investment in
human capital, are driving forces for job creation. Technological progress
and investment in ICT are estimated to have contributed 0.5 to 0.7 percent-
age points yearly to EU GDP growth of about 2.5% since 1995. Net job cre-
ation has been particularly strong in knowledge-intensive sectors like com-
puter and related services (1 million jobs), business services (2.5 million
jobs), and health, education and social services (4 million jobs).
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New patterns of employment and
growth in the European labour mar-
kets
European labour markets open to all
and accessible to all
Skills and regional employment per-
formance
Non-EU labour inflow – still low –
is on the rise too
Higher employment at the expense of
lower labour productivity?
Another look at past trends of labour
productivity – The decline in the
number of hours worked in the EU
The pattern of labour productivity
growth is changing: destructive in
the 1980s, positive in the 1990s
EU labour markets have become more integrated. Economic expansion cre-
ates jobs more than before and, in many countries, it is triggered at lower
levels of GDP growth. Employment content of growth has risen since 1995 –
an elasticity of employment growth to GDP growth twice that of the 1980s.
Across Member States, employment growth is following a more similar pace,
especially for the big five EU economies. Wage developments seem to be con-
sistent with a stability oriented environment and productivity develop-
ments.
There remain marked variations in employment rates and growth across
regions, both between and within Member States. Removing the barriers to
mobility and enhancing skill levels through lifelong learning is essential to
ensure regional convergence and to build a competitive fully inclusive
knowledge-based economy.
Differences in employment growth across regions are explained mainly by
differences in the level of skills and education and in the mobility and adapt-
ability of the workforce. A highly skilled labour force and innovative high-
technology firms generating strong demand for knowledge-intensive jobs
appear essential for a positive employment performance at the regional
level. 
In backward regions, improving employment performance will be largely
dependent on the mobilisation of their potential labour resources and also on
their ability to attract and increase human capital. This is particularly
important in the light of population ageing, which puts further pressure on
those already in the workforce to increase their skill levels to cope with new
technology challenges.
Non-EU immigrants have increased the EU population by 0.2% per  year
since 1995. For all Member States, except France, Finland, Ireland and the
Netherlands, their contribution to overall population expansion was greater
than natural demographic growth and even offset the negative demograph-
ic trends in Germany, Italy and Sweden. However, the activity rate of non-
EU nationals is some 10 percentage points lower than for EU nationals.  A
higher contribution of non-EU immigrants to labour supply calls for a com-
prehensive strategy to support and integrate more non-EU nationals into
the EU labour market. 
Europe's move towards high-productivity employment
Recent job creation coincided with declining labour productivity growth per
employee. Labour productivity growth per EU employee fell to 1.3% in the
1990s compared with 1.9% in the 1980s. By contrast, labour productivity
growth per US employee rose to 2.4% in the 1990s, up from 1.3% in the
1980s. Some fear that intense job creation implies a switch towards low-pro-
ductivity jobs. This trade-off between job creation and labour productivity
has less bearing than is often argued.
Working time trends give a more accurate indication of the decline in pro-
ductivity growth per employee. If calculated per hour worked, labour pro-
ductivity has actually accelerated in some Member States in the 1990s. The
number of hours worked per employee continued to decline in the second
half of the 1990s, driven by the push of part-time work and the cuts in work-
ing time. 
In the 1980s, labour productivity growth per employee rose as enterprises
reduced their workforces and invested heavily in labour-saving technology.
From the early 1990s onwards, the pattern has become "healthier", as firms
continue to renew their capital stock in search of higher total factor produc-
tivity. Increased employment in services and the spread of part-time work
may also explain the slow rise of the capital/labour ratio.
Executive Summary
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Changes of sectoral employment as
key to productivity trends – The role
of industrial and competition poli-
cies
A more skilled and mobile workforce
to meet new demands for labour 
Skills in Europe continue to be on
the rise
Low-skilled need better opportuni-
ties 
Active policies begin to pay off –
Need for comprehensive strategy for
lifelong learning
Overall satisfaction at work in
Europe
Fear of "bad jobs" spreading in
Europe can be dispelled …
The sectoral composition of employment in Europe is undergoing profound
changes. Some 60% of the 10 million jobs created in 1995-2000 were in
health care, education and social work, general business, and computer and
related services – sectors where productivity is often less easy to gauge.
However, this cannot account for Europe's drop in labour productivity
growth per head in the 1990s, which reflects sector-specific productivity
trends. The fact that labour productivity responds more to productivity
trends within sectors than to changes in the sectoral composition of employ-
ment suggests that industrial and competition policies will also have at least
an equal bearing as employment policy in boosting labour productivity.
Active labour market policies may exert their full potential in building a
knowledge-based economy if supported by industrial and competition poli-
cies.
The importance of raising labour skills
Europe's strong technology-driven growth in labour demand is putting pres-
sure on the labour supply to meet surging demand for tangible and intangi-
ble capital and greater mobility to reallocate labour to thriving regions, sec-
tors and occupations.
The average skill level of the workforce continues to rise, especially among
women. In 2000, a quarter of the EU labour force had attained tertiary edu-
cation levels and almost 70% had at least secondary education. The propor-
tion of the workforce with less than secondary education has fallen by 8 per-
centage points since 1995 to about 30% in 2000. Such aggregate figures con-
ceal, though, marked differences in the skill profile of labour across coun-
tries.
Low-skilled labour also must be encouraged to participate in the knowledge-
based economy. In the EU over 40% of the unemployed have less than sec-
ondary level education. In the total active population, the rate is lower (28%)
– but still too high. To offer low-skilled workers a route out of unemployment
and to enable them to take up more knowledge-intensive jobs, it is crucial to
upgrade their skills. 
Europe's proactive policies to upgrade labour skills and support search for
work among the unemployed are beginning to pay off. Over 60% of jobs cre-
ated in 2000 were taken by individuals previously unemployed. Since 1995,
the take-up rate was a third of the 10 million jobs created. Public interven-
tion must be combined with action by the social partners to build a compre-
hensive strategy to boost and constantly update the average skill profile of
the labour supply.
Europe's path towards quality in work
The Social Policy Agenda provides a comprehensive and coherent approach
for the EU to confront the new challenges resulting from Europe's transition
to a knowledge-based economy. The promotion of high quality in work is cen-
tral to this approach. More than 80% of EU workers describe themselves as
satisfied with their job. This satisfaction rises with job tenure, skills, age,
work specialisation and employer-provided training. Also, a move to a job in
the services sector or from an atypical to a more stable job, and good career
prospects, contribute to job satisfaction.
Fears that the trend of increasing employment in the service sector would
lead to a proliferation of low quality jobs have not materialised. Taking
account of pay and productivity, job security, and career prospects, a third of
the employed population have good quality jobs against almost a quarter
who have low quality jobs. Structures of job quality are found to differ great-
ly between Member States.
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… but good job quality for all is to
be warranted yet
Europe's need to improve everyone's
access to good-quality jobs ...
... also for older people
Expansion of part-time work … 
… also for young people
Temporary contracts as a stepping
stone to stable employment?
The perils of low-quality jobs
There are indications that working conditions are not necessarily improving
for everyone in the EU. While satisfaction with overall working conditions is
generally high, new types of employment relationships often lead to
increased stress, health problems and other symptoms of unfavourable
working conditions. Problems of health and safety at work are more common
among employees in precarious employment relationships and low-skilled
manual jobs. There are signs of labour market segmentation to the disad-
vantage of those on the margins of the labour market.
Whereas two thirds of the EU population are satisfied with their own work
status, some 30% are dissatisfied. Women, young people and, especially, the
unemployed are likely to be dissatisfied. Lack of job protection, low pay, and
inflexible or atypical working hours are the main reasons for job dissatisfac-
tion. Among the unemployed, over 70% are dissatisfied with their situation.
This result does not support the view that most of unemployment is volun-
tary. 
Older workers report higher than average job satisfaction. They participate
considerably less in training than prime-age employees.  The recent increase
in participation has been accompanied by more older workers opting for
part-time work. Together with evidence presented in Employment in Europe
1999 this suggests that more flexible working time arrangements and
improving working and health  conditions are essential elements in a strat-
egy to maintain employment of an ageing workforce at a high level.
The share of part-time jobs in total employment has continued to rise to level
off at around 18%. In all Member States most part-time workers are women.
Part-time jobs may function as a form of voluntary flexible employment.
Part-time workers report similar rates of job satisfaction as full-time work-
ers. More than half of those in part-time work continue to be so one year
later. But their quality – in terms of earnings, job protection and career
prospects – is mixed. While a majority of all part-time jobs are of relatively
good quality, transition rates into unemployment are significantly higher
than for full-time workers. Prospects are less favourable for involuntary
part-time workers of which only one in ten enjoys job security and career
prospects. Transitions into unemployment of involuntary part-time workers
are three times as high as those of all part-time workers. 
Between 1995 and 2000, the proportion of young people working part-time
increased by almost 4 percentage points to 23%. In 2000, 61% of young peo-
ple choosing part-time work did so to combine education and work experi-
ence. This pattern seems to be shared by most Member States.
The share of jobs on temporary contracts has increased steadily over the last
five years by almost 2 percentage points, to reach an average rate of 13.2%
of total employees. Temporary work may be a way for low-skilled or those
without work experience to enter the labour market or to gain a stable
employment relationship. Almost a third of those in temporary contracts
move into a permanent job within a year. However, not all employed on tem-
porary contracts benefit from such upward mobility: half of those in tempo-
rary contracts stay there from one year to another and more than 20% move
into unemployment or inactivity. Transition rates out of temporary jobs also
vary considerably by gender and age group. While transition rates from tem-
porary to permanent jobs are higher for prime-age men, both young and
older workers on temporary contracts are at significantly higher risk of
becoming unemployed. 
Atypical work can cause economic inefficiency and eventually lead to deteri-
orating job quality. Productivity can be impaired by high turnover costs,
decreasing worker motivation, and costly deterioration of health and safety
standards. People on low-quality jobs are more likely to drift into unem-
ployment or inactivity. In some countries, outflows of disaffected workers
can reach up to a quarter of those in low quality jobs. 
Executive Summary
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Executive Summary
The persistence of low quality jobs
may lead to poverty traps and social
exclusion
Higher labour mobility – one new
feature of Europe's labour markets
Labour mobility in Europe – tradi-
tionally low – is on the rise : a closer
look 
Limited evidence of labour shortage
Policy responses to tackle bottlenecks
in the labour markets
The job performance challenge of the
CEECs in 2000 was rather lacklus-
tre
The employment challenges ahead
are still considerable
Single parents, involuntary part-timers, and the less-educated are over-repre-
sented among those in low-paid work. Their mobility up the ladder is low. For
instance, half of those in a low-paid job had not moved up the ladder a year
later. Policies are needed to address persistent job precariousness, otherwise
a two-tier labour market could emerge and possibly threaten social cohesion
in the EU.
Promoting labour mobility 
Continued job creation and fast changing labour demand is generating a
need for increased labour mobility in the EU. Labour mobility is still low but
appears to be growing fast, especially among the young. For instance, some
10% of high-skilled workers changed jobs in 1998 and 1999 in the EU. Job
stability remains high: about three quarters of the EU employed in 2000
stayed with their employer for more than two years.
Geographical mobility is on the rise, though still low. About a quarter of a
million people moved to another EU country in 2000. In the US about 6.7
million people per year moved across state borders during the 1990s, equiv-
alent to just above 2.5% of the total population. Geographic mobility between
regions and the incidence of commuting are high and becoming increasingly
important in Europe. Commuters who live in one EU country but work in
another totalled 600,000 equivalent to 0.4% of the EU employed population.
This figure exceeded 1% of the employed population in Austria, Belgium,
France and Luxembourg. The number of commuters working in a region
other than where they live is much higher and totals 7.5 million, equivalent
to 5% of the EU employed population. It is particularly commonplace in Bel-
gium, Austria and Germany.
Labour and skill shortages exist in some regions, others have an excess labour
supply. Employer-based surveys also point to poor market demand, adminis-
trative or legal rules, as obstacles to business expansion as significant as
labour shortage. The number of businesses citing labour shortage as a limit-
ing factor increased in the second half of 1999, particularly in the investment
goods sector. In 1999, employers considered that three quarters of their
employees had the appropriate skills for their job. Overall, one in four employ-
ers saw lack of qualified labour as an obstacle to business expansion although
it was one in three in Germany, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, Finland and
Denmark. In many countries, labour costs do not accelerate in response to
reported tightness in the labour market. Unfilled job vacancies – mainly, tech-
nicians and industry-related occupations – rose in all countries except Den-
mark.
Against the background of changes in the skill composition and demograph-
ic trends, labour shortages may, however, increase in the near future if co-
ordinated policies to improve labour supply, facilitate job matching, and
support labour mobility and job relocation are not put in place. Policies to
support labour mobility – either geographical or occupational – need to be
reassessed to remove current barriers related to vocational training, age,
occupational reclassification, housing, family reasons, etc.
Employment Performance in Accession Countries
The economies of Central and Eastern Europe (CEECs) are still undergoing
severe restructuring. Employment declined further by 1.4% equivalent to
600,000 lost jobs. Unemployment continued to rise reaching more than 12% in
2000. Youth unemployment also rose – to a rate twice that of the EU average.
The increase in unemployment was slower among adults. The gap between
activity and employment rates of the CEECs and the EU widened in 2000. 
The CEECs face major employment challenges. Employment and activity
rates are lower and unemployment now substantially higher than in the EU.
Around 3 million new jobs are needed to bring the CEECs employment rate
up to the EU average. Job losses in agriculture and manufacturing will con-
tinue. The employment gap in services – three-quarters of the EU average –
is important and overall employment growth will depend on job creation in
services, particularly financial, business and personal services. 
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Europe has set itself the ambitious
goal of becoming the "most competi-
tive and dynamic knowledge-based
economy in the world, capable of
sustainable economic growth with
more and better jobs and greater
social cohesion". The strategy
launched at the Lisbon Council and
reinforced at the Stockholm Council
is designed to help Europe regain
the conditions for full employment,
with economic, employment and
social aims seen as interdependent
and mutually reinforcing. 
Moving towards this strategic goal
during the next decade will involve
the ongoing modernisation of the
European social model and of the
shape of European labour markets.
These changes will depend on the
implementation of a broad range of
policies requiring the participation
of all economic and social players.
New and better jobs must be creat-
ed, new skills must be learnt on a
life-long basis, and all parts of socie-
ty must be empowered to participate
to their full potential in the work-
force. 
To move successfully towards a
knowledge-based economy, policies
are required that improve social
cohesion and stimulate both innova-
tion and the upgrading of the skills
of workforce within a stable macro-
economic framework so as to raise
productivity and competitiveness on
a lasting basis.
To drive progress towards this goal,
the Lisbon European Council in
2000 drew up employment targets
for 2010, which were augmented by
intermediate targets for 2005
agreed by the Stockholm European
Council a year later. The EU's Mem-
ber States agreed unanimously that
employment and economic policies
should have the overall aim of rais-
ing the employment rate from an
average in Europe of 63% in 2000 to
as close to 70% as possible by 2010.
Related targets include:
– increasing the number of women
in employment from an average of
54% in 2000 to more than 60% by
2010,
– achieving an employment rate
across the Union as a whole in 2005
of 67% overall and 57% for women,
– increasing the average EU employ-
ment rate for older people (the 55-64
age group) from below 38% to 50%
by 2010.
The Stockholm Council called for
increased action on skills and mobil-
ity to remove barriers to the emerg-
ing pan-European labour markets.
The Lisbon and Stockholm Euro-
pean Councils have described a
vision of where the EU should be in
2010 and set some challenging tar-
gets. As the EU starts the first
decade of the 21st century, it can
take heart from some encouraging
signs in current economic and
employment trends. Chapter 1 sets
out where Europe is starting from
on this 10-year journey.
Structural economic change is nec-
essary to support the transition to a
knowledge-based economy. The ICT
revolution together with the overar-
ching challenges of globalisation,
social and demographic change is
altering the way labour, product and
financial markets operate. New
technologies speed up the transmis-
sion of information, allow an easier
manipulation of data and lead to a
new spatial division of labour. A
knowledge-based economy does not
only suppose the use of information
technologies. It is a wider concept
that is related to the increasing
importance of knowledge in the pro-
duction processes and as a vehicle to
increase social inclusion. 
Chapter 2 examines whether EU
labour markets are changing in such
a way as to support the transforma-
tion to a knowledge-based economy.
A knowledge-based economy needs
to be able to draw on a workforce
with a high level of basic and
advanced skills, particularly ICT
and digital skills, and a culture of
lifelong learning. It needs an adapt-
able and mobile workforce and an
environment which stimulates
enterprise and entrepreneurship.
Demand among employers for
employees with high educational
attainment is growing. Boosting
skills, driving up educational stan-
dards, and increasing mobility is
therefore a key challenge for the
future if skill shortages are to be
avoided and if the European work-
force is to meet the demand for high-
er skills. 
Another challenge for Europe in its
drive towards full employment is to
reduce gender gaps and increase
activity rates in all sectors of the
workforce. This is important for
both social and economic reasons.
Paid employment is the best route
out of social exclusion for individu-
als and contributes to the sustain-
ability of social security systems and
public finances overall. It will also
be key if Europe is to meet the
demographic challenge it faces with
the working age population due to
start declining from 2010. As the
European population ages, the num-
bers of people leaving the workforce
through retirement will increase so
it is important that Member States
introduce structural reforms aimed
at keeping the prime aged of today
in the workforce longer. 
In 2001 the US is probably furthest
down this road having undergone a
transformation of its economy in the
1990s. Its experience suggests that a
number of macroeconomic condi-
tions characterise the emergence of
a new economy. Chapter 3 looks at
the issue of whether such changes
can also be detected in the EU in
relationships between the major
macroeconomic variables. It also
discusses the relationship between
productivity growth and employ-
ment growth and the effect on pro-
ductivity growth of the change in
the sectoral composition of employ-
ment.
The European social model is at the
heart of the construction of the
European Union. The concept of
quality in work is central to the
implementation of the Social Agen-
da and to the goals set by the Lisbon
and Stockholm Councils. Chapter 4
provides a detailed analysis of job
quality in the EU and its crucial role
for social inclusion. Access to train-
ing, continued investment in new
skills and adaptability to changing
labour market conditions clearly
remain prerequisites of improve-
ments in job quality in the EU. Mak-
ing use of the full European employ-
ment potential implies the need for
Introduction
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improvements in job quality.
Improvements are necessary to both
increase employment and strength-
en social cohesion, especially for
those workers that risk being con-
signed to the margins of the labour
market.
Although current employment
trends are encouraging at the EU
and Member States level, there are
still worrying disparities at regional
level. Increasing regional disparities
may lead to vicious cycles of low or
inadequate skills hampering the
achievement of an inclusive
knowedge-based economy. A clear
challenge remains for the EU to
reduce the performance gap
between Europe's most and least
dynamic regions, if full employment
and social inclusion are to be
realised. Chapter 5 looks at the
employment patterns at regional
level focussing on the sectoral, the
occupational and the skill structure.
Finally, Chapter 6 broadens the
view of European labour markets by
discussing the recent employment
performance in the accession coun-
tries. Most of these countries still
face a painful transition with declin-
ing employment and high unemploy-
ment rates which are due in part to
significant differences in the sec-
toral employment structure.
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At the start of the 21st century
Europe's employment performance
was encouraging. This chapter sets
out where the EU is starting from as
it seeks to translate into reality the
strategic goals for 2010 agreed at
the Lisbon and Stockholm Councils. 
Real GDP grew by 3.3% in the EU in
2000, while labour costs only rose by
1.3%. EU employment increased by
1.8% or more than 3 million jobs.
Compared to 1995, the activity rate
rose by 1.7 percentage points mainly
due to a strong pick-up in female
participation. 
The EU is on course to meet the
overall employment targets set by
the Lisbon and Stockholm Summits
as goals of the strategy for reaching
full employment in the knowledge-
based economy. However, four
important challenges remain: to
narrow the gender gaps in participa-
tion and employment rates; to
reduce the differences in participa-
tion and employment rates across
age groups with particular effort
needed to boost participation among
older people; to increase skills at all
levels as the low educated  also have
a low employment rate and finally to
cut the unemployment rate especial-
ly for younger workers.
Sustained strong employment
growth in the EU
In 2000, economic activity accelerat-
ed in the European Union with real
GDP rising by 3.3% – the fastest
growth  rate since 1990 – after an
increase of 2.6% one year earlier
(Chart 1 and Table 1). This was
despite a moderate slowdown in the
second half of the year following
drops in real household incomes
resulting from the prolonged surge
in oil prices. At the same time, the
United States economy enjoyed its
ninth year of sustained growth, with
GDP increasing by 5%. Since 1995,
productivity growth in the US has
been particularly strong, easing
inflationary pressures at a time of
high resource utilisation. In Japan,
the uncertainties surrounding its
recovery persisted as continuing
deflation and weak consumer and
business confidence kept the rate of
growth of private consumption sub-
dued. 
Despite the oil shock, labour costs
did not accelerate significantly in
the Union during the year. The com-
bined effect of wage moderation and
of productivity gains limited the
increase in unit labour costs to 1.3%.
Moreover, the anti-inflationary rep-
utation of the common monetary
policy appears to have led wage- and
price-setters to appreciate the
advantages of price stability ensur-
ing that the oil price hikes did not
lead to a price-wage spiral. In the
US, nominal compensation per
employee rose by 4.8%, compared to
4.0% in 1999. However, an accelera-
tion in productivity meant that unit
labour cost rose by only 1.1% in
2000, compared to 1.6% in 1999.
In the second half of 2000, the slow-
ing down of the US economy spread
to the EU but the effect was less pro-
nounced as Europe's trade exposure
with the US is modest and the
employment growth boosted con-
sumer confidence. However, it is
Chapter 1: Panorama of the European Labour Markets
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1 Employment and GDP growth in the EU, 1980-2002
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unclear whether the US slowdown
will be short-lived and whether the
decline in the stock market will have
relevant wealth effects for European
firms and households. 
In 2000, job creation in the EU was
greater than in the US and Japan
(Chart 2). Employment in the EU
expanded by 1.8% in 2000, while in
the US and Japan it grew at rates of
1.3% and -0.2%, respectively. On the
back of economic expansion, more
than 3 million new jobs were created
in Europe. The figure for full-time
equivalents is slightly lower (2.7
million) because of the ongoing sig-
nificant increase in part-time
employment of around one million.
The pick-up in economic activity has
generated 10 million new jobs since
1995, an increase of 6.8% over the
five years and equal to an average
yearly employment growth rate of
1.3%. The employment intensity of
growth increased markedly over the
last five years (Chart 3). The greater
responsiveness of employment to
GDP growth may be linked to meas-
ures taken to sustain employment
and to structural reforms of the
labour markets.
Part-time work and temporary
contracts
Over the period 1995-2000, employ-
ment creation was strongest for
women, with a net of 6.2 million jobs
created for women, compared to 4.3
million for men. Of the 3 million net
jobs created in 2000, more than 1.6
million were taken up by women.
Net job creation for women was still
dominated, however, by part-time
jobs. Over the last five years, the
share of part-time jobs in total
employment increased slightly to
18%, one third of all employed
women and 6% of all employed men
(Chart 4).
In 2000, for the third year in a row,
more full-time jobs than part-time
jobs were created (more than 2 mil-
lion). Full-time jobs accounted for
almost 70% of all net jobs created,
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after 54% in 1998 and 60% in 1999
(Chart 5).
The share of employed people in jobs
with temporary contracts has also
increased steadily in Europe over
the last five years (Chart 6) with a
cumulative rise of almost 2 percent-
age points to 13.2%, with 14.5% of
women and 12.5% of men in tempo-
rary contracts in 2000.
High tech-sectors drive job 
creation 
Job creation remained concentrated
in high-technology and knowledge-
intensive sectors of the economy.
These contributed to more than 60%
of total job creation between 1995
and 2000. While job creation contin-
ued to be strongest for high-skilled
non-manual professions, these fast
growing sectors of the economy were
the sectors which also created most
of new jobs for lower skilled parts of
the workforce (Chart 7).
The increasing demand for higher
skilled labour could benefit from the
continued general up-skilling of the
European labour force. The share of
low-skilled in the European labour
force is significantly lower among
younger age groups with less than a
quarter having at most secondary
education. Only in the 25-29 age
group does the share of high-skilled
in the labour force outperform that
of low-skilled (Chart 8).
Activity rates and employment
rates
In 2000, both activity rates and
employment rates increased in the
Union, with yearly averages of 69%
and 63.3% respectively. Compared
to 1995, labour force participation
increased by 1.7 percentage points,
due mainly to a strong pick-up in
female participation, which rose by
more than 3 percentage points. The
increase in activity rates has been
highest among prime-age (25-54)
and older women (55-64). Activity
rates are relatively stable among
men. Despite a slight increase in the
overall activity rate of older people
after a long period of decline, it
would be premature to conclude any
long-lasting upward trend in activi-
ty rates for this age group. When
compared to the US and Japan,
activity rates in the EU still remain
Chapter 1: Panorama of the European Labour Markets
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considerably lower, although the
gaps are narrowing.
Since the mid-1990s, the employ-
ment rate has risen steadily in the
EU, narrowing the gap with the
rates in the US and Japan. EU
employment rates remain signifi-
cantly below those in the US and
Japan particularly for women
(Charts 9 and 10). Between 1995
and 2000 the EU employment rate
rose by 3.3 percentage points. The
gender gap narrowed by almost 2
percentage points, from 20.5 to 18.5
percentage points, due to a higher
increase in employment rates for
women (4.3 percentage points) than
for men (2.3 percentage points).
7 Contributions to employment growth of selected sectors in the EU, 1995-2000
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Unemployment rates
Employment rates in the EU general-
ly grew faster in 2000 than activity
rates, leading to a fall in the overall
unemployment rate. Europe is, there-
fore, well on course to meet the tar-
gets set at the Stockholm and Lisbon
Summits for employment rates of
57% for women and 67% overall in
2005 rising to 60% for women and
70% overall in 2010 (Box 1).
Similarly, progress towards signifi-
cantly reducing unemployment
rates is also encouraging. For the
second year in a row, the decline in
the unemployment rate in the EU
has been more pronounced than in
the US, while in Japan, after a
decade of strong continuous
increase, unemployment stabilised
at about 4.5%. Between 1999 and
2000, the number of unemployed in
the EU declined by more than 1.5
million, the largest absolute one-
year decrease in unemployment for
more than a decade. Unemployment
levels in the EU fell by about 9% from
1999 to 2000, compared to a decline of
about 4% in the US, and an increase
in unemployment of just below 1% in
Japan. In the period 1995-2000, the
number of unemployed decreased
from 17.8 to 14.5 million, equivalent
to 8.2% of the labour force, bringing
the EU unemployment rate back to
levels close to those prevailing at the
beginning of the 1990s. Unemploy-
ment rates in the EU remain, howev-
er, twice as high as in the US. (Chart
11)
The female unemployment rate fell
from 10.8% in 1999 to 9.7% in 2000,
while the male unemployment rate
decreased by 0.9 percentage points,
from 7.9% to 7.0%, leaving a gender
gap of 2.7 percentage points. The
youth unemployment rate in the EU
has decreased by
more than 5 per-
centage points
since 1995, but
still remained at
the relatively high
level of 16.1% in
2000. The youth
unemployment
ratio – the popula-
tion share of
u n e m p l o y e d
youth – has
decreased by 2.4
percentage points
since 1995 and
reached 7.8% in
2000.
1 Lisbon and Stockholm
employment rate targets
The Lisbon European Council
of 2000 set as a new strategic
goal for the EU in the 2000-
2010 decade "to become the
most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in
the world, capable of sustain-
able economic growth with
more and better jobs and
greater social cohesion". It
specifically stated that the
overall aim of employment and
economic policies should be "to
raise the employment rate from
an average of 61% today (i.e.
2000) to as close as possible to
70% by 2010 and to increase the
number of women in employ-
ment from an average of 51%
today to more than 60% by
2010", not least in order to rein-
force the sustainability of social
protection systems. 
In addition to the 2010 Lisbon
targets, the Stockholm Euro-
pean Council of 2001 has set
intermediate targets for
employment rates across the
Union as a whole for 2005 of
67% overall and 57% for
women. It also set an EU target
for increasing the average EU
employment rate for older
women and men (55-64)  to 50%
by 2010.
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Despite the positive employment perform-
ance in Europe, three important challenges
remain. Firstly, the gender gap in partici-
pation and employment rates at EU-level
need to be reduced. Secondly, differences in
participation and employment rates across
age groups should be reduced with effort
required to promote higher participation
and employment among older people in the
55-64 age group especially. Finally, the
high overall unemployment rate in the EU,
and for the young in particular, must be
reduced.
Encouraging trends at Member
State level
Within the Union, all Member States,
except Italy and Germany, have experi-
enced sustained GDP and employment
growth since 1995 (Charts 12 and 13). Ire-
land, Spain, the Netherlands and Luxem-
bourg had the highest rate of employment
growth. In the second half of the 1990s, Fin-
land, Sweden, Italy and Portugal reversed
the negative trend experienced in the first
half of the decade. 
Part-time work and 
temporary contracts
Employment growth has been stronger for
full-time jobs than for part-time jobs in
most countries (chart 14). In the period
1995-2000, at EU level, full-time and part-
time jobs contributed almost equally to the
observed average annual employment
growth of 1.3%. Full-time jobs outper-
formed part-time jobs in all Member States
except Austria, Germany, Italy, Belgium
and the Netherlands, in particular in
Spain, Ireland, Finland and Sweden. In
Germany and Austria, full-time employ-
ment declined between 1995 and 2000
while in Belgium, it stagnated. In all three
countries, overall employment growth was
driven entirely by the creation of part-time
jobs. Part-time jobs contributed the bulk of
employment creation in the Netherlands.
By contrast, the contribution of part-time
jobs to net employment creation was negli-
gible in Greece and Denmark and even neg-
ative in Sweden.
The share of those employed in part-time
jobs increased in all countries but Sweden
in 2000. More than 40% of all the employed
worked part-time in the Netherlands, and
between 20-25% in the UK, Sweden and
Denmark. In Greece, Spain and Italy, the
share of part-time workers remains below
10%. Most part-time workers are women.
Indeed, only in France, Ireland and Sweden
did men account for more than a third of all
part-time workers (Chart 15).
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The increase in employment on tem-
porary contracts – both absolute and
shares – was observed in all Mem-
ber States with the exception of
Spain, Denmark, Ireland and the
UK. It was strongest in Portugal,
Italy, Greece, Sweden and the
Netherlands (Chart 16).
Activity rates and 
employment rates
In 2000, activity rates continued to
increase modestly in most Member
States, growing by more than 1 per-
centage point in Spain, the Nether-
lands and Ireland, but stagnating or
even slightly decreasing in the UK,
Greece, Austria and Denmark.
Activity rates ranged from 80% in
Denmark and more than 75% in
Sweden, the UK and the Nether-
lands to less than 65% in Spain,
Greece and Italy. While male activi-
ty rates were relatively similar
across Member States, ranging from
80% or more in the Netherlands,
Denmark, the UK and Sweden to
73.5% in Italy, female activity rates
varied between 75% or more in Den-
mark and Sweden to less than 50%
in Greece and Italy (Chart 17).
Over the last five years, activity
rates have increased by 2.5 percent-
age points or more in most Member
States. Increases were strongest in
the Netherlands, Spain, Portugal
and Belgium. In Germany, Den-
mark and the UK, activity rates in
2000 were at the same level as in
1995, while they decreased over the
period in Austria and Sweden
(Chart 18).
In 2000, all Member States, with the
exception of Germany, Sweden and
Finland, achieved employment rates
higher than those prevailing in the
early 1990s. Male employment rates
in 2000 ranged from 67.5% in Italy
to 82.4% in the Netherlands, and
female employment rates from
39.6% in Italy to 71.6% in Denmark.
While the UK, Ireland, Austria and
Portugal achieved male employment
rates close to the US level only two
Member States – the Netherlands
and Denmark – exceeded it. Female
employment rates comparable to the
US rate prevailed in Denmark and
Sweden only (Chart 19).
The way in which employment rates
have evolved has varied across the
Member States. Since the mid
1990s, Spain, Ireland and the
Netherlands have experienced the
strongest increases in employment.
Since 1997, employment rates have
also risen considerably in Italy, Bel-
gium, Finland, Sweden and Portu-
20
17 Activity rates in the European Union, 2000
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gal. Although less spectacular in
terms of relative changes, employ-
ment rates in France and the UK
appear to be following a stable growth
path, contributing significantly to the
positive trend for the overall EU
employment rate (Chart 20).
Between 1995 and 2000, female
employment rates increased signifi-
cantly in all Member States, while
male employment rates declined
slightly in Germany, Austria and
Greece. The gap in employment
rates has consequently fallen to
18.5% at EU level and ranges from
3.8% in Sweden to around 30% in
Greece and Spain (Chart 21).
Diverging employment 
patterns for young people …
Employment rates have increased
across all age groups, and in 2000
reached 40.3% in the 15-24 age
group, 76.6% in the 25-54 age group,
and 37.7% in the 55-64 age group.
While cross-country differences in
employment rates are narrowing in
the prime-age group, differences in
the employment rates for young and
older people persist or are increas-
ing (Chart 22).
Employment rates of young people
have risen significantly in Ireland,
Spain, Portugal, Sweden and Fin-
land and, most significantly of all, in
the Netherlands. But employment
rates among the young in Germany
and Austria have actually decreased
significantly over the period 1995-
2000. The likely explanation for this
is an increase in the proportion of
young people in higher education. In
some countries such as Italy, Bel-
gium and Greece, where youth
employment rates have increased by
less than the EU average, the rates
for the young remain at levels below
30%.
If this diverging pattern of youth
employment rates across countries
continues, cross-country differences
in youth employment rates could
reach values of almost 50 percentage
points between Member States in
the near future.
Between 1995 and 2000, employ-
ment rates among older people in the
55-64 age group have increased in all
Member States except Germany,
Austria, Italy and Greece. Increases
have been particularly pronounced
in the Netherlands, Finland and
Denmark – where rates were
already high – and in Belgium, Ire-
land, Spain, and Portugal which all
started from lower levels.
With the exception of the Nether-
lands, Portugal, the three Scandina-
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vian Member States and the UK, the
gap in employment rates between
older people in the 55-64 age group
and prime-age workers (25-54) has
increased over the 1995-2000 period
(Chart 23). This is due to a faster
increase in the employment rate for
prime-age workers than for older peo-
ple in all countries. In Germany,
Italy, Austria and Greece employ-
ment rates of older people even
declined between 1995 and 2000.
… and older people
With respect to older people in the 55-
64 age group, it is unclear whether
gaps in employment rates will narrow
across the EU countries in the near
future. Older workers' employment
rates are stabilising in Germany,
Austria, Italy and Greece, while
increasing steadily in the Scandina-
vian countries, the UK, Ireland and
Belgium. Rates currently differ from
65.1% in Sweden to 26.3% in Bel-
gium, with an EU average of 37.7%.
Projections for the future cast some
doubt on whether older workers'
employment rates will exceed 40% in
the coming years.
However, given the ongoing changes
in employment policies for older peo-
ple prompted by demographic
changes, strong labour demand and
early signs of regional labour mis-
matches related to specific skills or
occupations, the current high rates of
participation and employment among
45-54 age group could well translate
into significantly higher employment
rates for this age group a decade from
now. For this to happen, though,
trends of increasing early retirement
in some countries would have to be
reversed.
Some evidence about the feasibility of
achieving higher employment rates of
older people in the future can be
gained by comparing the current
activity and employment rates in the
55-64 age group with those for the 45-
54 age group, the individuals who will
form the older workers age group in
2010 (Table 2). 
The activity and employment rates of
the 45-54 and 55-64 age groups have
both increased since 1995. But the
activity rate of the 45-54 age group
remains almost double that of older
people today. Achieving the employ-
ment rate target of 50% for the 55-64
age group by 2010 depends crucially
on whether those in the 45-54 age
group today will remain in employ-
ment from now until 2010.
Skills and employment 
performance
At EU level, the employment rate of
those with completed tertiary educa-
tion, the high-skilled, was 82% in
2000. People with upper secondary
education showed an employment rate
of about 70%, whereas only one in two
individuals with less than upper sec-
ondary education, the low-skilled, was
at work in 2000. Skills and education
appear to be more important for
women than for men. In the EU low-
skilled women had an employment
rate of only 38% in 2000 (Table 3).
Given the current strong demand for
qualified labour combined with low
levels of labour-related mobility with-
in the EU, the relative importance of
skills and education for employment
opportunities depends on the distri-
bution of skills within each Member
State. 
At EU level, in 2000, about 20% of the
working-age population had complet-
ed tertiary education, while 38% were
classified as low-skilled. The share of
low-skilled in the population across
Member States ranged from around
20% to more than 75% in 2000, and
that of high-skilled from 8% to more
than 25% (Table 4). Differences in
employment rates by educational
level across Member States to some
extent reflect these large differences
in the shares of low-skilled and high-
skilled people.
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COUNTRY
A
B
D 
DK 
E 
FIN
F
EL
IRL
I
L
NL 
P
S 
UK 
EU
ER
29.0
23.3
37.8
49.3
31.8
34.4
29.4
40.5
39.7
27.0
24.0
28.8
45.5
63.1
47.6
35.7
AR
30.2
24.2
42.8
53.6
36.3
39.6
31.4
41.9
43.0
28.3
24.0
29.9
47.4
68.1
51.5
38.9
ER
29.2
25.0
37.4
54.6
36.6
41.2
29.3
39.0
45.1
27.3
27.2
37.9
51.7
64.3
50.5
37.5
AR
31.4
25.9
42.9
56.9
40.7
45.5
31.6
40.6
46.3
28.6
27.6
38.6
53.5
68.4
52.8
40.6
ER
73.9
64.7
75.4
80.0
55.8
74.9
75.8
63.5
57.0
61.1
65.8
69.0
73.6
88.2
77.2
70.8
AR
77.2
69.0
81.9
84.9
64.7
85.0
82.6
66.6
63.5
64.1
67.1
72.7
77.4
93.0
82.3
76.4
ER
76.7
68.6
77.7
82.6
62.1
81.7
77.5
65.9
67.5
64.3
71.9
75.6
76.8
84.3
78.7
73.7
AR
80.7
72.2
84.3
85.5
68.4
88.0
83.8
69.7
70.2
67.5
72.7
77.5
79.2
88.3
82.0
78.5
2       Activity rates and employment rates of older people 1995 and 2000
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67.9
60.9
65.3
76.4
54.7
68.1
61.7
55.9
64.5
53.4
62.7
72.9
68.1
71.1
71.2
63.1
76.2
69.8
72.7
80.7
69.6
71.1
68.8
71.3
75.6
67.6
75.0
82.1
76.2
72.6
77.9
72.4
59.7
51.9
57.8
72.1
40.3
65.2
54.8
41.3
53.4
39.3
50.0
63.4
60.4
69.7
64.5
53.8
4.7
6.6
8.0
4.5
14.1
11.2
10.3
11.3
4.3
11.0
2.4
2.7
4.1
5.5
5.6
8.4
4.8
5.3
7.7
4.0
9.7
10.4
8.6
7.5
4.4
8.4
1.8
2.2
3.2
6.0
6.2
7.3
4.6
8.3
8.3
5.0
20.5
12.0
12.3
16.9
4.2
14.9
3.2
3.5
5.1
5.1
4.9
9.9
71.3
65.2
71.0
80.0
63.7
76.8
68.8
63.0
67.5
59.9
64.2
74.9
71.0
75.3
75.5
68.9
80.1
73.8
78.8
84.0
77.1
79.4
75.3
77.1
79.1
73.8
76.4
83.9
78.8
77.2
83.0
78.1
62.5
56.6
63.0
75.9
50.7
74.1
62.5
49.7
55.7
46.2
51.7
65.7
63.6
73.4
67.8
59.8
85.8
85.4
83.0
88.2
74.4
84.0
78.7
80.2
-
81.0
80.3
86.3
89.9
82.7
87.5
82.4
88.5
89.8
86.3
90.2
81.5
87.3
82.7
85.6
-
87.5
86.2
90.1
92.2
82.8
89.7
86.3
82.0
81.3
77.9
86.3
67.3
81.3
75.1
74.1
-
74.2
72.6
81.4
88.4
82.7
84.9
77.9
2.3
2.7
4.3
2.6
11.2
5.2
5.6
7.9
-
6.2
1.2
1.7
2.6
3.0
2.5
4.9
2.1
2.2
3.8
2.6
7.2
4.3
5.0
4.8
-
4.1
0.7
1.4
2.4
3.8
2.7
3.9
2.5
3.1
5.2
2.6
15.6
6.0
6.2
11.6
-
8.6
2.0
2.1
2.8
2.3
2.2
6.0
87.8
87.8
86.8
90.6
83.8
88.6
83.3
87.1
-
86.3
81.3
87.8
92.4
85.3
89.7
86.6
90.4
91.8
89.7
92.7
87.9
91.2
87.0
89.9
-
91.3
86.8
91.4
94.5
86.1
92.2
89.9
84.1
84.0
82.2
88.6
79.8
86.5
80.0
83.8
-
81.2
74.1
83.2
90.9
84.6
86.8
82.9
73.7
66.0
69.9
80.1
53.2
72.4
69.0
56.2
-
63.5
64.3
79.3
63.4
77.5
77.3
69.8
80.6
75.9
76.1
83.4
64.0
76.3
75.9
71.2
-
73.6
75.8
86.3
69.1
79.5
81.6
76.8
66.1
56.2
63.8
76.5
42.7
68.3
61.3
42.6
-
53.5
51.6
72.1
58.5
75.3
72.5
62.6
4.2
6.8
7.9
4.4
14.4
11.1
9.1
15.0
-
10.7
1.9
2.0
4.8
5.7
5.8
7.9
4.3
5.0
7.6
3.8
9.0
10.2
7.0
9.8
-
7.7
1.2
1.6
2.9
5.9
6.1
6.8
4.0
9.1
8.3
5.0
21.2
12.2
11.9
21.9
-
14.5
3.1
2.6
6.7
5.5
5.3
9.4
77.0
70.9
76.0
83.8
62.1
81.5
76.0
66.1
-
71.1
65.5
80.9
66.6
82.2
82.0
75.9
84.3
79.9
82.3
86.8
70.3
85.0
81.7
78.9
-
79.7
76.7
87.7
71.1
84.5
87.0
82.4
68.9
61.9
69.6
80.6
54.2
77.7
69.6
54.5
-
62.5
53.2
74.0
62.7
79.7
76.6
69.1
47.8
43.4
55.3
62.1
50.4
50.0
46.1
48.5
-
44.1
53.7
60.0
69.0
55.7
51.8
50.1
56.2
55.0
67.8
69.0
69.8
53.8
53.9
66.7
-
61.5
68.3
74.6
77.2
58.7
57.0
63.4
42.2
31.0
46.3
55.5
31.7
45.8
39.1
31.7
-
26.5
41.4
47.0
60.1
52.0
47.7
37.9
8.2
10.4
12.7
6.3
15.4
19.0
15.4
9.4
-
12.2
3.7
4.4
4.3
8.4
10.8
12.1
9.2
8.2
13.8
5.0
11.0
17.3
13.5
6.6
-
9.7
3.5
3.4
3.4
8.5
13.7
10.4
7.3
14.3
11.5
7.7
23.4
21.1
17.7
14.4
-
17.6
4.0
5.7
5.5
8.4
7.7
14.6
52.1
48.5
63.3
66.3
59.5
61.7
54.5
53.5
-
50.2
55.7
62.8
72.1
60.8
58.1
57.0
61.9
59.9
78.7
72.7
78.4
65.1
62.3
71.5
-
68.1
70.7
77.2
79.9
64.2
66.1
70.7
45.5
36.2
52.3
60.2
41.4
58.0
47.5
37.0
-
32.1
43.1
49.9
63.6
56.8
51.6
44.4
3 Employment, unemployment and activity rates by educational levels in 2000
Total education High Medium Low
TOTAL
MEN
WOMEN
Source: Eurostat, LFS. Note: Educational levels are defined as "high" if the individual has completed tertiary education, as "medium” if upper-secondary education, and as "low" if less than upper-secondary education. Employ-
ment, unemployment and activity rates in the column "Total education" are calculated on the basis of the LFS for all individuals with non-missing information on the educational attainment level. They might differ from the rates
which are calculated on all observations, including those with missing information on the educational attainment level.
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42.3
38.9
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24.6
21.1
39.6
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33.5
57.7
49.4
19.8
40.4
37.4
38.2
-
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43.2
41.4
16.0
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10.1
24.7
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4 Share of the population 15-64 by educational attainment levels in 2000
Source: Eurostat, LFS
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While employment rates were sig-
nificantly higher and unemploy-
ment rates lower for people with
higher educational levels in all
Member States, the variation in
employment and unemployment
rates across Member States was sig-
nificantly higher for low-skilled peo-
ple, in particular for low-skilled
women, than for people with higher
educational levels (Chart 24). The
variation across Member States is
also strong for medium-skilled
women and for low-skilled men and,
in particular, for older workers
(Chart 25).
The relative employment position of
high-skilled and low-skilled individ-
uals differs significantly in each
Member State (Chart 26). At the EU
level, there is a gap of 32 percentage
points overall, and 40 percentage
points for women, between the
employment rate of people having
completed tertiary education and
those with less than upper second-
ary education in 2000. On the one
hand, the relative country-specific
situation for the low-skilled
employed appears most problematic
overall in Belgium, Austria and
Italy in general and for women in
particular in Belgium, Italy and
Greece. On the other hand, the
employment rate of people with low
qualifications deviates less from
that of their high-skilled counter-
parts in Denmark, Spain or Portu-
gal in general and in Denmark, Swe-
den and Portugal for women.
Unemployment
Despite the positive evolution in
activity and employment rates,
unemployment in the EU remains
unacceptably high. Within Europe,
policies as set out by the Lisbon
Council and the European Employ-
ment Strategy and targeted at grow-
ing employment. The reduction of
social exclusion, of gender gaps and
of unemployment, in particular for
young people, is of high priority.
At the country level, Member States
with relatively high unemployment
levels contributed most to the
observed decrease in unemployment
rates. Unemployment rates in
Spain, France, Belgium and Ireland
showed the most rapid decline,
reducing unemployment rates
between 1999 and 2000 from 15.9%
to 14.1% in Spain, from 11.2% to
9.5% in France, from 8.8% to 7% in
Belgium and from 5.6% to 4.2% in
Ireland. Among the countries where
unemployment rates remain rela-
tively high, Germany and Finland
experienced the slowest decline. The
relatively moderate decrease in the
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unemployment rate in Germany
reflects, at least in part, a diver-
gence in unemployment trends
between the western and eastern
parts of the country. Between 1999
and 2000, the unemployment rate
increased by 0.2 percentage points
in the east. Decreases in unemploy-
ment have also been modest in those
Member States that already had rel-
atively low unemployment rates,
especially Luxembourg, Austria,
Portugal and the Netherlands.
Unemployment rates continue to
vary markedly across Member
States, ranging from 2.4% in Lux-
embourg to 14.1% in Spain, with
unemployment rates remaining sig-
nificantly above the EU average in
Spain, Greece, Italy, France and
Finland (Chart 27).
Unemployment rates have
decreased for both men and women,
giving an EU average female unem-
ployment rate below 10% for the
first time in a decade. Despite very
considerable decreases in Spain,
Italy, France and Finland however,
female unemployment rates in these
countries remain considerably above
10%, peaking in Spain at 20.6%.
Despite a strong decrease in female
unemployment rates of more than 2
percentage points, 1.4 million
women of working age still remain
unemployed in Spain (Chart 28).
The EU male unemployment rate in
2000 was 7.0%, with all countries
having male unemployment rates
below 10% for the first time in
almost two decades. 
Spain also continued to witness the
highest gender gap in unemploy-
ment in the EU, with the female
unemployment rate more than dou-
ble that for men. Other countries
showing a marked divide between
male and female unemployment
rates are Greece, Italy, France and
Belgium. In all of these countries
female unemployment levels remain
persistently higher than for men
(Chart 29).
In most countries, the gender gap in
the unemployment rate decreased
over the period 1995-2000, although
it increased slightly in Spain and
Finland between 1999 and 2000
(Chart 30). It had disappeared
entirely by 2000 in Ireland and Swe-
den. Male unemployment rates
exceed female rates in the UK.
More than half of those unemployed
one year ago remained unemployed
throughout the year or were in
unemployment again one year later.
Transition rates into employment,
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however, have been increasing in the recent past,
with more than a third of those unemployed in
1999 being in employment in 2000 (Chart 31).
These transition rates from unemployment to
employment were relatively high in Luxembourg,
the UK, Portugal, Spain, France and Italy while
remaining low in Belgium, Finland and Greece.
Youth unemployment
The youth unemployment rate has decreased by
almost a quarter since 1995, and by 1.8 percent-
age points in 2000 alone, to reach 16.1%. With
more than 3.5 million, or one in six 15-24 year
Europeans unemployed, high youth unemploy-
ment remains one of the major challenges on
Europe's road to full employment. The youth
unemployment rate in the EU remains more than
double that of the US or Japan.
Youth unemployment rates vary markedly across
the EU. In Italy and Greece, for example, nearly
one in three of the 15-24 age group is unem-
ployed. The youth unemployment rates of around
30% in these countries contrast strongly with the
rates of around 5% in the Netherlands and Aus-
tria. In France, Spain, Finland and the UK, youth
unemployment rates remained significantly high-
er than overall unemployment rates, indicating
structural problems related to the integration of
young job seekers into the labour market. On the
other hand, youth unemployment rates in the
Netherlands, Denmark, Portugal, Luxembourg,
Ireland and Austria were close to overall unem-
ployment rates and lower than the US youth
unemployment rate of 9.3%. The strongest
decreases in youth unemployment in 2000 were
observed in Belgium, Spain and France (Chart
32).
The youth unemployment ratio – the population
share of unemployed youth – decreased by almost
1 percentage point in 2000 and stood at 7.8%. It
has decreased considerably over the last five
years in all Member States but Germany and
Italy. Decreases were strongest in Ireland, the
Netherlands and Sweden where it was at half the
level or less of five years ago. In the former two
countries and in Luxembourg the youth unem-
ployment ratio in 2000 reached levels below 3%.
On the other hand, in Italy, Spain and Finland,
the youth unemployment ratio still remained
above 10% (Chart 33).
Long-term unemployment
Long-term unemployment continued to decrease
in all Member States of the European Union,
reaching 3.6% in 2000. It dropped by 1.5 percent-
age points during 1995-2000, with decreases
being strongest in Spain and Ireland where the
long-term unemployment rate declined by 6.5
percentage points to 5.9% and by 6.1 percentage
points to 1.7% in 2000, respectively (Chart 34).
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Male long-term unemployment
rates are lower than those for
women in most EU countries, with
the exception of Finland, Ireland,
Sweden and the UK. At EU level,
the male long-term unemployment
rate stood at 3.0% while it was 4.4%
for women. The decrease in the long-
term unemployment rate has been
slightly greater, though, for women;
1.8 percentage points over the peri-
od 1995-2000, compared to 1.5 per-
centage points for men (Chart 35).
Employment Prospects
2001/2002
On the basis of the Commission's
spring economic forecast, both activ-
ity rates and employment rates can
be expected to increase further in
the near future, although probably
less strongly than in the recent past.
The encouraging recent employment
developments needs to be viewed
against the uncertainty of a slow-
down in economic activity that has
emerged since the last two quarters.
The methodology and the assump-
tions underlying the projections are
described in the Annex.
Assuming invariant labour market
policies, EU-level activity rates are
expected to rise moderately in the
next two years to close to 70% over-
all in 2002 and above 78% for men
and 61% for women. Increases in
participation will be strongest
among women, leading to a likely
reduction in the gender gap in par-
ticipation of one percentage point by
2002.
The overall employment rate at EU
level may come close to 65% in 2002;
73.5% for men and 56% for women,
compared to intermediate targets
for 2005 of 67% overall and 57% for
women. Like activity rates, employ-
ment rates will rise most signifi-
cantly among women, thus reducing
the gender gap in employment rates
by 1 percentage point to 17.5 in
2002. Taking into account the pro-
jected increases in both activity
rates and employment rates, unem-
ployment rates at EU level are
expected to fall below 8% by 2002.
Increases in the activity rate will be
most pronounced in Spain, Italy, the
Netherlands, Ireland and Luxem-
bourg, while activity rates appear to
be stagnant in Denmark, Germany,
Austria and the UK. Female activity
rates are likely to increase in all
Member States, with the exception
of Denmark, Sweden and the UK.
Participation rates are likely to con-
tinue to rise further in all age
groups. Increases in the participa-
tion of older people is likely to be
strongest in Spain, the Netherlands
and Belgium, while older people
activity rates appear to be stagnat-
ing in Austria, Germany, the UK
and Denmark. By 2002, activity
rates among older people are expect-
ed to remain significantly below the
EU average in Belgium, Luxem-
bourg, Italy, Austria and France.
Activity rates among young people
are expected to rise slightly faster
than overall activity rates, and most
strongly in Ireland, the Netherlands
and Finland.
With the possible exceptions of Den-
mark, Germany, Austria, the UK
and Portugal, employment rates are
likely to increase considerably over
the coming years, and in most coun-
tries this growth is expected to be
stronger for women than for men.
Like activity rates, employment
rates will increase across all age
groups, with increases being similar
across age groups. According to the
projections, activity rates for those
between 55-64 will rise from 40.1%
in 1998 to 41.5% in 2002 and
employment rates from 36.6% in
1998 to 37.7% in 2000 and 38.8% in
2002. Despite the higher increase in
employment rates in all age groups,
these increases may prove insuffi-
cient to reach the EU-wide target of
50% in 2010.
In the 55-64 age group, particularly
strong increases are expected in
Spain, Finland, the Netherlands
and Sweden. For young people,
employment rates are likely to
increase strongly in Spain, Ireland,
Finland, Luxembourg, France and
Sweden.
Meeting the Lisbon and Stock-
holm targets
Both recent employment develop-
ments and projections for the com-
ing years are generally in line with
targets set at the Lisbon and Stock-
holm Summits.
Employment in Europe 2000 pre-
sented a scenario based on assump-
tions of an average 3% GDP growth
in the EU in the period 2000-2010,
showing both the sustainability of
the most recent positive trends and
the feasibility of the Lisbon employ-
ment rate targets. Despite some
recent signs of an economic slow-
down, the most recent employment
rate trends for most countries are
still in line with this scenario. The
trend continues to be encouraging,
supported by positive developments
in the largest Member States and in
Spain and Italy in particular. A
more pronounced and lasting slow-
down, however, could cast doubt on
the feasibility of achieving the Lis-
bon targets. 
This report provides projections of
activity rates and employment rates
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for the next two years. Denmark,
the Netherlands, Sweden and the
UK have already reached the overall
employment rate target for 2010.
The same countries plus Portugal
and Finland have reached the
female employment rate target of
60%. Several other Member States
such as France, Italy and Belgium
have recently shown a pick-up in
employment rates. Employment
performance in Greece, Austria,
Germany and Portugal seems to
remain stagnant, or to be only mod-
erately improving, in the latter
three countries at a comparatively
high level. 
Meeting the newly set target for the
employment of older people, howev-
er, will depend crucially on both the
overall economic development in
Europe and the introduction of sig-
nificant changes in employment
policies in some countries. Even if
good progress is made on both these
fronts, the target remains challeng-
ing. More favourable performances
than those currently observed and
projected for the next two years may
be needed to move decisively
towards the target rate of 50% by
2010. However, the participation
rates in the 45-54 age group in 2000
show that the target is achievable if
the high participation rates in this
cohort can be maintained.
Despite differences in the levels and
in the evolution of the employment
rate across countries, the overall
employment rate at EU level could
reach 65% in 2002. However, in the
Union the gender and age gaps still
persist in most of the Member
States, and are particularly wide for
those countries with a low overall
employment rate. For these Member
States, the achievement of the
Stockholm and Lisbon targets may
require particularly large increases
in the employment rates for women
and older people. Moreover, the fact
that the employment rate is higher
for high-skilled workers than for
low- or medium-skilled ones high-
lights the importance of upgrading
workers’ skills.
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Introduction
The Lisbon European Council has
set the strategic goal for the Union
to become the most dynamic knowl-
edge-based economy in the world
capable of sustainable economic
growth with more and better jobs
and greater social cohesion. The
strategy launched at the Lisbon
Council is designed to regain the
conditions for full employment in a
knowledge-based economy. The
upgrading of the labour force’s
skills, life-long learning and job
quality are high priorities for fully
reaping the economic and social ben-
efits of a knowledge-based economy.
Lisbon puts great emphasis on
human resources and investing in
people.
In the transition to a knowledge-
based economy, structural change
related to the introduction of new
technologies leads to a rapid
increase in the demand for skilled
workers. This then demands a quan-
titative and, above all, a qualitative
improvement of the labour supply. 
This chapter considers the impact of
new technologies on employment
and on skills requirements. It exam-
ines the evolution of labour demand
and labour supply focussing on the
job creation performance of the high
tech sectors, the growing demand
for skills and the relative supply of
skilled workers. Updating the
labour force to keep pace with the
effects of technology on labour
demand is a key challenge for EU.
Since new technologies are charac-
terised by intangible capital-deepen-
ing, labour productivity growth may
be related to the knowledge accumu-
lated by workers as well as to the
match between skills and jobs. The
increase in the skill content of the
labour force may enhance productiv-
ity growth in the near future. 
Demand Trends
Technical progress has an undoubt-
edly positive effect on growth but its
impact on employment is more
uncertain. Innovations destroy pro-
duction activities and create new
ones asymmetrically. Innovation
processes are usually labour-saving,
but product innovations create new
sectors which can have a positive
effect on labour demand. With the
knowledge-based economy emerg-
ing, it becomes important that the
skills of workers change so they are
able to adapt to the technology-
related shifts in the labour demand.
Skills, including basic skills, need to
increase across the whole workforce.
This applies equally to technical
knowledge and ICT skills as well as
to social skills and an improved
capacity of problem-solving, commu-
nication and cooperation. To adopt
new technologies, firms need a high-
ly educated workforce. This section
will focus on employment in high-
tech and knowledge intensive sec-
tors. It further examines the impact
of part-time employment and of
temporary or fixed-term working
contracts on job creation in the new
European labour markets.
In the period 1995-2000, net job cre-
ation in the EU amounted to almost
10 million. The sectors with the
strongest employment growth at EU
level actually are either high-tech-
nology and ICT-related jobs ("high-
tech sectors") or characterised by
high knowledge intensity as reflect-
ed in the high educational levels of
the workforce ("high-education sec-
tors"), or both. In 2000 alone, these
sectors created 1.6 million net jobs
in the EU.
As in previous years, employment
growth generally continued to be
strongest in the service sector and in
high-skilled non-manual occupa-
tional groups. 9.8 million jobs were
created in the service sector and
almost 1 million jobs in industry
(0.92 million) of which half were in
the construction sector. On the other
hand, job destruction continued to
be pronounced in the agricultural
sector, which lost more jobs over the
period 1995-2000 than industry cre-
ated (1.06 million).
Demand for labour continues to be
strongest for high-skilled workers in
high-tech and high-education sec-
tors which accounted for more than
a third of total net job creation.
However, employment growth also
continues in these sectors for work-
ers with lower skill levels while in
other sectors of the economy
demand for this sub-group is stag-
nating or even declining. Thus,
there are strong spill-over effects
confirming the conclusions of
Employment in Europe 2000.
Employment in 2000 grew most
strongly in high-skilled non-manual
professions, with employment
growth rates of 6% for professionals,
3.5% for technicians and 2.5% for
managers, legislators, and senior
officials. In other occupations such
as "service, shop and market sales
workers" employment grew only
moderately, while decreasing for
workers in agriculture or elemen-
tary occupations.
Despite positive trends in labour
demand, employment remains high-
ly segregated by gender. Over the
1995-2000 period gender gaps
declined only in a few sectors such
as wholesale and retail and financial
intermediation. High-tech sectors
are dominated by men who account
for almost two thirds of total
employment in the sector. Occupa-
tional segregation is still high even
in the fast growing high-skilled non-
manual occupations.
Employment growth by sector
Employment creation in the fastest
growing sectors accounted for
almost two thirds of total employ-
ment creation between 1995 and
2000. Of the 10 million jobs created
in the period, more than 40% were
created in health care, education
and social work, more than 25% in
general business services and
around 10% in the sector of comput-
er and related services (chart 36).
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All sectors characterised by either
high-technology and high shares in
ICT-related jobs ("high-tech sec-
tors") or a high knowledge intensity
as reflected in high educational lev-
els of the workforce ("high-education
sectors"), or both, had the strongest
employment growth at the EU level.
Employment in "computer and
related services" grew at rates above
13%, in "general business services" –
including real estate, renting and
other business activities – recorded
rates of 6% and "education, health
and social work" rates of 2.1%.
Following the strong record of the
service sector in employment cre-
ation, the sectoral distribution of
total employment continued its evo-
lution towards higher employment
shares in services at the expense of
industry and agriculture (Chart 37).
In 1999, about two thirds of the
European workforce were employed
in the service sector, ranging from
55% in Portugal to 75% in Luxem-
bourg. Increases in the employment
share of the service sector have been
particularly strong in Luxembourg,
Greece, Austria, Germany and Ire-
land, while actually declining
between 1995 and 2000 in Portugal.
Employment across sectors remains
highly segregated by gender, with
men over-represented in agricul-
ture, industry and financial servic-
es, and women over-represented in
other services, including health
care, education and private house-
holds (Chart 38). Over the period
1995-2000, employment segregation
by gender has evolved differently
across the various sectors with gen-
der gaps declining in only few sec-
tors such as wholesale and retail,
financial intermediation, transport
and electricity (Chart 39).
Highly educated employed people
clearly remain over-represented in
the service sector. In 2000, 55% of
all low-skilled employees were
employed in services, whereas medi-
um- and high-skilled workers
recorded significantly higher
employment shares in services –
66% and 80%, respectively (Chart
40). In general, the shares of
employment in agriculture and
industry fall as educational attain-
ment increases for both men and
women.
Female employment remains very
much concentrated in the service
sector at all skill levels, with
employment shares ranging from
70% for low-educated women to 90%
for high-skilled women. Low-skilled
women are mainly employed in the
health and social work sector and in
hotels and restaurants while high-
30
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skilled women are mainly employed
in education and in the health and
social work sector. Male employ-
ment rates remain more balanced
between industry and services, with
the employment share of high-
skilled men reaching 72% in servic-
es, while that of male workers with
low qualifications was 45% in servic-
es and continue to remain higher in
industry. As well as in the wholesale
and retail trade, low-skilled male
workers remain concentrated in
manufacturing, construction and
agriculture.
Job creation in high-tech 
sectors
As in previous years, high-tech sec-
tors remained one of the major con-
tributors to employment growth.
The high-tech sectors in the EU cre-
ated almost 1.5 million net jobs in
the period 1995-2000, equivalent to
an employment increase in the high-
tech sectors between 1995 and 2000
of 14% or 2.6% per annum (Charts
41 and 42). Net employment cre-
ation in high-tech sectors thus
amounted to 16% of total net
employment creation in the EU.
While employment growth rates in
other sectors have actually
decreased slightly in 2000 compared
to 1999, employment growth in
high-tech sectors continued to be
strong for the fifth year in a row,
reaching growth rates of almost 5%
in 2000.
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With the exception of Portugal,
employment growth in all Member
States has been much stronger in
high-tech sectors than in the rest of
the economy (Chart 43). Employ-
ment growth in the high-tech sector
was especially strong in countries
with overall strong employment
growth during the last years: Lux-
embourg, the Netherlands, Ireland,
Spain and Finland.
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2 Defining high-tech sectors
On the basis of NACE rev.1, Eurostat defines the following sectors as high-
tech sectors:
24 Manufacturing of chemicals and chemical products
29 Manufacturing of machinery and equipment
30 Manufacturing of office machinery
31 Manufacturing of electrical equipment
32 Manufacturing of radio, television and communication equipment
33 Manufacturing of medical, precision and optical instruments
34 Manufacturing of motor vehicles
35 Manufacturing of other transport equipment
64 Post and telecommunications 
72 Computer and related activities
73 Research and development
The manufacturing sectors included in the group of high-tech sectors are
generally referred to as "research-intensive industries", while the service
sectors included can be considered as "high-tech services". All of these sec-
tors have in common a relatively high research intensity and a high share
of R&D.
11.7% of the European workforce, or 17 million people, were employed in
high-tech sectors in 2000, ranging from 3.9% in Greece to 14.3% in Ger-
many. In Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Sweden, France, Ireland, Italy and
the UK, more than every tenth person employed was working in high-tech
sectors. High-tech sectors created 570,000 net jobs in 2000, accounting for
20% of total employment growth in the EU.
Source: Eurostat, LFS
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Employment in high-tech sectors
remains dominated by men, who
account for almost two thirds of
total employment in these sectors.
Gender gaps in employment shares
range from 25% in Portugal to above
50% in Greece, Belgium, the UK and
the Netherlands (Chart 44).
In all EU Member States, the frac-
tion of high-skilled employed in
2000 was significantly higher in
high-tech sectors than in other sec-
tors of the economy (Chart 45).
Almost 30% of those employed in the
EU's high-tech sectors were highly
educated, compared to 23% in other
sectors of the economies. In Finland
and Spain more than 40% of those
employed in these fast growing sec-
tors are high-skilled.
In Austria and the Benelux coun-
tries, similar fractions of highly edu-
cated and low-educated people work
in high-tech sectors, suggesting that
high-tech sectors in these countries
are creating relatively more jobs for
the low-skilled or that other factors,
besides high skills alone, determine
job creation in these sectors. Finally,
Portugal and Italy are the only
countries in the EU in which the
high-tech sectors employ signifi-
cantly more low-educated people
than high-educated.
Job creation in 
high-education and 
knowledge-intensive sectors
Together with these high-tech sec-
tors, employment growth in the EU
over the years 1995-2000 has been
highest in knowledge-intensive
high-education sectors, i.e. those
sectors of the economy which display
a high degree of knowledge intensity
and which require high educational
attainment levels of their workforce
(see Box 4 on knowledge intensive
sectors). Between 1995 and 2000,
employment growth in high-educa-
tion sectors was 3% per year, com-
pared to 1% in other sectors, and
6.8% per year in knowledge-inten-
sive service sectors, compared to
1.3% in other service sectors (Chart
46).
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3 Defining high-education sectors 
On the basis of NACE rev.1, the following sectors
have been defined as high-education sectors (cf.
Employment in Europe 2000):
30 Manufacture of office machinery and equipment
72 Computer and related activities
73 Research and development
74 Other business activities
80 Education
85 Health and social work
91 Activities of membership organisations
99 Extra territorial organisations and bodies
Sectors 30, 72, 73, and 74 are common to high-tech
and high-education sectors.
One quarter of the European workforce in 2000 was
employed in high-education sectors, ranging from
15.7% in Portugal to 38.3% in Sweden (Chart 47). In
the Netherlands, Sweden, the UK and Ireland every
tenth person employed was working in high-educa-
tion, ICT-related sectors, as opposed to below 5% in
Portugal and Greece. Employment growth in high-
education sectors between 1999 and 2000 accounted
for 35% of total employment growth in the EU, with
almost 1 million net jobs created in high-education
sectors in 2000.
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4 Defining knowledge-intensive
services (KIS)
On the basis of NACE rev.1, the following sectors are
defined by Eurostat as knowledge-intensive services:
61 Water transport
62 Air transport
64 Post and telecommunications
65 Financial intermediation, except insurance and
pension funding
66 Insurance and pension funding, except compulsory
social security
67 Activities auxiliary to financial intermediation
70 Real estate activities
71 Renting of machinery/equipment without operator
and of personal and household goods
72 Computer and related activities
73 Research and development
74 Other business activities
80 Education
85 Health and social work
92 Recreational, cultural and sporting activities
Sectors 72, 73, 74, 80 and 85 are both high-education
sectors and knowledge-intensive services. 
About 50 million Europeans, i.e. a third of the Euro-
pean workforce, were employed in knowledge-inten-
sive services in 2000, ranging from 19.7% in Portugal
to 45.9% in Sweden (Chart 48). Employment growth
in knowledge-intensive services between 1999 and
2000 amounted to 1.3 million jobs, almost half of the
total employment growth in the EU.
48 Employment in knowledge-intensive sectors, 2000 
(share of total employment)
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While countries like Ireland, Fin-
land, Spain and the Netherlands are
clearly experiencing employment
growth in all sectors of the economy,
it is strongest in the high-education
sectors. In other countries such as
Germany, Austria and Sweden,
employment growth has been posi-
tive only in high-education sectors
and actually negative in other sec-
tors.
This confirms the conclusions of the
Employment in Europe 2000 report
that the employment dynamics in
the high-education sectors con-
tributes decisively to the overall
employment dynamics of the Euro-
pean labour markets.
Employment growth 
by occupation
In the period 1995-2000, more than
60% of all new jobs were created in
high-skilled, non-manual occupa-
tions and 30% in low- and medium-
skilled, non-manual occupations.
The remaining 10% of new jobs were
predominantly unskilled manual
jobs. The occupational pattern of
employment growth was similar
between men and women (Chart
49), with the exception of craft and
related occupations and elementary
occupations, but differed dramati-
cally across educational back-
ground.
Female employment has risen,
albeit from low levels, in elementary
occupations, but decreased among
craft workers. However, employ-
ment growth has been strongest for
men and women in the same occu-
pational categories, with employ-
ment growth for women generally
being significantly stronger among
professionals, technicians, sales
workers and clerks than for men.
Occupational segregation by gender
remained at high levels especially
among sales workers and clerks on
the one hand, and machine opera-
tors and craft workers on the other,
with gender gaps in employment
shares of 15% or more (Chart 50). In
these occupations the traditional
gender gaps are still widening.
Occupational segregation by gender
can also be observed among some of
the fast growing high-skilled non-
manual occupations. For example,
in the case of men, the share of
"managers, legislators and senior
officials" is almost double (10.1%)
that for women (5.8%). In this occu-
pational category, net job creation
has been stronger for men than for
women, thus widening the occupa-
tional gender gap. As a consequence
of the stronger employment growth
for women, occupational segregation
by gender, however, has continued
to decrease in other occupational
categories, especially among profes-
sionals.
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With regards to educational attain-
ment, not only were the majority of
total net jobs created in the period
1995-2000 for high-skilled individu-
als, but also the share of high-
skilled individuals entering into
occupational categories with an
already high concentration of highly
educated workers, was generally
above average rates (Chart 51). The
fraction of high-skilled jobs among
total jobs created within an occupa-
tion was highest among profession-
als – the occupational group with
the highest share of highly educated
persons employed. More than 80% of
the new jobs created in this group in
2000 were taken up by high-skilled
individuals. By comparison, at EU
level, in 2000, 26.0% of all employed
education sectors of the economy.
While non-manual, high-skilled
occupations experienced high
growth rates in all sectors of the
economy, employment in low- and
medium-skilled occupations only
grew in fast growing sectors of the
economy and actually stagnated or
declined in other sectors. Employ-
ment creation for the high-skilled in
the fast growing sectors of the econ-
omy also triggers employment cre-
ation for the low- and medium-
skilled, most significantly in high-
education sectors. These sectors con-
tribute up to 40% of total net job cre-
ation for the low- and medium-
skilled and to more than half of total
net job creation for the high-skilled.
When dividing sectors in the econo-
my into quartiles according to their
overall employment growth over the
period 1995-2000, it is clear that in
sectors with low employment
growth, non-manual high-skilled
and low-skilled occupations are
actually the only occupations with
growing employment (Chart 52).
Employment in manual and low-
and medium-skilled occupations is
actually stagnating or declining.
Employment creation in the fastest
growing sectors of the economy has
contributed more than two thirds of
total net job creation for both the
high-skilled and the medium-
skilled, while actually accounting
for almost all of the total employ-
ment growth among the low-skilled.
The decline in employment of skilled
manual workers in the lower quar-
tile may reflect job losses of skilled
agricultural workers throughout the
Union.
In 2000, high- and medium-skilled
workers in high-tech sectors con-
tributed to a net job creation of
almost 1.8 million jobs. By contrast,
employment of the low-skilled in
both high-education sectors and in
other sectors declined by more than
1 million jobs.
Supply trends
Technological innovations make
some workers’ skills obsolete. An
increase in the relative supply of
skilled workers may lead firms to
adopt new technologies helping them
to sustain higher productivity
growth. This section analyses the
evolution of labour supply looking at
the gender, age and skill dimensions.
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had attained tertiary education,
ranging from 11.6% in Portugal to
37.3% in Finland.
Shares of low-educated persons
employed, on the other hand,
amounted to 28.0% at EU level and
ranged from 12.9% in the UK to
75.6% in Portugal. Employed people
with low educational backgrounds
were generally over-represented in
agriculture, unskilled manual or
elementary professions.
Skill content of employment
growth
Employment growth in the period
1995-2000 has been strongest
among high-skilled, non-manual
occupations in high-tech and high-
51 Skill composition of professionals, 2000
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In recent years, employment performance was partic-
ularly good, but some problems still persist. Employ-
ment in the EU increased by 10 million over 1995-
2000, two-thirds of which were accounted for by the
increase in the labour force and a third by unemploy-
ment reduction. The rise in participation rates was
mainly due to the strong increase in the female activ-
ity rates in all the age groups, while for men partici-
pation increased only modestly. The strong pick-up in
female participation rates together with a stationary
or falling male activity rates reduced the gender gap.
Despite a reduction in the gender gap at EU level,
substantial differences remain between countries. For
young people, activity rates started to rise after 1997,
indicative of a growing trend of combining part-time
work and education together with increasing skill lev-
els. These have increased across all age groups. Over
the last five years there has been an increase in the
skill content of the labour force. 
Activity rates have also increased for older workers in
many Member States, although the momentum needs
to be consolidated. In other Member States action
should be taken if the EU is to reach its employment
rate target of 50% for older men and women by 2010.
This is particularly important in the light of rapid age-
ing. Migration to the EU has become the main compo-
nent of population change but the working-age popu-
lation is expected to fall in the coming years in a few
countries, as Europe grows older. The up-skilling of
the labour force together with increasing demand for
skills in the knowledge economy will help alleviate the
pressure of labour market adjustment of those in
employment.
The European labour force grew by about 6.5 million
between 1995-2000 accounting for two thirds of the
strong increase in employment witnessed during the
period. Simultaneously, unemployment dropped by
some 3.5 million bringing the total increase in
employment to almost 10 million.
The contribution of lower unemployment to the
increase in employment of about one third between
1995 and 2000 was significantly higher than during
the expansionary period of the late 1980s. Particular-
ly in 2000, more than half of net employment creation
was due to the strong reduction in unemployment.
For each age group, the expansion of the labour force
can further be broken down into two main compo-
nents: the increase in activity rates (participation
effect) and the increase in the population of each age
group (demographic effect). The latter is the result of
the net balance from migration and of the natural
increase in the population (Charts 53 and 54). 
Over the period 1995-2000, the rapid growth in the EU
labour force was mainly the result of very strong
increases in the participation of women, particularly in
the prime-age and older-age groups. Almost 2.8 million
women have entered the labour force from inactivity
since 1995 (Chart 53). This represents about 60% of the
total net increase in the female labour force of 4.5 mil-
lion between 1995 and 2000, with the remaining 40%
due to a demographic push resulting from population
ageing.
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For men, the increase in the labour force over 1995-2000
is fully accounted for by the demographic effects while
the participation effect has actually been negative
(Chart 54). Only the young and older age groups showed
a slight increase in male participation during this peri-
od.
Women account for most of the rise 
in participation rates
Over the 1995-2000 period participation rates
increased significantly, rising by almost 2 percentage
points to the level of 69% in 2000. The bulk of this
increase is accounted for by a very strong rise in the
activity rate of about 3 percentage points to 59.9% for
women (Chart 55). For men, there was a modest rise in
activity rates of about 0.3 percentage point over the
last five years, bringing the rate to 78.1% in 2000
For women, the largest increases occurred in the 25-54
prime-age group and then in the 55-64 age group. Par-
ticipation rates for young women in the 15-24 grouping
remained broadly the same in 2000 as in 1995. The
participation rate of prime-age men, by contrast,
remained basically unchanged over this period and the
modest increase was fully accounted for by the young
and older-age groups.
Female participation
The large influx of new female entrants into the labour
market has been one of the most significant develop-
ments in European labour supply during the last five
years. Rapid increases in the female participation rate
are a common feature across virtually all the Member
States (except for Sweden). The Nordic countries, Den-
mark, Sweden and Finland, have the highest female
participation rates in the EU, with about three quar-
ters of all women active in the labour force (Chart 56).
The high female activity rates in the Nordic countries
compare with much lower rates in Luxembourg and
the southern Member States (Spain, Greece and Italy),
where only every second woman is active. Neverthe-
less, significant progress has been made in these coun-
tries over the past five years, with female activity
rates increasing between 4 percentage points in Italy
and 5.6 percentage points in Spain.
Female prime-age participation rates in the EU rose
strongly in all age groups over the period 1995-2000.
The biggest increases occurred in the 45-49 and 50-54
age groups, with increases of about 5 percentage
points in each (Chart 57). Female participation rates
in the other age groups rose by 2.5 to 3.5 percentage
points (Chart 57). Male prime-age participation rates
in the EU labour force stood at 92.7% in 2000, exhibit-
ing relatively small variations across Member States –
with a difference of less than 6 percentage points
between Greece and France, on the one hand, and
Sweden on the other. 
The strong increases in female participation together
with stationary or falling male activity rates in the
prime-age group have led to a further reduction in the
gender gap. Despite this movement, differences in
overall participation between men and women remain
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substantial in most of the southern
Member States, Luxembourg and
Ireland compared to the Nordic
Member States (Chart 58).
The strong increase in female par-
ticipation can be explained by a
demand pull on the one hand, and
an acceleration of the generational
shift, on the other. This shift reflects
changes in the female activity pat-
tern, with successive generations of
women showing markedly diverse
levels of participation. Increasingly,
young women do not leave the
labour market when they get mar-
ried or have children as they did in
the past but remain in activity
longer. This generational shift can
be observed in all Member States
but appears more evident in coun-
tries where female participation is
relatively low.
On the other hand, it appears that
the demand-pull resulting from a
prolonged strong employment per-
formance has benefited women more
than men. This is due, firstly, to
stronger employment growth in the
female dominated service sector, and
secondly, to an apparent stabilisation
of the prime-age male activity rate.
Not only were women in a better
position to benefit from their gen-
der-specific employment distribu-
tion – their over-representation in
service sector activities – but also
higher female participation overall
stimulates demand for a range of
services previously supplied within
households by non-working women.
Furthermore, the need for care pro-
vision, which becomes ever more
important in the light of increasing
female participation, and population
ageing, which exerts further pres-
sure on recreational activities and
health care respectively, should also
be put in the context of increasing
demand for services.
These factors are not only changing
labour supply but also the structure
of production of the economy by
increasing the demand for service
activities. Arguably, they could have
a major impact on the overall sec-
toral employment distribution.
Improving participation of older
workers is a priority
Another significant development of
recent years has been the increased
participation of older workers in the
labour force (particularly for women).
Encouraging the continuation of this
trend will become increasingly
important over the coming years as
Europe's population becomes older,
placing further pressure on social
security systems. In addition,
increasing participation among older
workers is a condition for sustainable
growth, as it will reduce the econom-
ic dependency of the non-employed
on the employed population. 
In 2000, the overall activity rate for
older workers in the 55-64 age brack-
et, reached 40.8%. This represents
an increase of 1.5 percentage points
compared to 1995. The bulk of this
increase was borne by women – 2.8
percentage points (Chart 59). The
participation rate for men was rela-
tively stable during the same period
at EU level, reflecting, partly, the
fall in participation of older male-
workers in Germany which was
down more than 2 percentage points.
A possible explanation for the recent
increase in activity rates of older
workers in most Member States is a
change in early retirement behav-
iour, reflecting increased life
expectancy. In 2000, this had
reached 81.1 years for women, up
from 79.4 years in 1990. For men,
estimates suggest that it rose from
72.8 years to 74.7 years during the
decade. Another reason for deferring
retirement could be that a higher
proportion of older workers have
succeeded in negotiating working
arrangements that suit them better
especially involving working fewer
hours. Indeed, the proportion of
part-timers among older workers
has risen successively in the period
1995-2000 in all EU Member States
except Austria, Denmark, Greece
and Sweden, where part-time work
appears to have fallen (Chart 60).
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At the Member State level, there are
striking differences in the rate of par-
ticipation among older workers, rang-
ing from 69.4% in Sweden to just 27.2%
in Belgium (Chart 61). Between the top
and bottom levels, current activity for
older workers is very low in Austria,
France, Italy and Luxembourg (28% to
32%). In the Netherlands, Germany,
Spain, Greece, Finland and Ireland
between 39% and 47% of older workers
are participating in the labour force.
Finally, participation is relatively high
in the UK, Portugal and Denmark,
with rates ranging from 53% to 58%.
Female participation rates of older
workers are especially low in Italy,
Austria, Luxembourg and Belgium, all
of which had activity rates for older
women of below 20% in 2000. 
Younger workers more likely to 
combine work and 
education
From 1997 onwards, the EU-level
activity rate for young workers began
to rise after several years of decline in
the 1990s (Chart 62).
An increase occurred for each of the
individual ages in the 15-24 bracket
and was particularly significant for
those aged 18, 19 and 20. In these age
groups, participation rates increased
by more than 3 percentage points on
average over the period 1995 to 2000
(Chart 63).
There are two possible explanations for
this recovery. Firstly, young people
could be leaving education earlier
because of good employment prospects
resulting from the sustained EU eco-
nomic expansion. Secondly, there could
be an increase in the proportion of
those who, while not leaving education
earlier, choose to combine studying
with some kind of part-time work. The
latter would result in a lengthening of
the time taken to complete education if
part-time studying has gained impor-
tance over full-time education.
The share of young people who have
completed tertiary education (cate-
gorised as "high-skilled") has increased
over time (Chart 64). Simultaneously
the number of those in the labour force
considered to be low-skilled (that is
those with less than upper secondary
education) appears to be falling. On
average, young Europeans do not drop
out earlier from education despite the
favourable employment prospects.
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On the other hand, the share of young people
with a part-time job increased markedly over
the 1995-2000 period (Chart 65). In 1995,
part-timers accounted for 18.8% of the
employed population aged 15-24. Prelimi-
nary estimates suggest this share has risen
by almost 4 percentage points to about 23%
in 2000. In addition, some 48% of young
workers in 1995 said the main reason for
being in part-time rather than full-time
employment was because of continuing par-
ticipation in school education or training.
This proportion of part-timers had risen to
about 61% in the EU as a whole by 2000,
suggesting that good employment prospects
have resulted in more young people joining
the labour force without necessarily drop-
ping out of education.
This pattern of combining part-time work
with further education appears to be a com-
mon feature across most of the EU except
Finland, France and Sweden, where the
share of young people in part-time work
seems to have fallen over the period under
review. While this pattern is not new in
Member States like the Netherlands, Den-
mark and Sweden, part-time work among
the young is becoming increasingly impor-
tant in others such as Spain, Italy and Bel-
gium.
In some countries young people are more
inclined to combine part-time work with
studies than in others. At the Member State
level, Belgium, France, Greece, Italy and
Luxembourg had participation rates of
young workers of less than 40% in 2000. By
contrast, rates in the Netherlands or Den-
mark were above 70% (Chart 66). As shown
by the simultaneous increase in both the
level of educational attainment and the par-
ticipation of young people in the labour force
in several Member States, increases in part-
time work among the young do not necessar-
ily conflict with increasing schooling levels.
New entrants are better 
qualified than ever
The goal set out at the Lisbon Council is
based on a strategy that put people at the
centre of the Union's policies. Investing in
people is up on the policy agenda both for the
achievement of a knowledge-based economy
and for ensuring that the low-skilled do not
fall into an unemployment trap. 
As with age- and gender-specific patterns of
activity, the structure and developments in
participation across different groups of indi-
viduals also vary by educational attainment
and skills. The most important development
is the continued increase in the skill level of
the labour force, generally referred to as "up-
skilling". 
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In 1995, about 36% of the labour force had completed
lower secondary education or less and were, therefore,
considered low-skilled. By 2000, the proportion of low-
skilled people in the labour force had fallen by about 7
percentage points to 29%. By contrast, the proportion of
medium-skilled workers, those who have completed
upper secondary education, grew by 5 percentage
points in the same five-year period. There was also a 4
percentage point increase in the share of actives who
had completed tertiary education – the "high-skilled" –
in 2000 than five years before. The increase in the skill
content of the labour force over the period 1995 to 2000
appears to be more pronounced for women than for
men. Furthermore, not only is the share of low-skilled
women in the labour force lower than that of low-
skilled men, but also the share of high-skilled women is
higher than that of high-skilled men.
The highest levels of tertiary and upper secondary edu-
cation in the labour force at the EU level are found in
the 25-29 age group (Chart 67). Average skill levels
decline with age and illiteracy is less common in
younger generations. Furthermore, the proportion of
high-skilled was lower and that of low-skilled higher in
1995 than in 2000 for all age groups.
Demographic patterns: migration, 
mobility, and population ageing
The Stockholm Council has stressed the importance of
policies aimed at reducing barriers to mobility across
Member States in order to create new European labour
markets open to all and to promote the acquisition of
skills by European workers. 
The main component of population change in the EU
economies during the 1995-2000 period was positive net
migration which boosted the population of the Union by
0.2% per year. It has contributed significantly to the
increase in labour supply, although to a lesser extent
than the increase in female participation. Germany,
Italy and Sweden have actually witnessed an average,
natural decrease in their populations that was more
than offset by positive net migration. With the exception
of France, Ireland, Finland and the Netherlands, the
effect of positive net migration on population growth has
been stronger than that of the natural increase in the
population in all EU Member States (Chart 68).
Both immigration to Europe and geographical mobility
within the EU, remain relatively low compared to the
US1. On the basis of the latest available comparable data,
immigration flows to the EU are estimated at 2 million
(Table 5) of which 40% are EU citizens either moving
from another EU Member State or nationals returning to
their home countries. The remaining 60% are made up of
people from outside the EU. The total inflow represents
0.8% of the current EU working-age population (0.5% of
the total population). About 1.2 million of the total inflow
to the EU were non-EU nationals. This compares with
about 1.4 million people who entered the United States
from abroad in 1999 (0.8% of their working-age popula-
tion, or 0.5% of their total population).
(1)There is some recent evidence, however, that the contribution of work-relat-
ed mobility to total mobility in the US could be overstated. See "An Overview
of Labour Mobility in the United States; F. W. Horvath, Jr. Office of Employ-
ment and Unemployment Statistics. US Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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About 6.7 million people per year
crossed state borders in the US dur-
ing the 1990s, equivalent to just
above 2.5% of the total population.
Mobility in the US is lower today
than it was 10 years ago, however,
largely due to the ageing of the pop-
ulation. In the EU, despite a far
more rapidly ageing population,
data suggest a slight increase in
cross-border mobility within the EU
over the past five years in most
Member States. Thus, although they
remain low, intra-EU migratory
inflows have been rising in a num-
ber of Member States in the past few
years, with the notable exception of
Germany. The size of the slowdown
in immigration to Germany from
other EU countries, due to the
strong demand for labour in many
Member States and a relatively
lower employment growth in Ger-
many, resulted in static cross-border
mobility at the aggregate EU level. 
Some of the reasons for the observed
increase can be attributed to social
and demographic change and the
processes of European integration,
on the one hand, and to an increase
in the skill content of the labour
force and a change in the sectoral
composition of employment towards
the services sector, on the other. 
Not only is net inward migration to
the EU relatively less important
than in the US, but the natural
increase in the total population is
also significantly lower in the EU.
Immigration to European countries
will become increasingly important
to offset the reduction in the work-
ing-age population, at least partial-
ly. Despite the positive effects of
immigration, the working-age popu-
lation is expected to decline in some
Member States (Germany, Greece,
Spain, Italy) and to grow at much
lower rates than before in others
(Chart 69). There are some signs of
a recovery in fertility rates. Howev-
er, the impact of this will only be felt
in the long term.
Participation of non-EU nationals
The participation rate among the
approximately 8.7 million non-EU
nationals aged 15-64 resident in the
EU stands at 60.8% and is, there-
fore, significantly lower than among
EU-nationals (69%) in all Member
States except Spain, Greece and
Italy (Chart 70). Citizens from the
10 Central and Eastern European
candidate countries (CEECs)
account for 5% of the population of
non-EU nationals in the EU. Two
thirds of these are resident in Ger-
many and Austria, which have par-
ticipation rates for non-EU nation-
als comparable to those for EU-
nationals.
Prospective patterns in labour
supply
The number of employees leaving
the labour force through retirement
will increase markedly over the com-
ing years as a result of the ageing of
the European population. The pro-
portion of those aged 55-64 in the
total working-age population is fore-
cast to rise from 16.5% in 2000 to
19% in 2010, an increase of around
1.3% a year. The ratio of those aged
65 and above to those of working age
in the population will increase sig-
nificantly between 2000 and 2010
from about 26% to 29%, thus further
increasing the burden on public pen-
sion systems. The level of labour
market participation of those aged
65 and above remains one of the
main differences between the US
and the EU: individuals aged 65 and
over account for only 3% of the over-
all labour force in the EU compared
to almost 12% in the US.
The rapid ageing of the EU popula-
tion results in a continuous change
in the balance between those in
employment, compared to those not
in employment. Population ageing is
indeed increasing the ratio of the
non-working to working in the popu-
lation, as a result of which economic
dependency is further increased.
Future developments will be largely
determined by the success or other-
wise of economic and labour-market
policies in raising the employment
rate across all age groups. If these
policies are successful they will help
to offset the "automatic" increase in
dependency resulting from demo-
graphic change. 
A simple model shows that to
achieve the 70% employment target
in 2010, as agreed in the Lisbon
European Council, with sustainable
economic growth of 3% of GDP, an
annual employment growth of about
1.1% EU-wide would be enough to
compensate for the effects of demo-
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graphic ageing. This would equate
to an increase of about 7 percentage
points in the employment rate or the
creation of about 17.3 million jobs
between 2000 and 2010. Both reduc-
tions in unemployment and increas-
es in labour force participation
would inevitably accompany
employment growth on the scale
envisaged. The continuation of
accompanying structural reforms
will be vital to guarantee the neces-
sary increases in participation.
Structural reforms aimed at keeping
older workers in the labour force
longer will be particularly crucial if
an increase in the employment rate
from the current level of 37.7% to
50% in 2010, as agreed at the Stock-
holm Council, is to be achieved.
Increasing participation for older
workers (the 55-64 age group)
means keeping today's middle-aged
workers (45-54) in the labour force
longer over the next 10 years (Chart
71).
Activity developments for older
workers over the last five years are
particularly worrying in a few coun-
tries where current participation is
particularly low, such as Italy, Aus-
tria, Belgium and France. In the lat-
ter two, however, over the last few
years there has been some improve-
ment. In Germany, which has a
comparatively high participation
rate compared to the aforemen-
tioned countries, a steady fall in the
activity rate of older workers is
underway (Chart 72).
As already mentioned, very large
increases in activity for older work-
ers will be required in some Member
States to achieve not only the 50%
employment rate target, but also to
address mounting concerns about
the future of public pensions sys-
tems. Significant improvement in
major Member States where rates
are currently very low is a condition
for achieving the older workers' EU
target. For women this would imply
a moderate acceleration of an exist-
ing trend. For men, however, the
observed recent changes reversing a
long-term fall in employment for
older workers must be maintained
and consolidated.
Concluding remarks
Over the past five years, demo-
graphic change and up-skilling have
emerged as among the most signifi-
cant developments in the labour
market. It is clear that the ageing of
the EU's population will lead to a
marked increase in the numbers
leaving the labour force in the com-
ing years. Consolidating the current
upward-trend in participation rates
for older workers, therefore, must be
a particular priority for the Member
States over the next years. Further-
more, since the in-flow of new
entrants into the labour force is
declining, a higher premium on flex-
ibility and adaptability will be
placed on those already in employ-
ment. 
If the EU can build on the current
encouraging trend and continue to
increase the skills and educational
levels of the labour force, it will be
better placed to handle these labour
market adjustments. In 1995, 54%
of the population equivalent to 62%
of the labour force, had at least
upper-secondary educational attain-
ment levels; by 2000, the share had
risen to 62% of the population, or
almost 70% of the labour force. This
is mainly the result of younger gen-
erations joining the labour force
having completed tertiary educa-
tion. However, it is important to
bear in mind that an important frac-
tion of the younger age group still
only possess lower secondary educa-
tion and, in addition, are no longer
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in either education or in training.
Although "drop-out" rates have fall-
en significantly in a number of
Member States, they still represent
about 18% of the EU's population
aged 18-24. Similarly, while the
share of low-skilled in the 25-29 age
group has fallen significantly over
the last five years, almost a quarter
have not completed upper secondary
education (Chart 73).
The improvement in skills observ-
able on the supply side coincides
with strong and growing demand for
higher skills in the knowledge econ-
omy. It remains to be seen how well
these trends match and how the
economy in general, and firms and
employees in particular, can benefit
from this potentially virtuous circle.
Labour market mismatches:
unemployment, labour short-
ages, skills deficiencies, and
the role of labour mobility
With the shift towards a knowledge-
based economy skill deficiencies and
labour shortages may emerge if the
existing barriers reduce the mobility
of workers. The Stockholm Council
has thus set out the need for policies
that break down such barriers.
As shown in the previous sections a
general up-skilling of the European
labour force is going hand-in-hand
with a strong concentration of job
creation in high-tech and knowl-
edge-intensive sectors and in profes-
sions which require relatively high
levels of both formal education and
informal, general and specific skills,
particularly ICT skills. Improving
basic skills such as ICT skills is
clearly a top priority for the EU if it
is to become the most competitive
and knowledge-based economy in
the world.
It is debatable whether the diverg-
ing tendencies in employment per-
formance between the group of rela-
tively low-skilled individuals on the
one hand, and the high-skilled on
the other, are symptomatic of
demand-driven, skill-biased techno-
logical progress or more supply-driv-
en skill-technology complementari-
ties that make use efficiently of the
recent dramatic general up-skilling
of Europe's workforce. This ongoing
debate notwithstanding, questions
regarding labour shortages and
skills deficiencies have recently
gained momentum. This suggests
that both exist despite the high
unemployment levels that remain
and that such labour market mis-
matches may seriously limit
Europe's capacity for further
growth. This section looks at labour
market mismatches in the EU.
The skill composition of 
unemployment
Structural changes in labour
demand towards higher skill and
education jobs in services are also
reflected in the sectoral, occupation-
al and skill composition of the pool
of the unemployed.
With regard to the sectoral composi-
tion of unemployed people's previous
jobs, there is a relatively high share
who were previously employed in
industry, suggesting that the likeli-
hood of becoming unemployed
remains higher in the industrial sec-
tor (Table 6). The share of the
employed in the industrial sector
among all employed amounts to less
than 30% compared to a share of
35% of the unemployed who previ-
ously worked in this sector (Table 7).
For the service sector, the opposite
relationship holds with more than
65% of all those employed working
in this sector as opposed to 60% of
the unemployed who were employed
in this sector before becoming unem-
ployed. Besides differences in the
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likelihood of displacement across
sectors of employment, these figures
also reflect differences in turnover
rates and differences in job finding
probabilities across sectors.
Country-specific data suggest,
though, that there are big differ-
ences between Member States in
inflows into unemployment and the
sectoral origin of the unemployed.
Higher rates of unemployment orig-
inating from the service sector in
France, the Netherlands, Finland
and Sweden, for example, are likely
to reflect stronger fluctuations in
the labour force due to higher
degrees of temporary contracts in
the service sectors of these coun-
tries. By contrast, Germany and
Portugal display a very high share
of unemployed who last worked in
the industrial sector indicating
ongoing restructuring of these
economies towards employment
structures more appropriate to new
economies in general and higher
employment shares in the service
sector in particular. In Italy, a sur-
prisingly high share (10%) of the
unemployed worked in the agricul-
tural sector one year ago.
Finally, as far as skill level is con-
cerned, high-skilled individuals are
the least likely to be unemployed in
Europe (Chart 74), while more than
40% of the unemployed are individ-
uals with a low educational attain-
ment level. Almost 7 million Euro-
peans with low education levels
were unemployed in 2000.
The fraction of the unemployed hav-
ing high educational attainment
varies between 5% in Austria and
more than 20% in Spain. In the
three Scandinavian Member States,
Austria, Greece, the UK and Ire-
land, the highest fraction of the
unemployed is made up of individu-
als with intermediate educational
attainment levels.
Types of labour market
mismatches
Drawing on previous work by the
UK National Skills Task Force, one
can distinguish between three dif-
ferent types of labour market mis-
match. First, there are labour short-
ages, which are indicative of a gen-
eral excess of demand over supply in
the economy. Secondly, there are
skills mismatches, which are
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defined as inadequate skill levels of
the labour force to meet the skill
requirements of available jobs.
Finally, skill gaps are defined as
insufficient or obsolete skills of the
existing workforce. All three notions
of labour market mismatches have
to be understood as relative to both
prevailing wage levels and the cur-
rent provision of education and fur-
ther training by the respective state
as well as by employers.
Clearly, these three types of labour
market mismatches display differ-
ent symptoms and require different
policy responses. The achievement
of pan-European labour markets by
breaking down the existing barriers
to mobility will reduce the emer-
gence of such mismatches. True
labour shortages would lead to an
overall rise in wages and inflation,
while skill deficiencies would be
reflected in significant sectoral or
regional wage increases. True
labour shortages call for increases in
participation to activate additional
labour supply or increased regional
mobility and migration. Skill mis-
matches, call for long-term structur-
al adjustments in the labour market
through appropriate education, con-
tinuous training, and life-long learn-
ing to provide those skills that are in
demand and allow occupational
mobility and general adaptability of
the workforce. They can sometimes
be mitigated in the short run by
regional mobility and migration.
To investigate labour market mis-
matches, there are three main
sources of information to examine:
register-based national vacancy sta-
tistics; specific enterprise surveys;
and wage statistics. The evidence on
employment trends across sectors
and occupations provided in the pre-
vious section should further help to
interpret the findings.
Evidence from register-based
national vacancy data
National vacancy data are available
for 11 Member States, although at
different levels of disaggregation. The
table above presents the recent evolu-
tion of national statistics on vacancies
by sector of employment.
In most countries, with the excep-
tion of Denmark, the number of
vacancies is actually increasing,
especially in the service sector,
allowing the tentative conclusion
that labour markets are becoming
tighter despite parallel increases in
overall labour market participation
(Table 8).
Such labour market tightening
based on evidence from national
vacancy statistics appears to apply
to all sectors of the economy in the
Netherlands, Sweden, Ireland and
Spain. Together with the overall
evolution of unemployment rates in
these countries, national vacancy
data thus provide some evidence of
general labour shortages in the
Netherlands and Ireland, while
Spain and, to a lower degree, Swe-
den seem to suffer from skills mis-
matches related to some sectors.
When looking at national vacancy
statistics by occupational category
(table 9), increases in the number of
vacancies are observed especially for
technicians and occupations relating
to manufacturing. Increased labour
demand can be observed in the
health care sector, particularly in
the Nordic countries. There is a
marked increase in vacancies in
ICT-related occupations which have
led some countries including Ger-
many to set up ad hoc initiatives to
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vacancies for health-care occupa-
tions in Sweden and Finland proba-
bly reflects the relatively uncompet-
itive wage levels in these occupa-
tions, more than structural skill
mismatches.
Evidence from enterprise
surveys
A second way to analyse problems of
labour market skills mismatches is
to look at enterprise surveys which
ask companies if they are experienc-
ing any negative impact on their
production and, if so, whether it is
due to labour shortages or a lack of
appropriate skills among applicants.
This section draws on results from
recent Joint Harmonised Labour
Market Surveys for the period 1996-
20012 in which a representative
sample of companies across the EU
were surveyed regularly about the
importance of skills mismatches in
limiting their production and the
skill composition of their workforce.
They were also asked to forecast the
likely skill content of future labour
demand. Unfortunately, these sur-
veys provide only limited informa-
tion on labour shortages and skill-
mismatches in the service sector
where problems related to labour
shortages and skills mismatches are
most commonly reported.
Employers have recently been
reporting mounting concerns about
labour shortages, increasingly since
the second half of 1999 (Chart 75).
Moreover this development applies
to all sectors analysed, but is most
serious in the investment goods pro-
ducing sector.
The upward trend in limitations to
production can be observed for Bel-
gium, France, Italy, the Nether-
lands, Austria, Portugal and, to a
lesser extent, the UK. In the
remaining Member States, includ-
ing the high employment growth
economies of Ireland and Spain, the
way employers perceive labour
shortages as a factor limiting pro-
duction seems erratic and unsys-
tematic. It is not possible to draw
any conclusions regarding the devel-
opment of labour shortages or skills
gaps from the employers' perspec-
tive in these countries.
In Ireland and Spain, the years of
strong employment growth has led
to a strong reduction in the unem-
ployment rate with, surprisingly, no
accompanying signs of labour short-
ages affecting industrial activity
according to employers. This
appears to contradict the evidence
discussed earlier of some serious
labour market bottlenecks or skills
mismatches in these two countries
based on national vacancy data.
According to the Joint Harmonised
Business Surveys, for the first quar-
ter of 2001, a third of EU industrial
companies say that they would like
to increase weekly operating hours
(Chart 76). Among these, about a
quarter declared that the lack of
qualified applicants was an impor-
tant or very important factor limit-
ing their ability to expand weekly
operating hours while a third did
not considering the lack of qualified
applicants an important factor. Lack
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promote immediate immigration of
ICT experts from outside the Union
to fill empty jobs where there are
perceived skills mismatches.
As well as sector-specific mismatch-
es discussed above, there is also evi-
dence of occupation-specific mis-
matches. Again the Netherlands,
Sweden, Ireland and probably also
Spain, record increases in the num-
ber of vacancies for most of occupa-
tions analysed. The situation differs
significantly between Member
States, however, with increases in
vacancies being particularly strong
in health-care occupations in Swe-
den, for example, and tourism-relat-
ed occupations in Austria, while
remaining stable across occupations
in Germany and France.
It must be taken into account,
though, that the high increase in
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Unskilled employees
of qualified applicants thus cannot
necessarily be interpreted, on the
basis of the Business Survey results,
as a major impediment for employ-
ers to expand weekly operating
hours in total industry at the EU
level.
When asked about skills adequacy
of their current workforce, employ-
ers said that almost 75% of Euro-
pean employees meet their skills
requirements (Table 10). In indus-
try, employers declared that their
workforce was made up of 72%
skilled employees against 28%
unskilled. Regarding the future skill
composition of employment in
industry, 27% of employers expected
the number of skilled employees to
increase over a period of 12 to 24
months, while 20% of employers
said their number would decrease.
In the service sector, a significantly
higher fraction (39%) of all employ-
ers forecast that the number of
skilled employees in the service sec-
tor would increase over the next two
years, while only 11% expected a fall
(Table 11).
To sum up, although labour short-
ages and skills mismatches or skills
gaps are not the main reason for
companies limiting their production,
its importance has grown in the last
years. While at EU level, the "lack of
qualified applicants" cannot be inter-
preted as the major impediment to
employers who are seeking to
expand weekly operating hours in
industry as a whole, skills mis-
matches are seriously hampering
expansion in some Member States. A
clearer message appears regarding
future trends in labour demand.
While the demand for unskilled
workers is likely to decline in all sec-
tors and countries, skilled labour
supply will remain in high demand,
especially in the service sector. The
development of pan-European
labour markets, by increasing labour
mobility and the level and the trans-
ferability of skills across Member
States, will ensure that the new
European labour markets will be
open to all by 2005. Pan-European
labour markets will also ensure the
utilisation of the potential European
workforce, in order to attain a more
effective matching between demand
and supply of skills. 
Evidence from wage and labour
costs statistics
Unfortunately, recent wages and
labour cost statistics by sectors of
economic activity and occupations
are scarce at the European level. In
their absence the Eurostat quarterly
labour cost index is the best avail-
able evidence of the evolution of
labour costs in general and hence of
wages in industry and services. If
major labour shortages were to
occur at EU-level, one would observe
an upward trend in wages as mir-
rored by the labour cost index. There
is, however, no clear-cut evidence of
a recent acceleration in overall
labour costs in Europe, rather it has
followed a stable upward trend
(Chart 77), equivalent to an overall
increase in labour costs of 15%
between 1995 and 2000.
Data by country show, however,
that the evolution in the labour cost
index varies considerably across
Member States, with labour costs
increasing most strongly, and faster
than in the US, in the UK and Den-
mark (Chart 78). Both countries
have low unemployment, which
could indicate a certain level of
labour market tightening, but the
results of wage bargains or changes
in the tax and benefit systems could
also be factors. In the remaining
countries, the labour cost index
between 1996 and 1999 has shown
moderate increases of between 5%
and 10%, thus below US growth
rates, suggesting that the continu-
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Source: Eurostat, Labour Cost Index series
Source: Eurostat, Labour Cost Index series
77 Labour Cost Index in industry and services for the EU and the US 1995-2000
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ing need to focus attention on facili-
tating both geographical and occu-
pational mobility for all workers.
The emerging new European labour
markets give opportunities to indi-
viduals and also helps ensure the
effective economic operation of
European labour markets in their
basic role of matching labour supply
and demand. 
While occupational mobility and job
turnover in the EU clearly remain
lower than in the US3, at least in the
group of high-skilled employees, job-
to-job mobility has been increasing
over the past years. In both 1998
and 1999, around 10% of all high-
skilled employed changed jobs,
ranging from 12% or more in the
UK, Denmark, Finland and Spain to
less than 5% in Italy. Job-to-job
mobility rates among the high-
skilled were, moreover, slightly
higher for women than for men
(Table 12).
With respect to geographic mobility,
too, there is strong evidence for
increasing mobility in the EU. As in
the US, the young and the high-
skilled in Europe particularly are
becoming increasingly mobile. This
mobility is not restricted to student
mobility which increased strongly
over the last years (Table 13) but
also applies to highly qualified
workers.
Table 13 shows the number of stu-
dents studying abroad in tertiary
education across the EU. Student
mobility has been rising strongly,
partly as a result of the introduction
of the Erasmus programme. The
number of participants to this pro-
gramme has been increasing by
almost 10% a year in the course of
the 1990s. While only 27,000 stu-
dents took part in it in 1989/90, the
number of paticipating students had
risen to 181,000 10 years later. The
number of students abroad, howev-
er, still amounts to less than 2% of
the 12 million students currently en-
rolled in higher education in the EU.
Although firm conclusions about
future labour mobility can not be
drawn from student mobility, it is
likely to increase the overall willing-
ness to be mobile and improves the
labour market mismatches and
increasing the effectiveness of
labour market adjustment process-
es. Most of the available evidence
suggests, however, that the relative-
ly low degree of labour mobility in
the EU is one of the main reasons
why Europe lags behind the US in
terms of long term employment per-
formance. Therefore, there is press-
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ing relatively high levels of labour
supply are keeping labour costs
down.
The role of increased labour
mobility in the EU
As mentioned above, both occupa-
tional and geographic - regional and
cross-border - labour mobility in the
EU plays a major role in overcoming
50
3 While the US is generally considered a highly mobile country, the contribution of work-related mobility to total mobility in the US appears to be overstat-
ed according to the BLS study "An Overview of Labour Mobility in the United States" by F.W. Horvath, Jr. Office of Employment and Unemployment Sta-
tistics. US Bureau of Labour Statistics. According to this study, family-related reasons and housing are the main determinants of geographic mobility in
the US and far more important than labour mobility.
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Source: Eurostat
possibilities for younger workers to
find jobs in other Member States.
Overseas study can enable students
to acquire additional language
skills, for example, the lack of which
can seriously restrain geographic
mobility.
Geographic mobility between EU
Member States remains relatively
low, with 225,000 people - or 0.1% of
the total EU population - changing
official residence between two coun-
tries in 2000. But geographic mobility
between regions and the incidence of
commuting are high and becoming
increasingly important, with about
1.2% of the total EU population
changing official residence to another
region within one EU Member State
in 1999. Furthermore, some 2 million
workers aged 15-64 have changed
residence between regions, represent-
ing about 1.4% of the EU employed
population. (Table 14). By compari-
son, in the US, 5.9% of the total pop-
ulation changed residence between
counties in 1999. Regional mobility of
workers with  a change of residence is
highest in Austria, France, the
Netherlands. and the UK4, while it is
lowest in Spain, Greece and Belgium.
These estimates may understate the
extent of the total volume of region-
al or even cross-border mobility as
the survey refers only to changes of
residence. They do not take into
account workers commuting
between regions or Member States.
About 600.000 people, or 0.4% of the
total EU employed population, work
in a country different from the coun-
try of main residence. The share of
cross-border commuters is highest in
Austria, Belgium, France and Lux-
embourg where it exceeds 1% of the
employed population. (Table 15). The
fraction of workers commuting
between regions is significantly high-
er. About 7.5 million European work-
ers commuted between regions in
2000, representing almost 5% of total
employment in the EU. These shares
are particularly high in Belgium,
Germany and Austria (Table 16).
In the above-mentioned study by the
Bureau of Labor, only about 18% of
all moves in the US were found to be
job-related, and only 2% due to
unemployment. In the EU, a simi-
larly low effect of unemployment on
geographic mobility is, in part, due
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4 No data available for Denmark.
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to remaining cultural differences
and language barriers in the EU,
which probably help to explain some
of the current labour shortages in
some Member States. Further
reforms of the educational and wel-
fare systems to be more supportive
of cross-border mobility as well as
job-related training abroad, may
prove to be the best means for more
integrated European labour mar-
kets.
Conclusions
Employment in the EU increased by
10 million over 1995-2000, two thirds
of which were accounted by the
increase in the labour force and one
third by unemployment reduction.
The sectors with the strongest
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employment growth at EU-level
actually are all characterised by
either high technology and high
shares in ICT-related jobs ("high-tech
sectors") or a high knowledge intensi-
ty as reflected in high educational
levels of the workforce ("high-educa-
tion sectors"), or both. Despite the
positive trends, employment remains
highly segregated by gender.
The rapid growth in the EU labour
force was mainly the result of very
strong increases in the participation
of women, particularly in the prime-
age and older-age groups. For young
people, activity rates started to rise
after 1997 showing a growing pat-
tern of combining part-time work
and education together with
increasing skill levels. These have
increased across all age groups.
Activity rates have also increased
for older workers in many Member
States, although the momentum
needs to be consolidated. In other
Member States action should be
taken if the EU is to reach its
employment rate target of 50% by
2010, particularly in the light of
rapid ageing. Migration to the EU
has become the main component of
population change but the working-
age population is expected to fall in
the coming years in a few countries,
as Europe grows older. The up-
skilling of the labour force together
with increasing demand for skills in
the knowledge economy will help
alleviate the pressure of labour mar-
ket adjustment of those in employ-
ment.
Introduction
The strategy launched at the Lisbon
Council, which was strengthened
and broadened by the Stockholm
Council, is designed to regain the
conditions for full employment in a
knowledge-based society. Attaining
full employment and the growth
potential of the knowledge-based
economy requires a broad range of
policies and the participation of all
economic and social players. The
success of a knowledge-based econo-
my rests on the full exploitation of
market dynamism. It requires not
just a quantitative change but a
qualitative one. Policies aimed at
improving social cohesion should be
integrated with policies designed to
stimulate innovation within a con-
text of macroeconomic stability. 
A knowledge-based economy gener-
ating sustainable growth, full
employment and greater social
inclusion requires a permanent
increase in the employment content
of growth coupled with improve-
ments in the adaptability and in the
level of education of the workforce.
Moreover, while a more homoge-
neous employment performance
across the Member States is not the
only condition for fostering social
inclusion, an unequal distribution of
the employment growth across coun-
tries or regions may threaten it.
The concurrence of high GDP and
labour productivity growth, stable
inflation and historically low unem-
ployment rates in the US have led
many to talk about the emergence of
a new economic paradigm. While
there is a lively debate about
whether such a new paradigm exists
and whether it has made the eco-
nomic rules of the "old economy"
irrelevant, there is agreement that a
structural change did occur in the
US economy in the 1990s. This
change was related to important
modifications in the way the labour,
product and financial markets work
and affected the ways in which the
"old economy" applied new technolo-
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the macroeconomic framework and the prospects 
for employment
gies. More specifically, the change is
related to the effects of the informa-
tion and communication technolo-
gies (ICT) revolution on the supply
side of the US economy. The wide-
spread use of new technologies in
the production process appears to
have brought about a strong acceler-
ation in productivity growth, lead-
ing to a strong non-inflationary
growth and a permanent reduction
in the US unemployment rate. Dur-
ing the second half of 2000, the slow-
down of the US economy was sharp-
er than expected. However, the eco-
nomic downturn may be only tempo-
rary and it does not seem to have
changed the growth potential of the
US economy. 
In the US, the impressive perform-
ance characterised by high produc-
tivity growth, low unemployment
and stable inflation suggests that
the relationships between the
macroeconomic variables have
changed. This section analyses
changes in the macroeconomic
framework along the lines that have
characterised the US macroeconom-
ic performance. It considers whether
European labour markets are
becoming more similar in their
macroeconomic performance. The
analysis suggests that the European
labour markets are indeed changing
and that the Union seems to be ben-
efiting from policies that support
higher growth and are consistent
with limited inflationary pressures.
The labour markets are more inte-
grated, at least with respect to the
employment performance of the
Member States, and less inflation-
prone than before. Moreover, the
employment content of growth has
also increased. These changes are
related to modifications in the
macroeconomic context, in the pro-
duction structure and in the ways in
which technical progress interacts
with changing products and labour
markets. 
High or low productivity growth
does not necessarily lead to low or
high employment growth or vice-
versa. In the Union there appears to
be a change in the relationship
between employment growth and
hourly productivity growth. While in
the 1980s productivity growth was
higher in those Member States with
low employment growth, in the
1990s, and especially in the second
half, those Member States with
higher productivity growth also
experienced higher employment
growth, while those with low pro-
ductivity growth also displayed low
employment growth. 
Europe faces the challenge of how to
promote technological innovations
that are employment-friendly. The
shift of resources – measured by sec-
toral employment shares – towards
services, where productivity growth
is generally lower, may limit the
long-term growth rate if there are
limited productivity improvements
in this sector. 
The finding that aggregate produc-
tivity growth has been driven more
by productivity improvements with-
in sectors than by changes in the
sectoral composition of employment
supports the idea that industrial
and competition policies will also
have at least the same bearing as
employment policy in boosting
labour productivity. The technologi-
cal improvements available from the
new economy are effective tools to
increase growth rates in the long-
term, but they require investment
that supports human capital accu-
mulation. 
In the transition to a knowledge-
based economy, a structural change
related to the introduction of the
new technologies occurs. The tech-
nologies introduced by the ICT revo-
lution have important distinctive
features compared to the past.
While traditional technological
developments involved huge
changes in the organisation and use
of physical capital, ICT is much
more far-reaching and greatly
affects the use of both tangible and
intangible assets (in the form of
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human capital, information technol-
ogy and intellectual property). ICT
capital changes the way things are
done and the employment content
embedded in them.
The share of ICT investment in total
investment is smaller in the EU
than in the US. Several studies have
shown the importance of investment
in ICT capital in explaining the
sources of growth experienced by the
US in the 1990s. The low share of
ICT investment in Europe compared
to the US may be related to a lower
innovation intensity with European
firms relying more on the defence of
market shares, with reductions of
costs and process innovations, than
on product development and market
expansion by enhancing its techno-
logical competitiveness. The initia-
tives taken by the Lisbon and Stock-
holm Councils tackling the issues of
lifelong learning, skills upgrading,
increase mobility of workers and
innovation intensity are designed to
reshape European markets and
institutions to fully exploit the
potential of new technologies. 
The Union is growing and is
more integrated …
The developments of the last five
years show that the European econ-
omy is gaining momentum, with all
Member States benefiting from this
dynamism. Despite differences in
the employment performances
across countries, there is conver-
gence in employment growth within
the EU. Chart 79 plots the weighted
standard deviation of employment
growth for the EU, the five big Mem-
ber States and the smaller coun-
tries. The falling standard deviation
points to convergence. For the five
largest Member States the disper-
sion of employment growth around
the mean is even smaller than that
for all Member States.
… with a greater employment 
content of growth ...
The employment intensity of growth
has increased markedly in the last
five years. The good employment
performance of the Union is high-
lighted by an employment growth
per unit of output growth (elasticity
of employment growth to output
growth)5 that has been following an
upward trend since 1995 in all
Member States except Greece
(Chart 80).
The change in the elasticity of
employment growth to output
growth seems to be related to a
structural shift rather than to cycli-
cal developments (Table 17). To
identify changes in the long run
elasticity, potential output growth
and the growth in the employment
trend can be examined6 . There is an
upward trend in the average of both
GDP growth and employment
growth, with a stronger increase in
employment growth than in econom-
ic growth leading to an increase in
the "long-run" elasticity of employ-
ment growth to output growth.
Table 17 shows two important
results. Firstly, the US displays a
higher employment content of growth
compared to the EU. Secondly, this
difference has narrowed in recent
years, because employment elasticity
increased in the EU and decreased in
the US. A weak employment content
of growth in the EU compared to the
US may result from stronger produc-
tivity growth in the EU, which could
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5 The elasticity of employment growth to output growth is calculated as the ratio of employment growth to GDP growth. It provides a measure of how much
economic growth translates into employment growth.
6For the potential output the series used is that calculated by Commisison Services. The employment trend component is obtained applying the Hodrick-
Prescott filter, which decomposes an economic time series in a cyclical and a trend component. 
lead to higher GDP growth. The stability of the difference
between the US and the EU output growth (about 1 per-
centage point over the periods considered) does not, howev-
er, imply that the recent improvements in the European
employment content of growth have been realised at the
expense of lower growth. 
The higher expansion of employment in the US compared
to the EU is clearly related to higher growth in the US. But
it is more than just that. In the US, even small increases
in GDP growth seem to translate into an increase in
employment growth (Box 5). This is not the case for the
EU, where higher economic growth is required to achieve
the same increase in employment as in the US (Chart 81).
There seems to be a change in the relation between
employment growth and GDP growth for both the US and
Europe (Charts 82 and 83). For the US, it appears that
more growth was needed in the 1990s than the 1980s to
achieve the same increase in employment growth. In
Europe, on the other hand, the level of GDP growth trig-
gering employment growth appears to have remained
unchanged, but the sensitivity of employment growth to
GDP growth seems to have increased. This implies that an
equal increase in the rate of growth may have led to high-
er employment growth in the 1990s than the 1980s. 
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5 Employment thresholds
Employment grows when GDP growth is higher than
the employment threshold, which is defined as the
value of GDP growth that triggers employment
growth. Charts 81 to 83 plot the regression lines that
fit the EU and the US data over the period 1980-20027
and the sub-periods 1980-1990 and 1991-2002. Over
the two decades, the US line crosses the GDP growth
axis at zero, implying that, on average, growth in the
US is matched by an increase in employment. In the
EU, the threshold is higher, indicating that higher
economic growth is needed to achieve the same
employment growth as in the US. However, the Union
employment-GDP growth line is steeper than that of
the US. When the 1990s are compared to the 1980s,
the employment threshold seems to increase for the
US, with no change in the slope of the employment-
GDP growth line. By contrast, it remains constant for
the EU with a change in the slope. These results sug-
gest that, in Europe, much more growth is needed to
trigger employment growth, but once the threshold
has been reached, employment may increase in the
Union more than in the US. Moreover, in the last
decade there are signs both of a higher employment
threshold in the US, implying that more GDP growth
is required to achieve employment growth, and of a
higher elasticity in the Union. This suggests that, once
a certain GDP growth was achieved, employment ben-
efited more from expansion in Europe in the 1990s
than it did in the 1980s
7 For 2001 and 2002 Commission Services spring forecast.
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… and less inflation-prone labour markets
Labour cost moderation and the recent dynamism of
economic activity is partly related to structural changes
in the functioning of labour and products markets. In
the last two years, wage moderation helped to counter-
balance external inflationary pressures. After taking
into account changes in productivity, the impact of
labour costs on production costs has been low. Nominal
unit labour costs inflation in the EU declined between
1999 and 2000 from 1.5% to 1.2%, with headline con-
sumer price inflation rising from 1.1% to 2.1% and the
GDP deflator growing at about 1.4% in both years. How-
ever, moderate cost pressures characterised all the
1990s, suggesting that the macroeconomic trade-off
between unit labour costs growth on the one hand, and
GDP and employment growth on the other, improved
during the current cyclical upturn compared to the pre-
vious one. 
Chart 84 shows that in the second half of the 1990s
there was a clear improvement in the trade-off between
employment growth and the growth in unit labour cost.
A similar change occurred in the relationship between
output growth and unit labour cost growth (Chart 85).
For any decrease in unit labour costs growth, the change
in the employment and output growth is higher in the
late 1990s than in the 1980s. By producing a recovery in
profit margins, these developments may have improved
business confidence and created the conditions for the
recent sustained expansion of investment 8. 
To explain the improved trade-off, the determinants of
unit labour costs must be considered. Unit labour costs
are calculated as the ratio of nominal compensation per
employee to labour productivity. Therefore, low unit
labour cost pressures may reflect moderate average
labour cost inflation, high labour productivity or both.
The distinction between these two components is of par-
ticular interest because of their link to different sets of
policies. Since 1996, nominal unit labour costs in the
Union have been rising within a bandwidth of 1% to
1.5%, with both compensation of employees and produc-
tivity growth following a downward trend (Chart 86). In
1998, there was a pick-up in compensation per employ-
ee, followed in 1999 by an increase in productivity
growth that led to unit labour cost growing at 1 to 1.5%. 
As mentioned before, the changes detected in the
employment content of growth and in the link between
employment growth and unit labour cost growth are
related to modifications in the macroeconomic context,
and to changes in the way product and labour markets
work. As far as the macroeconomic framework is con-
cerned, several studies (Commission (2000) and
OECD(2000)) have shown that macroeconomic stability
supports investment, job creation and growth. More-
over, the reduction of social security contributions and
income taxes in several Members States may have led to
higher after-tax wages without increasing labour costs.
However, as was highlighted by the Joint Employment
Report 2000, the developments of comprehensive
reforms addressing the combined incentive impact of
tax and benefit schemes remains a priority for most
Member States.
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Changes in the sectoral composition
of employment may also have
restrained labour cost pressures as
employment relocated to sectors
with a low wage share and/or high
productivity growth. Table 18 shows
trends in the sectoral composition of
employment indicating that the
employment structure of the EU has
shifted towards those services with
a low wage share, and to financial
services in particular. There is also
evidence that the profit share has
been increasing in the Union. Data
on real unit labour costs mirror the
evolution of the wage share, and
thus of the profit share (Chart 87).
There is a clear downward trend in
the wage share for the EU, Japan
and, to a lesser extent, the US. The
EU and Japan have experienced a
cumulative decline of over 15% since
1980, compared to a drop of 5% for
the US. 
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In the EU, production structures are
experiencing important modifica-
tions mirroring what happened in
the US in the early 1990s. As a
result of the Single European Act,
European products markets have
become more integrated and more
competitive. Greater competition
and stronger trade links increasing
the efficiency and the innovation
activities of firms may have led to
higher productivity and higher
growth. Moreover, there is strong
evidence that new technologies sup-
port growth. The Commission esti-
mated that technological improve-
ments in the ICT sector and the
accumulation of ICT capital con-
tributed about 0.5 to 0.7 percentage
points to output growth in Europe in
the second half of the 1990s, and
that it is still lagging behind the US
(AER 2000). Stronger trade links
may support innovation in new tech-
nologies by allowing greater diffu-
sion of knowledge and market scale
effects. In the transition towards a
knowledge-based economy, informa-
tion technologies represent a new
technological base on which produc-
tion and distribution processes can
be built. Heading to a knowledge
based economy is a challenge that
requires policies that aim beyond
simply achieving more flexible prod-
uct and labour markets. They
should strengthen the innovative
capacity of the Member States and
improve non-price competitiveness
by increasing skills levels and the
adaptability of workers, access to
knowledge and the diffusion of inno-
vations.
The importance for growth of tech-
nological progress is closely linked
to developments in the labour mar-
kets. The accumulation of human
capital is important because high
skills can foster labour productivity
growth. As in previous years, the
high-tech sector remained one of the
major contributors to employment
growth in the EU, creating almost
1.5 million net jobs in the period
1995-2000. This is equivalent to an
increase in employment in the high-
tech sectors over the period of 14%
(see Chapter 2). 
The next two sections will look at
the evolution of productivity at
Member State level and will identify
the effect of changes in the sectoral
composition of employment on
aggregate productivity.
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The relationship between pro-
ductivity and employment
In the last two decades, the rate of
growth of GDP per person employed
fell in the Union, while it picked up
remarkably in the US. After grow-
ing at 1.9% per year in the 1980s,
apparent labour productivity in the
EU – measured as GDP per
employed – fell to 1.3% per year
from 1995 to 2000. In the US, on the
other hand, in the same period it
jumped to 2.4% per year, having
grown at 1.3% during the 1980s.
The EU productivity developments
hide important disparities at the
Member State level (Chart 88). Sev-
eral countries – Germany, Spain,
France, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands and the UK – experienced a
slowdown of productivity growth
over the 1980s and 1990s. For oth-
ers the slowdown began in 1995.
This group includes Denmark, Aus-
tria, Finland and Sweden, which
had above-EU-average rates of pro-
ductivity growth in the 1990s, and
Italy where productivity growth
matched the EU average. Ireland
and Portugal have experienced a
recent acceleration in productivity,
while in Greece a significant pick-up
in productivity growth was recorded
in the 1990s after the slack dynam-
ics of the 1980s.
In the 1990s, in all Member States,
except Denmark, Greece, Sweden
and Finland, hourly productivity
growth was higher than the growth
rate of GDP per person employed.
Moreover, in all Member States
except Belgium, Ireland, Luxem-
bourg, Finland and Sweden hourly
productivity growth declined in the
1990s compared to the 1980s (Chart
89). However, in the second half of
the 1990s, Belgium, Greece, Ireland
and Portugal experienced a signifi-
cant acceleration in hourly produc-
tivity growth. 
Labour productivity may be raised
by improving the quality of the
labour force through training and
education, by equipping workers
with more and better capital, and by
improving the technology and the
way things are done. 
The productivity gains experienced
by most Member States in the 1980s
were determined mainly by employ-
ment losses rather than by the capi-
tal intensity of the production
process. A delay in wage adjust-
ments in response to the oil crises of
the late 1970s and early 1980s may
have contributed to these develop-
ments. In the short run, wage pres-
sures may have led firms to reduce
the number of employees, increasing
productivity. In the long-term, firms
with an excessive capital per worker
ratio may have decided to reduce
their investments in order to reach a
capital-labour ratio consistent with
a lower number of employees. At the
end of the adjustment process, the
economy should have ended up with
lower output and lower employ-
ment.
In the first half of the 1990s, in most
countries the rate of growth of capi-
tal per employed (capital intensity)
increased, but in some – Italy and
Germany – these developments
were still driven by job losses. The
annual growth rate of capital inten-
sity decreased markedly in the sec-
ond half of the 1990s in all Member
States with the single exception of
Greece, while employment picked up
strongly and hourly productivity
growth increased in only a few
Member States (Table 19). Those
Member States experiencing a
decrease in the growth rate of capi-
tal intensity also saw a reduction in
hourly productivity growth as well. 
The developments observed for most
Member States (reduction in the
capital intensity and in the hourly
productivity growth on the one
hand, and increase in employment
growth on the other) contrast with
the US experience. Over the entire
period considered, productivity
growth in the US accelerated togeth-
er with an increase in the growth of
the capital intensity of production,
while employment continued to
grow at a sustained pace. 
The difference between the EU and
the US may be related to the labour-
saving characteristics of the techno-
logical progress and higher substi-
tutability between capital and
labour in the EU compared to the
US. There does, however, appear to
have been a change in the employ-
ment productivity trade-off in the
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1990s compared to the previous
decade. Chart 90 shows the scatter
plot of the annual employment
growth and the annual hourly pro-
ductivity growth for the Member
States with a regression fit line for
the 1980s, the 1990s and the sub-
period 1995-20009 . The chart shows a
positive relationship between employ-
ment growth and hourly productivity
growth in the 1990s – Member States
with higher productivity growth also
had higher employment growth and
Member States with lower productiv-
ity growth also had lower employ-
ment growth – with a change in the
slope compared to the 1980s.
The concurrence of high employ-
ment growth, low hourly labour pro-
ductivity and a deceleration of the
capital-labour ratio in the EU can be
explained in terms of the inter-rela-
tions between labour market
reforms and the changes in the sec-
toral composition of employment.
New contractual arrangements,
such as part-time or fixed-term con-
tracts, increased in all Member
States, boosting employment
growth, particularly in services. The
shift of resources (as measured by
the employment shares) towards the
service sector, which is charac-
terised by a low capital-labour ratio,
may explain the deceleration in the
growth of the capital-labour ratio
(capital intensity).
The deceleration in capital intensity
in the EU may limit the productivi-
ty gains arising from the new tech-
nologies in the context of a knowl-
edge-based society. In the academic
and expert literature there is wide
agreement on the view that the
stock of knowledge or of human cap-
ital may sustain long-term growth.
However, physical capital and
human capital formation may com-
plement each other today as hap-
pened in the past. Investment may
also be a channel through which
technological advances are diffused
within a country and across coun-
tries. Therefore, an insufficient
degree of capital accumulation may
limit the efficiency gains realisable
with the introduction of new tech-
nologies.
Studies on the sources of US eco-
nomic growth have shown that in
the second half of the 1990s, techno-
logical improvements and increases
in productive efficiency – total factor
productivity (TFP) – accounted for
about two fifths of the pick-up of US
growth. The accelerating growth of
capital and of labour accounted for
the rest. ICT capital explains most
of the acceleration in the capital con-
tribution to labour productivity
Chapter 3: Heading to a knowledge-based economy
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growth. The contribution of ICT cap-
ital is larger in the late 1990s than
in earlier years because ICT capital
became a larger share of total capi-
tal, increasing the effect of produc-
tivity gains in the ICT-producing
industries on overall labour produc-
tivity growth. ICT capital con-
tributes to growth, and since it is
growing faster than labour it con-
tributes to labour productivity by
increasing the capital intensity10.
In Europe, investment in ICT is still
lagging behind the US. According to
the OECD and the Commission11, the
share of ICT investment in total
investment in the EU is smaller than
in the US. This difference may there-
fore explain the smaller impact of
technological improvements on
growth in the EU. Moreover, the
Member States that perform better in
terms of economic growth are those
with higher ICT investment. If, in the
EU, the share of ICT investments
rises towards that of the US, the con-
tribution of ICT may rise as well.
Whatever the mechanism linking
new technologies to growth, innova-
tion, including general enhancing of
the skills of the workforce, and tech-
nological progress appear to be the
twin engines of productivity growth.
The quality of education is impor-
tant because new technologies
require a well-trained adaptable
and flexible labour force. Education
is also a vehicle for the development
of scientific ideas. The mobility of
researchers between countries and
between industries and services is
also important. High GDP and
employment growth therefore
requires investments both tangible
(in infrastructure as well as in "new"
machines) and intangible (in human
capital, in base science as well as in
social capital). 
The following section analyses the
importance of sectoral productivity
patterns in explaining the aggregate
productivity developments. Within a
context of rapid structural change, a
redistribution of employment across
sectors occurs; hence, it becomes
necessary to identify the contribu-
tion of such changes to the dynamics
of aggregate productivity. 
Interpreting productivity
trends: the impact of sectoral
shifts on aggregate productivity
The strong acceleration of labour
productivity in the US accompanied
by strong job creation challenges the
conventional view that high employ-
ment growth may lead naturally to
lower productivity growth. The GDP
growth differential between the US
and the EU in the last decade may
be related to a shift of resources
from low-productivity to high-pro-
ductivity sectors or vice-versa. Since
sectors differ in terms of productivi-
ty growth, changes in the economic
structure, as measured by sectoral
employment shares, could explain
aggregate labour productivity
dynamics. Indeed, employment
shifts toward sectors with high, or
low, productivity may affect the evo-
lution of aggregate productivity
even when productivity does not
change at the sectoral level. The
relation between productivity
growth and the changing sectoral
composition of employment may
lead to a slowdown in the growth
rate of aggregate productivity if the
demand pattern is biased towards
those sectors or industries which
display low productivity growth.
In the period spanning the 1980s
and 1990s, services accounted for a
greater share of employment, even
though their productivity was lower
than that of the other sectors12.
Abstracting from problems of meas-
urement of output, productivity
growth in the period under exami-
nation was the lowest in the expand-
ing service sector (Table 20).
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10In terms of productivity growth, about a quarter to a third of the acceleration came from increased growth in capital intensity and at least two-thirds from
an increase in TFP.
11Schreyer (2000) and European Economy Economic Trends No 12, December 2000.
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To identify the role of the change in
economic structure on productivity
growth, a shift-share analysis was
performed. The aim of the analysis is
to investigate empirically, whether or
not changes in the economic structure
or variations of sectoral productivity,
matter for the dynamics of aggregate
productivity growth. The basic idea of
the method is to decompose produc-
tivity growth in such a way as to iso-
late structural change (see Box 6). It
is then possible to say something
about whether a rise (or fall) of a
country's productivity growth is due
to (i) a change in the economic struc-
ture (i.e. movement of resources into
sectors with high or low but
unchanged productivity levels); (ii)
the fact that productivity growth at
the sectoral level has increased or
decreased, assuming that the struc-
ture is the same; (iii) the fact that the
dynamics of aggregate productivity is
driven by the combined effect of both
changes in the economic structure
and in the sectoral productivity.
The empirical findings point to a
greater importance of productivity
growth developments at the sectoral
12Services are clearly a highly heterogeneous sector, which includes household services and enterprise services. Within this sector, industries with different
labour productivity growth coexist. Differences between sectoral productivity growth rates may also be related, at least partially, to difficulties of measure-
ment in sectors with an intangible output such as financial services. The diffusion of ICT may increase such measurement problems and make comparable
analysis of productivity patterns across countries more difficult.
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6 Decomposing productivity growth
Productivity developments at the aggregate level may be related to different patterns of sectoral employ-
ment and productivity growth. 
Aggregate productivity growth between 1980 and 2000, where productivity is defined as gross value added
per employed, has been decomposed in the sum of three components:
1) an intra-sectoral component, that identifies the contribution of sectoral productivity growth with (sec-
toral) employment shares unchanged
2) an inter-sectoral component that explains changes in the aggregate productivity in terms of shifts in the
employment composition with (sectoral) rates of productivity level unchanged. This component represents
the growth in productivity explained by a shift of resources toward sectors with a low or high productivity
level at the beginning of the period. It is positive when labour moves towards sectors with higher produc-
tivity levels
3) an interaction term between employment shifts across sectors and sectoral productivity changes. This
term is positive when sectors with growing (falling) productivity have a growing (falling) employment share.
It is negative when sectors with growing productivity decline in size or when sectors with falling produc-
tivity grow in size
The rate of change in productivity between time 0 and time t may be expressed as follows:
with πit productivity in sector i at time t; qit employment share in sector i at time t. The first term is the
intra-sectoral component; the second the inter-sectoral or net-shift effect; the third the interaction effect. 
Charts 91 to 93 show that for the five larger Member States and the US changes in productivity growth over
the periods considered have been dominated by changes in labour productivity growth within sectors. In the
case of Germany, Spain, France and Italy, sectoral productivity growth accounted for more than 90% of the
aggregate growth rates in the 1990s. With the exception of the UK and the US, changes in the sectoral
employment shares added to the within-sector productivity growth over all periods considered. For the UK
and the US, productivity growth would have been higher if there had not been changes in the sectoral com-
position of employment. This result may be related to the expansion of low productivity jobs in services. For
all countries, the effect of changes in the sectoral composition of employment accounted for a higher pro-
ductivity growth in the 1980s than in the 1990s as jobs were created in the more productive sectors. The
effect of the interaction between intra-sectoral productivity growth and inter-sectoral employment shifts
(i.e. shifts of resources toward high productivity growth sectors) is small and is not shown.
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level than to a change in the sectoral structure of
employment. These results suggest that the bulk
of productivity growth is dominated by the with-
in-sector performance. As the demand pattern
shifts towards the service sector, productivity
growth within this sector should be enhanced by
technological innovation or improvements in the
general efficiency of the production process. If the
shift of resources towards services does not go
hand-in-hand with an increase of labour produc-
tivity in this sector, the aggregate productivity
growth may slow down and, hence, limit the
increase of potential output (Charts 91 to 93).
These results do not imply the irrelevance of
structural change for productivity growth.
Rather they suggest that the slowdown in pro-
ductivity growth experienced by some Member
States is not related to the jobs created in servic-
es but to poor productivity growth at the sectoral
level, mainly in the service sector. With structur-
al and technological changes occurring, policy
measures aimed at enhancing the competitive-
ness of the Union should take into account the
employment dimension of the ongoing changes,
especially as the employment content of growth
and productivity performance differ across coun-
tries and across sectors. Such differences point to
differences in the growth potential between coun-
tries and may be related to the specialisation in
sectors characterised by higher or lower produc-
tivity growth, higher or lower rates of innovation
and higher or lower human capital accumulation.
Given that resources are moving away from the
primary and manufacturing sectors towards
services, it may be necessary in the service sector
to couple employment growth with high produc-
tivity growth. The technological improvements
related to the new economy may help foster pro-
ductivity growth in this sector. 
Structural rigidities in the functioning of the
labour market are often blamed for the EU's poor
economic performance compared to the US. How-
ever, as a Commission study has shown13, the
lack of labour market flexibility cannot explain
the differential in GDP growth between the EU
and the US. Rather, the differences in growth
performance could be related to the comparative
advantages – i.e. to the advantage related to the
qualitative characteristics of the specialisation of
the goods produced – of the US in the technology-
producing industries and may be detected in dif-
ferences in the sectoral patterns of productivity.
The exploitation of the potential of the knowl-
edge-based economy may make these productivi-
ty gains sustainable. The fact that labour produc-
tivity responds more to productivity trends with-
in sectors suggests that industrial and competi-
tion policies will also have at least the same bear-
ing as employment policy in boosting labour pro-
ductivity.
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Conclusions
The EU’s economic performance is
encouraging and there is evidence
that the underlying macroeconomic
conditions that may support a
knowledge-based economy are
falling into place. The employment
intensity of growth has increased
markedly in the last five years, and
the labour markets are less infla-
tion-prone.
The challenge that Europe has to
face is how to couple productivity
growth and employment growth.
This is important to profit fully from
the introduction of new technolo-
gies. Mobilising unused human
resources and increasing labour pro-
ductivity are crucial in order to
increase per capita output. The fact
that labour productivity responds
more to productivity trends within
sectors suggests that industrial and
competition policies will have at
least the same bearing as employ-
ment policy in boosting labour pro-
ductivity.
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7 Data on job quality
Job quality is a relative concept regarding a job-worker-relationship, which takes into account both objective
characteristics related to the job and the match between worker characteristics, on the one hand, and job
requirements, on the other. It also involves subjective evaluation of these characteristics by the respective work-
er on the basis of his or her characteristics, experience, and expectations. In the absence of a single composite
indicator of job quality, an empirical analysis of job quality necessarily has to be based on data on both objective
job and worker characteristics and subjective evaluations of the job-worker match.
Empirical results reported in this section are based on data from the European Community Household Panel
(ECHP, 1994-1996), the European Surveys on Working Conditions (European Foundation, 1990, 1995 and
2000), the European Statistics on Accidents at Work (ESAW), Eurostat's Health and Safety Database (HASTE,
Eurostat Key Data on Health 2000), and the harmonised Community Labour Force Survey 1995-2000, includ-
ing an ad hoc module on "accidents at work and occupational diseases" in 1999.
The data available from the ECHP contain information on both the individual and the household level for the
years 1994-96, with more than 120,000 observations per year. They include information on the current labour
market status, recent job changes, objective job characteristics such as earnings, contract type, working time,
job status, and employer-provided training, actual job search behaviour, overall job satisfaction and satisfaction
with various specific job aspects such as remuneration, job content, working conditions, job security, working
hours, and working time. They also can be used to analyse transitions in the labour market.
The European Surveys on Working Conditions (European Foundation, 1990, 1995 and 2000) provide data on
various aspects of job quality such as objective physical working conditions (noise, extreme temperatures, repet-
itive tasks, etc.) and subjective evaluations regarding work-related health (fatigue, stress, backache, muscular
pains) and job satisfaction as well as health-related absenteeism.
The European Statistics on Accidents at Work (ESAW) database contains comparable information on accidents
at work, both fatal and non-fatal. Accidents that lead to more than three days of absence are considered. Fatal
accidents are defined as accidents that lead to the death of a victim within a year of the accident. The data are
part of the Eurostat Health and Safety Database (HASTE). The Eurostat publication Key Data on Health 2000
further includes information on working conditions and health status.
The harmonised Community Labour Force Survey 1995-2000 contains the most recent data on several objective
job characteristics such as contractual arrangements, working types, training, occupation and sector of employ-
ment, atypical working times, number of working hours, and search behaviour including the self-reported wish
to take up a new job or to change working time and hours by main reason. Its 1999 ad hoc module covers "acci-
dents at work and occupational diseases".
Introduction
The Social Policy Agenda14 provided
a comprehensive and coherent
approach for the EU to confront the
new challenges resulting from
Europe's transition to a knowl-
edge–based economy. The promotion
of a high quality in work is central
to this approach. The European
Councils in Stockholm and Nice fur-
ther stressed the need to raise qual-
ity in work throughout Europe.
They called for improvements across
several dimensions of quality in
work: a good working environment
for all; equal opportunities and gen-
der equality; flexible work organisa-
tion that allows for a better balance
between working and personal lives;
lifelong learning; health and safety
at work; employee involvement and
diversity at work.
The recent years have seen positive
trends in labour market perform-
ance not only in quantitative but
also in qualitative terms. The
improvements in the quality of the
European labour supply have been
met to a large extent by an increas-
ing demand for high quality jobs
characterised by high educational
and skill requirements, relative job
security, access to training and pos-
sibilities of career development,
high productivity and relatively
high pay.
Fears that the trends of increasing
employment in the service sector
would lead to a proliferation of dead-
end jobs of bad quality have not
materialised. As in the US, there is
evidence of creation of both "good"
and "bad" jobs in the knowledge-
based economy. "Non-standard"
forms of employment such as part-
time work seem to be in many cases
the outcome of individual choices.
Nevertheless, some concerns about
the job quality and social inclusion
of parts of the employed remain. The
increasing importance of new and
flexible employment patterns is in
many cases in conflict with some of
the main dimensions of job quality
like job security, possibilities of fur-
ther training and career prospects.
There is some evidence that chang-
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total and by gender, 1996
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Note: Individuals were asked to rank their satisfaction with the main activ-
ity status (employment, unemployment or inactivity) on a scale from 1 to 6,
with "1" indicating complete dissatisfaction and "6" complete satisfaction.
Source: ECHP, wave 3 (1996)
Note: Based on the individual replies regarding their satisfaction with the
main activity status (employment, unemployment or inactivity), self-report-
ed satisfaction levels of 1 and 2 are defined as "low ", 3 and 4 as "medium",
and 5 and 6 as "high".
ing forms of employment and ever-
tighter rhythms of work have not
allowed working conditions to
improve in Europe. Those employed
in jobs of poor quality are also at
much higher risk of becoming unem-
ployed or of dropping out of the
labour force. Together with the
ongoing massive job destruction for
low-skilled, low-productivity jobs,
this points to increasing difficulties
in integrating individuals with low
skills into the labour market at all.
Concerns about job quality are
therefore strongly related to con-
cerns about labour market segmen-
tation and social exclusion. While
paid employment may remain "the
best safeguard against poverty and
social exclusion", there is also a
close link between job quality and
social exclusion.
This section analyses job quality –
understood as a relative concept
regarding a job-worker-relationship
(Box 7) – and related concerns about
labour market segmentation and
social exclusion from two different
viewpoints.
–Firstly, in terms of individuals' self-
reported satisfaction with their
main activity status (whether it be
employment, unemployment, or
inactivity). For the employed, sat-
isfaction with their job in general
and its specific characteristics such
as earnings, job security, working
time, working hours, work content,
work control, working conditions
and work-related health is
analysed. The main factors influ-
encing job satisfaction and their
evolution in the period 1995-2000
are also considered.
–Secondly, jobs are classified accord-
ing to their objective characteris-
tics such as job security, work con-
tent, training possibilities and
career prospects, and productivity
and pay. Transitions between jobs
of different quality are analysed to
assess improvements of job quali-
ty, on the one hand, and vulnera-
bility to job loss and social exclu-
sion on the other.
While an important majority of
Europeans report high levels of sat-
isfaction with their activity status in
general and, if employed, with their
job in particular, almost a quarter of
the European workforce are in jobs
of low quality. Both upward and
downward mobility on the job quali-
ty ladder is important. While on
average a third of all those
employed in jobs of poor quality
change to a better job within a year,
up to a quarter become unemployed
or leave the labour force.
Satisfaction with main activity
status
More than 70 % of Europeans are
satisfied with their main activity
status, compared to less than 30%
who declare themselves rather dis-
satisfied (Chart 94). Rates of dissat-
isfaction are slightly higher for
women, young workers and inactive
individuals and, not surprisingly,
dramatically higher for the unem-
ployed. In this latter group, three
quarters report themselves dissatis-
fied or very dissatisfied with their
main activity status (Chart 95).
The higher fraction of dissatisfied
youth seems to be due to both the
relatively high fraction of (dissatis-
fied) young unemployed as well as
lower levels of self-reported job sat-
isfaction of the employed in this age
group. Slightly higher levels of dis-
satisfaction for women are mainly
due to their higher share among the
group of dissatisfied inactive indi-
viduals, while self-reported job sat-
isfaction levels of employed women
are – if anything – generally slight-
ly more favourable than those
reported by employed men.
Among the inactive, rates of satisfac-
tion with the main activity status are
similar between the retired and those
who are inactive for other reasons,
with low satisfaction reported by 17%
and 13%, and high satisfaction levels
by 40% and 47%, respectively.
Dissatisfaction with unemployment
is especially pronounced among
young and highly educated groups of
the workforce. Older individuals, on
the contrary, tend to report similar
satisfaction levels independently of
their actual activity status. The
young however show higher satis-
faction rates when inactive, proba-
bly due to being still in education.
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model and are conditional on main worker and job characteristics as well as country-specific effects which were controlled for in the analysis.
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96 Overall satisfaction with main activity status by country, 1996 
Source: ECHP, wave 3 (1996)
This picture is similar across coun-
tries, with satisfaction levels high-
est in Denmark, Luxembourg, Aus-
tria and the Netherlands, and low-
est in Italy, Greece and Portugal.
The picture is different for the
unemployed though, who show high
rates of discontent of 50% or more in
all EU Member States except Den-
mark and the Netherlands (Chart
96). These country differences can-
not necessarily be interpreted as dif-
ferences in job quality across coun-
tries (Box 8). In all countries, signif-
icantly lower satisfaction levels are
found among both the unemployed
and the inactive, with the exceptions
of Austria and Luxembourg, where
there do not seem to be differences
in the levels of overall satisfaction
with the activity status between
employed and inactive. Gender dif-
ferences seem to prevail in some
countries with women generally
declaring significantly higher rates
of satisfaction with their main activ-
ity status in Germany, Austria, Ire-
land, the UK, Spain and Finland,
and significantly lower levels of
overall satisfaction in Italy, Greece
and Portugal15.
Changes in the level of satisfaction
with the main activity status are
driven predominantly by labour
market transitions into or out of
unemployment. Transitions into
unemployment are linked to
decreasing satisfaction levels inde-
pendently of the labour market state
of origin, while transitions out of
unemployment either into employ-
ment or into inactivity are generally
accompanied by increasing levels of
self-reported satisfaction.
Job satisfaction
Among the employed in Europe, a
similar picture emerges: while
almost 80% of all employed report
high or even very high levels of sat-
isfaction with their jobs in general,
around 20% are dissatisfied with
their current job. Additionally, there
are differences in the evaluation of
the various job characteristics, with
generally higher-than-average satis-
faction with work content, working
time and working conditions and
lower-than-average satisfaction
with job security, working hours,
and earnings (Chart 97). The high-
est levels of discontent are found
with respect to earnings (44%) and
job security (29%).  The main factors
influencing overall job satisfaction
are satisfaction with the general
work content, the working condi-
tions and, although to a somewhat
lesser extent, working hours, job
security and earnings.
There exist considerable differences
in job satisfaction across countries
and with respect to individual char-
acteristics of the employed. 
Among the main determinants of job
satisfaction are: high earnings, high
tenure on the job, relative job secu-
rity due to a permanent contract,
full-time work, supervisory job sta-
tus, high-skilled work as profession-
al, technician or manager and legis-
lator, and work in the public and
service sectors, including sales
workers. On the other hand, low
earnings, a precarious job status
due to a temporary contract, a low
non-supervisory job status and low-
skilled or manual or elementary
work, especially in agriculture, neg-
atively impact on the quality of a job
as measured by self-reported levels
of job satisfaction.
97 Self-reported satisfaction with job characteristics 1996
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Using subjective satisfaction
data in employment analysis
The use of individual-level data on
satisfaction with various life situa-
tions, job characteristics, and future
prospects is by now well established,
and appropriate models for the
analysis of their main determinants
are available. Given the lack of com-
parable matched employer-employ-
ee data, it seems a good alternative
to make use of individuals' subjec-
tive evaluations of the quality of
their employment situation and the
quality of the match between their
own characteristics, experience, and
expectations, on the one hand, and
the characteristics and require-
ments related to their job on the
other.
Summary statistics presenting
average values of job satisfaction by
country or by some worker or job
characteristic are not strictly com-
parable and should be interpreted
with caution, though. In the
extreme case where such country
differences in self-reported job satis-
faction levels were only due to dif-
ferences in degrees of general opti-
mism or overall satisfaction with life
in general, but not at all related to
inherent differences in job quality,
satisfaction data would actually not
be an adequate basis for analysing
qualitative aspects of individuals'
labour market situation and jobs. In
the opposite case, assuming homo-
geneity in all (unobservable) charac-
teristics such as optimism, honesty,
etc., differences in satisfaction levels
would perfectly reflect inherent dif-
ferences in job quality.
While certainly neither of these two
extreme assumptions holds, econo-
metric methods exist that allow one
not only to control for factors influ-
encing the way individuals respond
to questions about subjective
aspects relating to their private and
working lives such as e.g. cross-
country differences or differences
over time, but also to control for phe-
nomena of individual self-selection.
When analysing the determinants of
job satisfaction, this need to control
simultaneously for both job and
worker characteristics and country-
specific effects as well as, ideally, for
potential self-selection bias, thus,
has to be taken into account.
Self-reported job satisfaction across
gender is similar, but generally,
men express slightly higher degrees
of dissatisfaction than their female
counterparts with working hours,
working time and working condi-
tions. Younger workers tend to
report lower levels of satisfaction
with earnings, job security and work
content, but do on the other hand
report favourably on working condi-
tions, working times and working
hours. Older workers, on average,
report higher satisfaction with all of
these job characteristics.
The strongest differences in the sub-
jective evaluation of their jobs are
found between high and low educat-
ed persons employed. The latter
report significantly lower levels of
satisfaction with all aspects of their
jobs and especially with work con-
tent, working conditions and earn-
ings. Workers with tertiary educa-
tion, by contrast, tend to report
above-average satisfaction levels
with all of these job characteristics.
Conditional on the main job and
worker characteristics, however,
highly educated persons employed
are found to report significantly
lower levels of satisfaction, probably
indicating differences in expecta-
tions regarding the job.
Job satisfaction varies strongly
across several job characteristics
such as contract types and working
time arrangements. Temporary
workers and involuntary part-time
workers report strong degrees of job
dissatisfaction. This discontent is
not restricted to working hours, job
security or earnings alone, but is
equally pronounced for other fac-
tors, especially work content, sug-
gesting that involuntary part-time
workers and temporary contract
workers would not only prefer differ-
ent working hours and contractual
arrangements but in many cases an
entirely different job.
The highest levels of discontent are
expressed by temporary workers
and involuntary part-time workers
for job security (40% very dissatis-
fied) and by involuntary part-time
workers with regard to both earn-
ings (41%) and – unsurprisingly –
working hours (35%). On the other
hand, voluntary part-time workers
express the highest satisfaction lev-
els with most job characteristics
(77% working hours, 73% working
time, 65% work content and working
conditions).
Job satisfaction levels for part-time
jobs not only differ significantly
between countries, but also provide
ambiguous evidence. While in coun-
tries with large shares of involun-
tary part-time workers satisfaction
levels are very low in general, they
are strongly above the country-spe-
cific average in countries with high
rates of voluntary part-time work-
ers. Evidence from country-specific
regressions shows that part-time
work actually leads to lower job sat-
isfaction in Greece and Italy, where-
as in Germany, Austria, the Benelux
countries, France, the UK and Ire-
land, part-time workers report sig-
nificantly higher satisfaction levels.
Those in part-time work voluntarily,
or because of childcare, family rea-
sons or further education, report sig-
nificantly higher job satisfaction lev-
els than the full-time employed,
while those involuntarily in part-
time jobs, especially men, report
strong dissatisfaction.
While both higher education levels
and self-reported over-qualification
for the job significantly decrease
self-reported satisfaction levels, the
need for specific training necessary
to perform the current job, reflecting
high-skilled work content, and the
provision of employer-provided
training as a means for up-skilling
and career development, lead to sig-
nificantly higher job satisfaction lev-
els.
Finally, there are clear differences
in job satisfaction across the differ-
ent sectors of employment. Workers
in industry and in agriculture report
significantly lower levels of satisfac-
tion with earnings, job security,
work content and working condi-
tions than those working in the
service sector.
Significant changes in job satisfac-
tion are found after job changes or
after increases in the remuneration
level. Generally, sectoral mobility
out of industry or agriculture into
the service sector is related to
increasing satisfaction levels, possi-
bly indicative of the comparably
high quality of the jobs in the serv-
ice sector. Similar increases in the
level of job satisfaction are caused
by promotions to a higher job status,
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Note: no information available for France; data for Luxembourg are unreliable due to small sample
size
Source: Eurostat, LFS
Note: no information available for France; data for Luxembourg are unreliable due to small sample
size
and by transitions from atypical
forms of work to more standard
ones, such as from temporary to per-
manent contracts or from involun-
tary part-time jobs to full-time jobs.
The evolution of job quality
determinants in Europe 1995-
2000
As shown above, the type of work
contract (temporary vs. permanent),
working time (full-time vs. part-
time) and its nature (voluntary vs.
involuntary), job security, the job
status (supervisory, intermediate,
non-supervisory) and the provision
of employer-provided training are
important determinants of job satis-
faction. This section analyses the
structure and evolution of these job
characteristics in the period 1995-
2000 on the basis of data from the
Community LFS as well as the
ECHP.
Contract types
More than a third of temporary con-
tractual relationships can generally
be described as involuntary. Despite
the rising share of temporary
employment contracts in recent
years across Europe, the share of
involuntary temporary workers
among all employed has been
decreasing since 1997 from 40% of
all employed in temporary contracts
to below 35%, equivalent to 4.5% of
total employment.
Involuntary temporary contracts
seem particularly pronounced in
Spain, Greece, Belgium, Portugal,
Sweden, and Finland, with more
than half of all employed in tempo-
rary contracts declaring themselves
to be so involuntary. On the other
hand, in Austria and Germany -
both countries with comparably low
shares of employed in temporary
contracts – a much smaller fraction
of these declares themselves as
involuntary. In Spain, every fourth
person employed is involuntarily in
a temporary contract while in Fin-
land, Greece, Portugal and Sweden
it is one in 10 (Charts 98 and 99).
At EU level, almost one third of all
those employed in temporary con-
tracts were in a permanent job after
a year, whereas more than 20% left
the labour force or became unem-
ployed. Almost half of those in tem-
porary contracts a year ago were
still in temporary contracts one year
21 Transitions out of permanent and temporary jobs 1995/96 
by gender (transition rates in %)
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Note: to improve visibility, positive transition rates into unemployment or inactivity are presented as
bars to the left in the above chart.
No data available for Finland in 1995.
later (Table 21). This compares to
less than 5% of those employed in
permanent contracts who were
either unemployed or inactive one
year later, and generally low transi-
tion rates from permanent to tempo-
rary jobs of 4%. More than 90% of all
employed in permanent contracts
thus enjoyed a relatively stable
employment relationship. Transi-
tion rates out of temporary jobs into
permanent jobs are slightly higher
for men and prime-age workers
(Table 22). Transitions out of tempo-
rary jobs into unemployment or
inactivity are most important
among both young and older work-
ers, with transitions into inactivity
more common among women.
Transitions out of temporary work
varied considerably across Member
States (Chart 100). In Luxembourg,
Austria and Germany, for example,
more than 40% of those in tempo-
rary jobs were in a permanent con-
tract one year later, while such tran-
sitions into permanent jobs were
much less frequent in Spain and
France. In these countries and in
Belgium, transitions from tempo-
rary contracts into unemployment
were the highest in the Union. Tran-
sitions into inactivity were particu-
larly important in Ireland, the
Netherlands, the UK and Luxem-
bourg.
Working time
The share of voluntary part-time
workers – those who declare that
they do not want to work more hours
– has remained stable at the high
level of 60% of all part-time workers
over the last years in Europe where-
as that of involuntary part-time
workers has decreased slightly to a
level of 15%. Rates of voluntary
part-time work are highest in the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ger-
many and the UK, where actually
more than 70% of all part-time
workers declare themselves as vol-
untary. On the other hand, these
rates are especially low in Spain and
Belgium (Chart 101).
When expressed as a share of total
employment, voluntary part-time
work is seen to be important in the
Netherlands where almost one in
three employed people is a volun-
tary part-time worker (Chart 102).
In the UK, Germany, France, Swe-
22 Transitions out of permanent and temporary jobs 
1995/96 by age group (transition rates in %)
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Source: ECHP, waves 2 and 3 (1995 and 1996)
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den and Denmark, every tenth person
employed is a voluntary part-time worker.
The share of voluntary part-time workers in
total employment has been further increas-
ing in the Netherlands, Ireland, Portugal,
Germany, France, the UK and Luxembourg
while decreasing in Sweden (Chart 103). The
share of involuntary part-time workers in
the European workforce – those who declare
that they would like to work more hours but
cannot find such a job – remained at a low
level of 3%, with shares above EU average in
Sweden, France, Finland, Germany, Italy
and Denmark (Chart 103).
Part-time employment relationships are rel-
atively stable over time, with almost two
thirds of all part-time workers remaining
part-timers in two consecutive years, 20%
moving into a full-time job, and 16% leaving
employment into inactivity or unemploy-
ment. Transition rates into both full-time
employment and unemployment are further
significantly higher among involuntary part-
time workers (Table 23). Spain and Greece,
the countries with the highest transition
rates from part-time to full-time employ-
ment, are also the countries with the highest
transition rates from part-time work into
inactivity (Greece) or unemployment
(Spain). In France, transition rates into
unemployment are also high, while in Portu-
gal, Italy and Ireland, transitions into inac-
tivity prevail (Charts 104 and 105).
Recent trends in atypical forms of work –
temporary working contracts and part-time
work – thus show diverging trends, with
ambiguous conclusions as to quality
improvements of European employment. As
shown before, both temporary contracts and
– involuntary – part-time jobs are generally
related to strong degrees of workers' dissat-
isfaction with their job. Increases in the inci-
dence of these forms of atypical work could
thus be related to decreases in the overall job
quality as perceived by the employed.
Increases in the incidence of part-time jobs,
however, might lead to higher job quality in
cases where these part-time jobs are mainly
voluntary.
Job security
Job security as reflected in job tenure was
stable between 1995 and 2000, with around
three quarters of all the employed having
been in their job for more than two years.
The share of employed people who have been
in their job for less than two years increased
between 1995 and 2000. This increase is due
to cyclical effects and reflects both massive
job creation as well as higher labour
turnover due to increased job mobility (Table
24).
23    Transitions out of full-time and part-time jobs
1995/96 (transition rates in %)
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Career prospects and employer-
provided training
51% of all the employed in the EU
work for employers who provide
training (ECHP, 1996). While high-
educated individuals (68%) and
those employed in the service sector
(57%) are more likely to work for
such employers, younger workers
(43%), low-educated workers (34%),
and workers in industry (41%) and
in agriculture (20%) report signifi-
cantly lower incidence of employer-
provided training. Young employed
and low-educated individuals
receive less than average training in
all sectors, with 41% of all low-
skilled in the service sector and only
27% of those in industry benefiting
from employer-provided training
(Chart 106).
While there are no significant differ-
ences in the provision of employer-
provided training between full-time
employed and those working part-
time, young part-time workers
(31%) in particular seem to lack
chances for further qualification
provided by the employer: less than
one in three enjoy training possibili-
ties on their job. Differences in the
provision of further training by skill
level, however, are more pronounced
among full-time employed: while
68% of the high-skilled are in firms
that provide training, only 34% of
the low-skilled are. These differ-
ences are worse for employed with
temporary contracts: 29% of all part-
24 Job tenure in the EU in 1995 and 2000
Job tenure 1995 Job tenure 2000
Less than Between More than
1 year 1-2 years 2 years
Less than Between More than
1 year 1-2 years 2 years
n.a. n.a. n.a.
10.2% 7.6% 82.3%
14.5% 9.6% 75.9%
22.7% 11.3% 66.0%
28.3% 5.6% 66.1%
16.4% 6.2% 77.4%
13.7% 7.9% 78.4%
8.7% 6.6% 84.7%
14.4% 10.0% 75.6%
6.8% 6.7% 86.5%
10.0% 8.1% 81.9%
13.3% 8.9% 77.8%
11.0% 8.2% 80.7%
14.3% 7.8% 77.9%
18.0% 10.6% 71.3%
14.8% 8.5% 76.7%
n.a. n.a. n.a.
13.7% 9.3% 77.0%
14.5% 9.6% 75.9%
23.2% 13.3% 63.5%
20.9% 10.2% 68.9%
21.7% 8.7% 69.6%
15.9% 9.7% 74.5%
9.6% 6.1% 84.3%
21.9% 12.8% 65.3%
11.2% 7.8% 81.0%
11.6% 8.6% 79.8%
20.5% 10.7% 68.8%
14.7% 9.2% 76.2%
15.9% 9.6% 74.5%
19.5% 12.3% 68.3%
16.4% 10.1% 73.5%
Source: Eurostat, LFS
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Source: ECHP, wave 3 (1996)
Note: Training measures considered above include both employer-provided training and private train-
ing measures.
time employed on permanent con-
tracts are in firms which offer train-
ing compared to 33% of all tempo-
rary contract workers in general and
to only 18% of all low-skilled tempo-
rary workers.
28% of all employed participated in
training measures in the year pre-
ceding the interview. Training inci-
dence was highest among the young
employed (46%) and high-skilled
(40%) compared to low-skilled (17%)
and older workers (14%). It was
slightly higher for women while sim-
ilar between full-time and part-time
employed as well as between
employed on permanent or tempo-
rary contracts. Training incidence
was also significantly higher in the
service sector (32%) than in industry
(22%) or agriculture (10%).
According to the Third European
Survey on Working Conditions in
2000, almost 75% of all employed in
the EU learnt new things in their
current job, and a third actually
benefited from training provided by
their company with an average
duration of 4.4 days per employee
per year.
Job status, job control and work
content
Almost 30% of the employed in the
European Union, 36% of all
employed men and 20% of all
employed women, are in either
supervisory or intermediate func-
tions - which is generally indicative
of higher job satisfaction. The frac-
tion of individuals in supervisory
function is highest among the high-
skilled, with 46% of them in super-
visory functions as opposed to 17%
of the low-skilled. Furthermore,
employed on temporary contracts
(17%)  in part-time jobs (11%), par-
ticularly, are less likely to be in jobs
with supervisory or intermediate
functions.
According to the Third European
Survey on Working Conditions job
control has slightly increased in
recent years, although still one third
of all employed declare having no
control on either work methods,
speed or the order of tasks. Around
two thirds of the employed state
that they can control their work
rhythm and their work methods. A
majority of the employed has to do
at least some repetitive tasks on
their job, one third of all employed
do so all the time.
When asked to assess their skills
with respect to their current job,
moreover, 58% of all the employed in
Europe declare that they have skills
to do a more demanding job and
thus seem either over-qualified for
their job or ambitious to perform
more demanding tasks. While this
self-assessment is similar across
men and women and younger and
prime-age workers, full-time and
part-time employed as well as work-
ers on permanent and temporary
contracts, it differs significantly by
sector and educational background:
41% in industry compared to 57% in
services and two thirds of the high-
skilled declare themselves as "over-
qualified" for their current job. 
Working conditions and health
and safety at the workplace
The above findings on recent
improvements in working conditions
seem to be at conflict with results
from recent surveys on working con-
ditions and health and safety at the
workplace. These suggest that work-
ing conditions, including safety at
the workplace, have not necessarily
improved in Europe over the last
years and that work-related health
problems and the incidence of occu-
pational diseases might have
increased.
According to the Third European
Survey on Working Conditions,
more than a quarter of the Euro-
pean workforce consider that their
health and safety are at risk
because of their work. Despite a
slightly decreasing fraction of
employees who see their health and
safety at risk because of their job
(from 30% in 1990 to 27% in 2000),
there have been no improvements in
the physical working environment
over the last decade, with increasing
shares of workers exposed to noise,
painful or tiring positions and
stress. While there were improve-
ments in other areas such as
increasing job control and training
and support, these improvements do
not outweigh the deterioration in
other areas.
The main reasons for the deteriora-
tion in working conditions are the
intensification of work and the
increased importance of flexible
employment practices. New forms of
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106 Employer-provided training in the EU
(employed in firms providing training and employed taking part
in training measures as a share of all employed)
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16 Due to the lack of information on employer-provided training for France in the ECHP, only the two intermediate categories could be defined for France.
At EU level, this results in underestimating the shares of both "jobs of good quality" and "dead-end jobs" and at overestimating the intermediate categories,
"jobs of reasonable quality" and "low pay/productivity jobs".
employment relationships and the
increased pace of work in the knowl-
edge societies may lead in some
cases to increased problems such as
stress and fatigue, but also to physi-
cal health problems.
The increasing intensification of
work has been found to be strongly
linked to health disorders and acci-
dents at work. Changing employ-
ment patterns and increased flexi-
bility further have important reper-
cussions on workers' family and
social lives.
Negative health-related outcomes
were found to be more pronounced
among employed persons in precari-
ous temporary employment relation-
ships, but in general slightly less
pronounced for part-time workers as
compared to full-time workers.
Working conditions and health-
related outcomes were found to be
poor in low-skill sectors in both
industry ("mining and quarrying
and manufacturing") and services
("other services") as well as among
clerks and in low-skilled or
unskilled manual occupations (craft
and trade workers, services and
sales workers and elementary occu-
pations). Furthermore, especially
temporary agency workers and
fixed-term contract workers show
significantly higher dissatisfaction
with working conditions.
In 1998, 4.7 million accidents which
resulted in more than three days
absence from work occurred in the
EU, equivalent to 41 accidents per
1000 employees, affecting more than
4% of the EU workforce. 29% of all
accidents occurred in manufacturing
and 18% in construction. The risk of
accidents at work was highest for
men, young employees and workers
in the wood industry and auxiliary
transport services as well as in met-
allurgy and construction. It is signif-
icantly lower in firms with more
than 250 employees. Finally, one in
ten Europeans employed com-
plained of a lack of information on
work-related risks.
Despite this rather negative outlook
on the recent evolution of working
conditions and health and safety in
the workplace, it has to be borne in
mind that the results are based on a
survey specifically studying working
conditions. Even employed who are
generally satisfied with their work-
ing conditions might record dissatis-
faction with particular aspects of
work such as stress or fatigue. And
indeed, when asked to evaluate
their overall working conditions in
the same survey, more than 80% of
all European employed state high
satisfaction levels.
Nevertheless, results clearly indi-
cate that working conditions and
health and safety at the workplace
have not improved recently. Improv-
ing working conditions thus remains
on the agenda to increase job quali-
ty.
Identifying "good" and "bad"
jobs in Europe
Among the main factors which char-
acterise jobs of high or low quality
are job security or its absence,
access to training and career devel-
opment. After having highlighted
recent trends in these factors, this
section analyses in more detail job
quality in Europe. It groups jobs
according to three main dimensions
of job quality: job security, access to
training and career development,
and hourly wages. Hourly wages are
considered as an indication of pro-
ductivity. While there are undoubt-
edly other important dimensions of
job quality, data availability is in
many cases limited. Further work
will be needed to integrate other
important dimensions such as work-
ing conditions into an analysis of job
quality.
According to the above factors, four
types of jobs are distinguished.
These are: "dead-end jobs"; "low
pay/productivity jobs"; "jobs of rea-
sonable quality" and finally, "jobs of
good quality".
"Dead-end jobs" are either fixed-
term or short-term contracts or jobs
without formal contract in non-
supervisory functions that do not
offer any further employer-provided
training. They may further be clas-
sified according to their pay/produc-
tivity as jobs with either low or
decent pay and productivity, where
pay/productivity is defined as "low"
if below 75% of the country-specific
median hourly wage and as "decent"
otherwise.
"Low pay/productivity jobs" are
defined as those jobs that, despite
their low pay of hourly wages below
75% of the country-specific median,
offer at least job security or employ-
er-provided training and career
prospects. Hourly wages below 75%
of the country-specific median indi-
cate that these jobs are jobs of rela-
tive low productivity.
"Jobs of reasonable quality" are jobs
with at least decent pay/productivi-
ty and either relative job security or
employer-provided training and
career prospects. Finally, those jobs
which offer both of these character-
istics in addition to decent pay/pro-
ductivity are defined as "jobs of good
quality".
At EU level, three quarters of all
jobs are of good or reasonable quali-
ty. 38% of all jobs are "jobs of good
quality" with job security, career
prospects and decent pay/productiv-
ity. On the other hand, one quarter
of all jobs can be considered as of low
quality16.  Of these, roughly a third
are jobs without job security or
employer-provided training, repre-
senting precarious jobs without any
career prospects, half of which are
further of low pay/productivity.
Despite their low pay/productivity,
the other two thirds of jobs of lower
quality offer at least some job secu-
rity or career prospects (Chart 107).
Self-reported levels of job satisfac-
tion clearly vary across these job
clusters, with almost 60% of all
employed in "jobs of good quality"
expressing high levels of job satisfac-
tion as opposed to only 3.5% declar-
ing themselves dissatisfied. Among
those employed in jobs with low
intrinsic job quality, however, 30% of
all employed still report high job sat-
isfaction as opposed to 70% declaring
medium or low levels of job satisfac-
tion. Self-reported job satisfaction
levels are found to be highest among
young and highly educated employed
in "jobs of good quality", 65% of
which actually declare high or very
high levels of job satisfaction.
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Both women and the young are more likely
to be in jobs of low pay/productivity, and the
young are also much more likely to be in pre-
carious jobs with low pay and without any
further training. Almost two thirds of young
Europeans (63%) are in jobs of relatively
poor quality due to low pay and precarious
employment contracts or lack of further
training. 17% of young people are in "dead-
end jobs" offering neither job security nor
further training (Chart 108).
The gender gap in job quality is biggest in
the group of jobs of low pay/productivity.
This is indicative of the general gender earn-
ings gap in all European countries which
ranges from roughly 10% in Denmark to 30%
in Germany (after controlling for both indi-
vidual and job characteristics in an earnings
regression framework).
Clear differences also exist across countries,
with relatively high proportions of "jobs of
good quality" and "jobs of reasonable quality"
(80% or more) in Denmark, the Netherlands,
Belgium and Finland while these countries
plus Germany and Austria record high levels
of "jobs of good quality" of at least 50%.
"Dead-end jobs" are over-represented (at
10% or more) in Spain, Greece, Portugal, Ire-
land and Italy, while in Luxembourg, Ger-
many and the UK there are high levels of
"low pay/productivity jobs" – 20% or more
(Chart 109)
Given the ad hoc definition of job quality
above, when analysing these country differ-
ences, however, one has to bear in mind the
reasons behind such country differences,
especially differences in educational systems
and employment structures across countries.
To sum up, structures of job quality are
found to vary significantly across countries
in the EU: the countries with lowest rates in
jobs of poor quality, as defined above, are the
Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, France
and Finland. Germany, the UK and Luxem-
bourg show relatively high shares of
employed in "low pay/productivity jobs",
partly due to the relatively high wage levels
in these countries, as opposed to only small
employment shares in "dead-end jobs". Spain
and Greece particularly, but also Portugal
and Ireland, show above average employ-
ment shares of individuals in both "low
pay/productivity jobs" and "dead-end jobs".
Furthermore, significant differences in job
quality are found by educational back-
ground, with far fewer "jobs of good quality"
and many more "low pay/productivity jobs"
(23%) and "dead-end jobs" (12%) among the
low-skilled (Chart 110).
There are no significant differences in job
quality between industry and the service sec-
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tor, with 23% of all jobs of lower
quality, 16% low pay/productivity
and around 7% without either job
security or training. In agriculture,
by contrast, almost 60% of jobs are
of relatively low quality, with almost
a third of those employed in agricul-
ture in "dead-end jobs", and addi-
tionally a quarter in "low pay/pro-
ductivity jobs".
Clear-cut differences in job quality
exist also across occupational
groups: more than a third of low-
skilled or unskilled manual jobs are
of rather low quality, compared to
high-skilled non-manual jobs which
are virtually all of good quality -
unless badly paid (Chart 111).
When considered by contract type
and working time arrangements,
the highest share of dead-end jobs of
low quality is found among tempo-
rary contract workers, and especial-
ly among temporary workers in
part-time jobs. More than three
quarters of these jobs are of low
quality and almost two thirds can be
characterised as "dead-end jobs".
On the other hand, there is ambigu-
ous evidence concerning the quality
of part-time jobs. On the one hand,
14% of all part-time jobs are "dead-
end jobs" and a quarter are of low
pay/productivity but, on the other
hand, more than 60% of all part-
time jobs are of relatively good qual-
ity, offering both decent pay and job
security or training possibilities
(Chart 112). Clearly, voluntary part-
timers are much more likely to be in
relatively jobs of good quality, with
two thirds in at least "jobs of rea-
sonable quality" as opposed to a
third in jobs of poor quality (14% in
"dead-end jobs" and 20% in "low
pay/productivity jobs"). By contrast,
only 43% of involuntary part-time
workers are in at least "jobs of rea-
sonable quality" compared to 57% in
jobs of poor quality (26% in "dead-
end jobs" and 31% in "low pay/pro-
ductivity jobs").
When looking at job quality of newly
created jobs, significantly lower lev-
els of intrinsic job quality are found
in jobs with low tenure, due to an
over-representation of temporary
jobs in this group. Among those hav-
ing one year or less of tenure, more
than 40% have jobs of relatively good
quality, a quarter low pay/productiv-
ity jobs of intermediate quality, and
almost a third are in "dead-end jobs".
Quality dynamics, and access
to "better" jobs
One of the main challenges to Euro-
pean labour markets is to open
access to jobs in general and to "bet-
ter jobs" in particular. This section
analyses to what extent social exclu-
sion resulting from individuals
being trapped in jobs of "poor quali-
ty" and exposed to a significant risk
of job loss, exists across Europe. It
also considers to what extent Euro-
pean labour markets offer possibili-
ties of mobility up the job quality
ladder as defined above. To this aim,
transitions between the various cat-
egories of job quality are analysed,
with specific attention drawn to the
vulnerability of jobs of poor quality
to unemployment or inactivity.
European labour markets do in gen-
eral exhibit vivid quality dynamics
EU high- medium- low-
skilled skilled skilled
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(Tables 25 and 26). More than a
third of those employed in "dead-end
jobs" or "low pay/productivity jobs"
in 1995 benefited from improved job
quality in 1996 (Chart 113). At the
same time, however, almost 40% of
those employed in dead-end jobs did
not benefit from improving job qual-
ity, and a quarter actually left
employment by 1996 into either
unemployment (15%) or inactivity
(11%).
In the group of low pay/productivity
jobs, stagnation is more pronounced,
with more than half of all employed
(52%) remaining in low pay/produc-
tivity jobs. Less employed in this
group become unemployed (4%) or
inactive (6%). Another 5% further
experienced a deterioration of job
quality due to either decreased job
security, demotion, or loss of further
training (Chart 114).
18% of those already employed in
"jobs of reasonable quality" in 1995
showed upward mobility towards
"jobs of good quality" due to either
increased job security, new provi-
sion of employer-provided training
or promotion to a job with superviso-
ry functions, while more than two
thirds experienced unchanged job
quality and 9% a deterioration. In
this group, only 5% went into unem-
ployment or inactivity from employ-
ment.
In both groups of intermediate job
quality, the shares of those
employed who experienced an
improvement in job quality between
1995 and 1996 are significantly
higher than those experiencing a
deterioration.
In the group of "jobs of good quality",
finally, three quarters of those in a
job of good quality remain in such a
job, while at most 20% experience a
worsening in job quality. Transition
rates are very similar across all
Member States. The fractions of
those employed in "jobs of good qual-
ity" who experience transitions into
jobs of poor quality or into unem-
ployment or inactivity remain at a
low level of around 4% each (Chart
115). 
Finally, transitions out of employ-
ment are highest among those
employed in "dead-end jobs" in all
countries, with 20% or more of them
becoming unemployed in the UK,
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25 Quality dynamics, 1995/96 (transition rates in %)
Job status 1995
Source: ECHP, waves 2 and 3 (1995 and 1996)
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26 Quality dynamics, 1995/96:
Transitions out of dead-end jobs
Source: ECHP, waves 2 and 3 (1995 and 1996)
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the Netherlands and Ireland, and
the same fraction moving into inac-
tivity in Spain.
In all countries, transitions out of
employment were most pronounced
among those employed in jobs of
poor quality. Transition rates from
either "dead-end jobs" or "low
pay/productivity jobs" to unemploy-
ment or inactivity were particularly
important in the UK, the Nether-
lands, Ireland, Luxembourg, Ger-
many and Spain. More than a quar-
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Note: to improve visibility, positive transition rates into unemployment or inactivity are presented as
bars to the left in the above chart.
Source: ECHP, waves 2 and 3 (1995 and 1996)
Note: to improve visibility, positive transition rates into jobs of lower quality, unemployment or
inactivity are presented as bars to the left in chart 114 and 115.
ter of those employed in "dead-end
jobs" or "low pay/productivity jobs"
in 1995 in these countries were in
unemployment or inactive one year
later. In the UK and Germany, how-
ever, transition rates into jobs of
better quality were above EU aver-
age.
Quality in work and the risk of
social exclusion
Those employed in jobs of poor qual-
ity, in general, and in "dead-end
jobs", in particular, are clearly at
higher risk of social exclusion than
others due to relatively low chances
of job quality improvements and a
significantly higher risk of becoming
unemployed. A closer look into the
composition of the workforce in such
jobs of poor quality therefore is war-
ranted.
Women, young workers, low-educat-
ed individuals, workers in agricul-
ture, unskilled manual workers, and
workers in elementary professions
are clearly more likely to be in
"dead-end jobs" (after controlling for
other individual and job characteris-
tics as well as country-specific
effects in a regression framework).
These patterns are comparable
across countries as illustrated in the
charts below (Chart 116).
On the other hand, older workers,
workers with high tenure on the job,
and workers in the fast growing
occupations of professionals and
managers, legislators and senior
officials are less likely to be in
"dead-end jobs". Most importantly,
those who declare that they needed
specific training or education to take
up their job and those who declare
themselves over-qualified are signif-
icantly less likely to be found in jobs
of poor quality.
Transition rates out of jobs of poor
quality into jobs of higher quality
remain low compared to the rela-
tively high stability of job quality for
those in "jobs of reasonable quality"
or "jobs of good quality". Transition
rates out of unemployment are also
relatively low. Of those previously
unemployed who take up a job, two
thirds take up a job of relatively
poor quality. In the absence of
improvements in job quality, those
employed in jobs of poor quality thus
remain at relatively high risk of
unemployment and social exclusion.
A similar reasoning might apply to
the transitions between jobs of poor
quality and inactivity although the
link between inactivity and social
exclusion is less clear than that
between unemployment and social
exclusion. In contrast to the retired
or those still in education, discour-
aged workers certainly are at higher
risk of social exclusion, too.
While there is no clear evidence of
country differences in the incidence
of "dead-end jobs" (when controlling
for worker and job characteristics),
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quality dynamics and hence the risk
of social exclusion seem to vary con-
siderably with individual character-
istics as well as across countries.
Transition rates out of "dead-end
jobs" into jobs of relatively higher
quality reached almost 40% at EU
level. At Member State level the fig-
ures range from high transition
rates of around 50% or more in the
UK, Germany and Austria to below-
average rates in Spain, Italy, Portu-
gal and Ireland – which were also
countries with above EU average
shares of "dead-end jobs" – as well
as the Netherlands (Chart 117).
While above average for young
workers particularly in Germany
and Austria and also in Portugal,
Ireland and Denmark, transition
rates for the low-educated are below
average in most countries except the
UK and Ireland, and particularly in
Germany and the Netherlands.
Conclusions
The evolution of job quality in the
EU in recent years was generally
positive, with the exception of work-
ing conditions which do not seem to
have improved. Accidents at the
workplace and occupational dis-
eases remain a challenge to the EU
economies, with direct and indirect
costs due to work-related health
risks and accidents at work estimat-
ed to amount to between 2.6% and
3.8% of GNP in the EU. Total direct
costs related to accidents at work
are estimated at 20 billion euro per
year and there are indirect costs
associated with an estimated 400
million working days lost per year in
the EU, equivalent to almost three
days per worker.
There is some evidence of the exis-
tence of a two-tier labour market,
where the first tier is made up of
jobs subject to decent pay, relative
job security and career prospects,
involving generally good working
conditions. The second tier compris-
es not only the unemployed and dis-
couraged workers, but also those
employed in jobs of low quality
which have low pay, precarious
employment relationships or lack of
further education and career devel-
opment prospects.
While there is clear evidence of
upward quality mobility especially
for young workers, future employ-
ment and development prospects
medium-skilled low-skilledhigh-skilled
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seem much less favourable for low-
educated individuals in jobs of poor
quality. Transition rates into unem-
ployment or inactivity, too, are high-
est among those currently in jobs of
poor quality and may affect women
and low-skilled disproportionately.
In line with previous findings, those
employed in precarious temporary
contracts and in involuntary part-
time jobs are especially at risk of
social exclusion because of either job
loss or stagnation in their job. Tem-
porary part-timers generally declare
the highest levels of over-qualifica-
tion with respect to their job tasks
as well as lowest rates of employer-
provided training.
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Those individuals at highest risk of
social exclusion are thus not only low-
skilled individuals in (long-term)
unemployment but also those
employed in insecure employment
relationships that do not offer any fur-
ther training or career development.
Conversely, a high level of education-
al attainment and specific job-related
training clearly are the best way to
avoid such jobs of poor quality. These
jobs, while possibly a preliminary to
future recruitment in combination
with improvements in job quality, are
in many cases a prelude to unemploy-
ment or inactivity, especially because
of still very unfavourable transitions
out of low-quality jobs.
To improve job quality in Europe in
a sustainable way, labour market
policies and regulatory frameworks
have to be designed to help people –
in particular, the currently disad-
vantaged, trapped in low quality
jobs – move up into jobs of better
quality, rather than fall into unem-
ployment or leave the labour force.
Concerted effort to promote qualifi-
cations and (life-long) training, to
ease young workers' access to the
labour market, to open up possibili-
ties for career advancement, and to
strengthen measures that help rec-
oncile work and private and family
lives would be conducive to further
improvements in the quality of jobs
in Europe.
Introduction
One of the goals for the European
Union agreed upon in the Lisbon
European Council is to regain the
conditions for full employment and
to strengthen regional cohesion.
Furthermore, the European Council
held at Nice approved the European
Social Agenda, which specifies that
achieving full employment involves
continued structural reform and
ambitious policies to reduce regional
disparities. 
The favourable economic and
employment performance over the
past years at the Member State
level have resulted in a reduction of
EU-wide national disparities in the
employment rate. Between 1995 and
2000, the gap in employment rates
at Member State level has been
reduced by 5 percentage points to 23
in 2000. Changes in female employ-
ment rates have contributed more to
this reduction than changes in male
employment rates. The relatively
strong convergence of employment
rates at the country level hides sig-
nificant variations in regional
employment patterns within the
Member States themselves, though.
This section analyses regional
employment developments in the
European Union looking at the roles
of the sectoral, occupational, and
skill composition of the workforce.
The relative performance of regions
due to differences in sector-specific
or occupation/skill-specific employ-
ment growth appears decisive for job
creation, even more than the mere
sectoral composition of the economy.
High employment growth seems to
go hand-in-hand with a highly
dynamic service sector and with
strong employment demand for
high- and medium-skilled employ-
ees, particularly in knowledge inten-
sive sectors. During 1996-2000,
employment increased strongly for
all those workers with educational
attainment levels of upper second-
ary and tertiary education for every
group of regions. However, employ-
ment fell in those occupations/skills
characterised by levels of education-
al attainment equal to, or lower
than, secondary education. A highly
skilled labour force together with
strong demand for knowledge-inten-
sive jobs would appear to be decisive
for a positive employment perform-
ance at the regional level.
Regions with comparable
employment performance
Regions have been classified into
groups of comparable employment
performance on the basis of their
employment rate in 2000 and their
employment growth in the period
1996-2000 (Box 9).
At the regional level, there is a posi-
tive correlation between regional
employment rates and participation
rates among young and older work-
ers, shares of voluntary part-time
work, and average educational and
skill levels in the labour force.
Regional employment rates are neg-
atively correlated to gender gaps (in
activity, employment and unemploy-
ment rates), shares of employment
in agriculture, shares of involuntary
part-time work and temporary
employment and to overall unem-
ployment rates.
In general, the employment rate is
higher in regions with a more edu-
cated workforce, that is with higher
human capital intensity. In the
group of regions with the highest
employment rates only a fifth of the
employed has secondary education
or less. On the other hand, in the
group of regions with the lowest
employment rates almost 45% of
those in employment can be charac-
terised as low-skilled.
In the two groups of regions with
high employment rates, employ-
ment growth between 1996 and
2000 increased by 2.8% per year, in
the first group, whereas it stagnated
in the second group. In 2000, the
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9 Defining regions with comparable
employment performance
Regions at NUTS-2 level are grouped in terms of comparable employ-
ment performance on the basis of two indicators: first, the employment
rate in 2000, and second, employment growth between 1996 and 2000.
On the basis of the employment rate in 2000, regions are classified into
three groups: the quartile with the highest employment rates in the
Union (on average around 74%), the group of regions with intermediate
employment rates comprised of the two intermediate quartiles (on aver-
age around 64%), and the quartile with the lowest employment rates (on
average around 52%).
On the basis of the employment growth in the period 1996-2000, regions
are further classified into two sub-groups with employment growth
above and below the median employment growth in the respective
employment rate category.
The grouping of regions of comparable employment performance is sum-
marised in the following table.
27 Regional clusters: Employment rates and employment 
growth rates
Employment
growth rate
1996/2000
High
Low
"high rate/high growth"
"high rate/low growth"
"medium rate/high growth"
"medium rate/low growth"
"low rate/high growth"
Quartile of regions with
"highest" employment rates
Half of regions with
"medium" employment rates
Quartile of regions with
"lowest" employment rates
"low rate/low growth"
Employment rate in 2000
Tables 28 to 30 contain summary statistics on the main characteristics of these groups of regions
as well as on their sectoral and occupational composition of employment. The distribution of Euro-
pean regions across these clusters is illustrated in the map and in Table 31. 
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Lisbon and Stockholm targets for
these group of regions have already
been met. The overall employment
rate reached 74%, the female
employment rate stood at 67% and
50% of older people were at work in
2000. Both groups of regions share a
highly skilled workforce, around
75% of which have completed upper
secondary or tertiary education.
They also both witness high levels of
(voluntary) part-time work that cor-
responds to the relatively important
shares of young and older workers
as well as women in total employ-
ment (Table 28). The most signifi-
cant difference between these two
clusters is the sectoral composition
of employment. In the high
rate/high growth regions, almost
three out of four employed people
work in the service sector, whereas
the employment share in services is
significantly lower in the high
rate/low growth regions to the bene-
fit of a stronger industrial compo-
nent (Table 29). 
In the high rate/high growth
regions, there is a higher share of
individuals working in the "real
estate and business" sector, includ-
ing "computer and related activities"
and "research and development",
whereas the proportion of those clas-
sified in the "manufacturing" sector
is relatively small. This is also
reflected in higher employment
shares of "legislators and managers"
and "professionals", on the one
hand, and lower shares of "craft
workers", "plant and machine opera-
tors" and "elementary occupations",
on the other (Table 30). These differ-
ences in the sectoral and occupation-
al composition of employment have
contributed to the differences in
employment growth across these
two regional clusters, given that
employment creation over the period
1996-2000 took place mainly in the
service sector and in the occupation-
al categories of "professionals",
"technicians" and "legislators and
managers".
In the two groups of regions with
low employment rates, employment
grew at 4% per year in one group but
stagnated in the other. These two
clusters of regions are characterised
by generally lower activity rates
among younger and older workers
as well as among women, in combi-
nation with lower shares of part-
time work and higher shares of tem-
porary contracts. In 2000, the over-
all employment rate stood at about
52% and only 38% of women and
32% of older people were at work in
that year, well below the Lisbon and
Stockholm targets. The unemploy-
ment rate is also high, at about 15%.
In addition, both groups of regions
show relatively low average skill
levels, with more than 40% of the
workforce having less than upper
secondary education (i.e. low-
skilled). Employment shares in
industry are lower and those in
services higher in low rate/low
growth regions than in low rate/high
growth regions, where the latter dif-
ference is due solely to differences in
the employment share in "public
administration". One of the reasons
why low rate/high growth regions
have performed better in terms of
employment creation is that, in con-
trast to all other regional clusters,
employment creation for the highly
skilled has gone hand-in-hand with
employment creation for the lower
educated (despite higher number of
temporary contracts).
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28 Characteristics of regions with comparable employment performance
Average employment growth per year
Employment rate (in %)
women and men
- between 15 and 64 years
- between 15 and 24 years
- between 25 and 54 years
- between 55 and 64 years
- women between 15 and 64 years
- men between 15 and 64 years
Activity rates (in %)
women and men
- between 15 and 64 years
- between 15 and 24 years
- between 25 and 54 years
- between 55 and 64 years
- women between 15 and 64 years
- men between 15 and 64 years
Unemployment rate (in %)
women and men
- between 15 and 64 years
- between 15 and 24 years
- between 25 and 54 years
- between 55 and 64 years
- women between 15 and 64 years
- men between 15 and 64 years
Temporary employees
(in % of all employed)
women and men
- between 15 and 64 years
- between 15 and 24 years
- between 25 and 54 years
- between 55 and 64 years
- women between 15 and 64 years
- men between 15 and 64 years
Persons working part-time
(in % of all employed)
women and men
- between 15 and 64 years
- between 15 and 24 years
- between 25 and 54 years
- between 55 and 64 years
- women between 15 and 64 years
- men between 15 and 64 years
Educational level of the workforce
All in employment
- third level
- upper secondary level
- less than upper secondary level
- no response
Quarter with highest 
employment rates
High growth Low growth High growth Low growth High growth Low growth
2.82
74
62
83
49
66
81
77
67
85
51
69
84
3.6
7.7
2.9
2.9
3.7
3.6
9
24
7
5
11
7
30
45
26
35
52
13
100
26
47
22
5
0.06
73
57
83
51
67
80
77
63
86
54
70
84
4.3
8.2
3.5
5.0
4.3
4.4
8
24
5
4
9
7
23
29
21
28
42
7
100
25
53
16
6
2.23
64
39
78
35
56
73
69
45
84
37
60
77
7.0
13.0
6.0
7.0
8.1
6.1
11
38
8
4
12
9
15
17
14
19
29
5
100
22
41
30
6
0.52
64
42
79
34
57
72
70
48
85
39
62
78
8.4
12.5
7.3
11.2
9.2
7.7
11
43
7
4
12
10
18
16
18
22
35
5
100
22
53
22
3
3.99
53
28
66
33
39
67
62
39
76
36
49
75
14.8
29.2
12.8
9.6
20.9
10.7
21
54
18
7
23
19
9
14
9
8
20
3
100
25
27
48
0
-0.04
50
21
64
31
37
64
60
35
74
34
47
73
15.7
38.9
13.4
8.4
20.3
12.6
10
34
9
4
12
9
11
16
11
9
21
5
100
18
42
40
1
Half with 'medium' 
employment rates
Quarter with lowest 
employment rates
Source: Eurostat, LFS
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29 Sectoral composition of employment across regions with comparable 
employment performance
High rate/high growth
All in employment
Agriculture (A to B)
Industry (C to F)
Mining and quarrying (C)
Manufacturing (D)
Electricity, gas, water supply (E)
Construction (F)
Services (G to Q)
Wholesale and retail, repairs (G)
Hotels and restaurants (H)
Transports, communications (I)
Financial intermediation (J)
Real estate, business activities (K)
Public administration (L)
Other services (M to Q)
Non-responses 
All in employment
Agriculture (A to B)
Industry (C to F)
Mining and quarrying (C)
Manufacturing (D)
Electricity, gas, water supply (E)
Construction (F)
Services (G to Q)
Wholesale and retail, repairs (G)
Hotels and restaurants (H)
Transports, communications (I)
Financial intermediation (J)
Real estate, business activities (K)
Public administration (L)
Other services (M to Q)
Non-responses 
100
3
22
0
14
1
7
72
15
4
7
4
12
6
24
3
100
2
10
0
9
0
1
84
16
5
4
5
11
5
38
4
100
3
31
0
19
1
11
63
15
3
9
4
13
7
13
3
100
2
31
0
22
1
7
67
15
4
6
4
9
6
23
0
100
2
16
0
14
0
2
82
16
5
4
5
9
6
38
0
100
3
42
1
29
1
12
55
13
3
8
3
10
6
12
0
Total Women Men
Men
High rate/low growth Total Women Men
Medium rate/high growth
All in employment
Agriculture (A to B)
Industry (C to F)
Mining and quarrying (C)
Manufacturing (D)
Electricity, gas, water supply (E)
Construction (F)
Services (G to Q)
Wholesale and retail, repairs (G)
Hotels and restaurants (H)
Transports, communications (I)
Financial intermediation (J)
Real estate, business activities (K)
Public administration (L)
Other services (M to Q)
Non-responses 
All in employment
Agriculture (A to B)
Industry (C to F)
Mining and quarrying (C)
Manufacturing (D)
Electricity, gas, water supply (E)
Construction (F)
Services (G to Q)
Wholesale and retail, repairs (G)
Hotels and restaurants (H)
Transports, communications (I)
Financial intermediation (J)
Real estate, business activities (K)
Public administration (L)
Other services (M to Q)
Non-responses 
100
3
31
0
22
1
8
66
14
4
6
4
9
7
22
0
100
2
17
0
15
0
2
80
16
5
4
4
9
7
35
0
100
4
41
1
27
1
13
55
13
3
8
3
8
7
11
0
100
4
32
0
23
1
8
64
14
4
6
3
8
8
22
0
100
3
17
0
14
0
2
80
16
5
4
4
8
8
35
0
100
4
43
1
29
1
13
52
12
3
8
3
7
8
12
0
Total Women Medium rate/low growth Total Women Men
MenLow rate/high growth
All in employment
Agriculture (A to B)
Industry (C to F)
Mining and quarrying (C)
Manufacturing (D)
Electricity, gas, water supply (E)
Construction (F)
Services (G to Q)
Wholesale and retail, repairs (G)
Hotels and restaurants (H)
Transports, communications (I)
Financial intermediation (J)
Real estate, business activities (K)
Public administration (L)
Other services (M to Q)
Non-responses 
All in employment
Agriculture (A to B)
Industry (C to F)
Mining and quarrying (C)
Manufacturing (D)
Electricity, gas, water supply (E)
Construction (F)
Services (G to Q)
Wholesale and retail, repairs (G)
Hotels and restaurants (H)
Transports, communications (I)
Financial intermediation (J)
Real estate, business activities (K)
Public administration (L)
Other services (M to Q)
Non-responses 
100
6
29
0
18
1
10
65
16
5
6
3
7
8
19
0
100
5
14
0
12
0
1
82
18
7
3
3
9
8
34
0
100
7
38
1
21
1
15
55
15
5
8
3
6
8
11
0
100
7
24
0
14
1
8
69
16
4
6
3
7
12
22
0
100
6
12
0
10
0
1
82
16
5
3
3
8
11
36
0
100
7
31
1
17
1
12
62
15
4
8
3
7
12
13
0
Total Women Low rate/low growth Total Women Men
Source: Eurostat, LFS
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30 Occupational composition of employment across regions with comparable 
employment performance
High rate/high growth
All in employment
Legislators and Managers
Professionals (scientists, academics)
Technicians
Clerks
Services and sales workers
Agriculture / fishery workers
Craft / related trade workers
Plant and machine operators
Elementary occupations
Armed forces
Non-responses
All in employment
Legislators and Managers
Professionals (scientists, academics)
Technicians
Clerks
Services and sales workers
Agriculture / fishery workers
Craft / related trade workers
Plant and machine operators
Elementary occupations
Armed forces
Non-responses
100
14
17
13
14
14
2
10
6
8
1
2
100
9
16
14
23
22
2
2
2
8
0
2
100
17
17
12
7
8
2
17
10
7
1
2
100
11
14
14
14
14
2
14
8
9
0
0
100
7
13
16
23
23
1
3
3
10
0
0
100
14
15
12
7
6
2
23
12
7
1
0
Total Women Men
Men
High rate/low growth Total Women Men
Medium rate/high growth
All in employment
Legislators and Managers
Professionals (scientists, academics)
Technicians
Clerks
Services and sales workers
Agriculture / fishery workers
Craft / related trade workers
Plant and machine operators
Elementary occupations
Armed forces
Non-responses
All in employment
Legislators and Managers
Professionals (scientists, academics)
Technicians
Clerks
Services and sales workers
Agriculture / fishery workers
Craft / related trade workers
Plant and machine operators
Elementary occupations
Armed forces
Non-responses
100
8
12
16
14
13
3
16
9
9
1
0
100
6
13
18
22
21
2
4
4
11
0
0
100
9
12
14
8
8
4
25
13
7
1
0
100
6
11
17
13
13
4
16
9
8
1
1
100
4
11
21
21
21
3
4
4
10
0
1
100
8
12
14
7
6
4
27
13
6
1
1
Total Women Medium rate/low growth Total Women Men
MenLow rate/high growth
All in employment
Legislators and Managers
Professionals (scientists, academics)
Technicians
Clerks
Services and sales workers
Agriculture / fishery workers
Craft / related trade workers
Plant and machine operators
Elementary occupations
Armed forces
Non-responses
All in employment
Legislators and Managers
Professionals (scientists, academics)
Technicians
Clerks
Services and sales workers
Agriculture / fishery workers
Craft / related trade workers
Plant and machine operators
Elementary occupations
Armed forces
Non-responses
100
8
12
11
11
14
4
17
10
13
1
0
100
6
16
12
17
21
3
4
4
17
0
0
100
9
10
10
7
9
5
24
14
11
1
0
100
6
12
15
13
16
5
16
7
9
0
0
100
4
16
18
19
20
5
5
2
10
0
0
100
7
10
14
9
13
6
22
10
9
1
0
Total Women Low rate/low growth Total Women Men
Source: Eurostat, LFS
The role of sectoral 
employment composition
A further exploration of the differ-
ences in the composition of employ-
ment growth can be achieved by
means of a sectoral standardisation,
or shift-share analysis (Box 10).
This shows to what extent differ-
ences in employment performance
across regions can be attributed to
their sectoral composition, on the
one hand, and/or to the relative per-
formance of their sectors in tems of
employment creation (independent
of the regional sectoral composition),
on the other.
Although the sectoral composition of
regional employment impacts signif-
icantly on employment growth it is
by no means the only determinant.
The general patterns in employment
growth also differ strongly across
regions. That is, not only the rela-
tive importance of the sectors, in
terms of their employment shares,
varies significantly from region to
region, but also their contribution to
overall employment creation is not
homogeneous. In the high growth
regions, the annual change in
employment was on average 1.3, 0.7
and 2.5 percentage points, respec-
tively, higher than the overall EU
growth rate of 1.5%. Conversely,
average employment creation every
year remained at 1.5, 1.0 and 1.6
percentage points, respectively,
below the EU employment growth
rate in the low growth regions
(Chart 118).
The weight-standardised growth
rates show that the differences in
the sectoral composition of employ-
ment across the six regional clusters
only have a limited impact on
employment growth. While positive
in the regions with high employ-
ment rates, the sectoral effect is
negative in the regions with low
employment rates. 
The bulk of total job creation is
accounted for by the "relative per-
formance" effect. The latter is
strongly positive in the regions with
high overall employment growth
and negative in those regions with
low employment growth. The service
sector in all groups of regions is
responsible for the main part of the
variation in total employment
growth across regions (Chart 119).
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10 Sectoral standardisation
The aim of the sectoral standardisation is to show how the sectoral com-
position of employment influences regional employment performance.
For that purpose, sector-specific weights and employment growth rates
are calculated for all groups of regions and at the EU level. The sectoral
weights reflect the shares of the respective sector in total employment,
while the growth rates show the variation in employment in the respec-
tive sector between 1996 and 2000. 
At both the regional level and the EU level, the contribution of each sec-
tor to the overall rate of employment growth is calculated by multiply-
ing its employment growth rate and its employment share ("sectoral
weight"). An aggregation across all sectors gives the overall growth rate
of employment.
In order to explore the effect of the sectoral employment composition on
employment growth, two types of counterfactual overall growth rates of
employment are calculated for each regional cluster: first, weight-stan-
dardised rates of employment growth by replacing the regional employ-
ment shares by their EU-average ("weight standardisation"), and sec-
ond, growth-standardised rates of employment growth by replacing the
regional employment growth rates by their EU-average ("growth stan-
dardisation").
When compared to the actual growth rates, the weight-standardised
growth rates then show the effect of the sectoral composition of region-
al employment on employment growth ("sectoral effect"). The growth-
standardised rates show the relative regional employment performance,
independently of the differences in the sectoral composition of regional
employment ("relative performance effect"):
If in a group of regions, there is a disproportionately high employment
share of sectors with high employment growth, the weight standardisa-
tion will trim down the actual employment growth rate. Consequently,
the weight-standardised growth rate will be below the actual rate. The
comparison of the two rates allows the effect of the sectoral composition
of regional employment on employment growth to be identified.
On the other hand, the same sector might have enjoyed a much stronger
growth in one region than in another. Assuming a uniform growth pat-
tern across all sectors, the growth-standardised rate of employment
growth will be below the actual rate if the sectors in that region gener-
ally perform better than the EU-average for reasons other than the sec-
toral composition of regional employment.
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5
-2.0
High rate/
high growth
High rate/
low growth
Medium rate/
high growth
Medium rate/
low growth
Low rate/
high growth
Low rate/
low growth
"Relative performance" effectTotal deviation Sectoral effect
118 Employment growth by regional cluster, 1996-2000 
(deviations from EU average, sectoral effects, and relative performance effects)
Source: Eurostat, LFS
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4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
High rate/
high growth
High rate/
low growth
Medium rate/
high growth
Medium rate/
low growth
Low rate/
high growth
Low rate/
low growth
ServicesAgricuture
EU
Industry Total
119 Contributions to employment growth by sector, 1996-2000 
(contributions to annual employment growth rates in percentage points)
Source: Eurostat, LFS
Source: Eurostat, LFS
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
High rate/high growth High rate/low growth Low rate/high growth Low rate/low growth
Total servicesTotal Knowledge-intensive services High-tech sectors
120 Employment creation in high technology and knowledge-intensive sectors,
1996-2000 (% of total employment creation)
Employment in the service sector
has increased strongly in all six
regional clusters. However, employ-
ment in industry has only increased
in high growth regions but has fall-
en in all three low-growth regions.
Employment in agriculture has fur-
ther declined in all regional clusters.
Only in the low rate/low growth
regions was the positive employ-
ment contribution of the service sec-
tor unable to offset the employment
losses in agriculture and industry.
The contribution of the service sec-
tor to total job creation for the three
top-growth regions is the highest in
the high rate/high growth regions
(92%), whereas the low rate/high
growth regions displayed the high-
est contribution of the service sector
to overall employment growth dur-
ing 1996 to 2000 (+2.7 percentage
points annually). In the low growth
regions, the service sector was the
only sector with positive net employ-
ment creation during this period,
with employment growth in high
technology and knowledge-intensive
sectors being stronger than overall
employment growth.
Knowledge intensive sectors (KIS)
accounted for almost 2/3 of the total
net employment creation between
1996-2000. High-tech sectors creat-
ed almost 1/5 of the jobs during that
period. In the high rate/high growth
regions, the contribution of KIS and
high-tech sectors to total employ-
ment creation in the EU was higher
than in the low rate/high growth
regions, despite the latter having
higher net employment creation
during 1996-2000 (Chart 120). Even
in regions with low growth, the net
positive balance in terms of employ-
ment creation is largely due to
stronger job creation in KIS. The
fact that KIS job creation is higher
for regions with a higher skilled
workforce suggests that education/
skills do reflect the success of some
regions in developing their human
capital potential.
The role of the occupational
and skill structure
In addition to the effects on total
employment growth of the sectoral
regional performance, the occupa-
tional and skill structure of the
workforce also played a major role
as an explanatory variable of the dif-
ferences in total employment cre-
11 Defining occupation-skill clusters
Occupational categories have been further disaggregated by skill level,
giving 30 possible combinations of occupation (ISCO-1) and level of edu-
cational attainment (ISCED). In the text, these occupation-skill clusters
are denoted by a letter indicating the skill level and a number indicat-
ing the occupational category. For example, "M3" thus denotes "medi-
um-skilled technicians".
Professional occupations (ISCO 1 digit):
· Armed forces (0)
· Legislators and managers (1)
· Professionals (2)
· Technicians (3)
· Clerks (4)
· Services and sales workers (5)
· Agriculture/fishery workers (6)
· Crafts and related trades workers (7)
· Plant and machinery operators (8)
· Elementary occupations (9)
Educational attainment levels (ISCED) 
· Less than upper secondary level (L = low)
· Upper secondary level (M = medium)
· Third level (H = high)
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ation in each group of regions during
1996-2000.
Charts 121 to 123 illustrate the
accumulated contributions of vari-
ous occupation-skill combinations
(Box 11) to the average annual rate
of employment growth in the six
groups of regions as compared to the
EU average. In these graphs, occu-
pation-skill combinations are
ordered in descending order accord-
ing to their contribution to average
employment growth at the EU-level.
During 1996-2000, in all regions
employment increased strongly for
all those workers with educational
attainment levels of upper second-
ary and tertiary education. Employ-
ment fell in occupations/ skills char-
acterised by levels of educational
attainment equal to or lower than
secondary education. Only in one
group, the low rate/high growth
regions, was there a net employ-
ment creation for the low-skilled.
At the EU level, the first 10 occupa-
tion-skill combinations (M5-H4)
showed annual employment growth
rates of 4.8% per year, creating 15.5
million new net jobs over the period
1996-2000. Their accumulated con-
tributions to employment growth
amounts to 2.5 percentage points
per year. The next 10 occupation-
skill combinations (M7-L0) together
displayed an employment growth of
2.5% per year, equivalent to a net
job creation of 2.4 million between
1996 and 2000. In relation to total
employment, they contributed 0.3
percentage points to the average
yearly employment growth rate. The
last 10 occupation-skill combina-
tions (M0-L4), virtually all charac-
terised by low educational levels,
experienced a decline in employ-
ment and caused a reduction of the
EU-level employment growth to its
observed rate of 1.5% per year in
1996-2000. In this period, 8.2 mil-
lion net jobs of these occupation-
skill combinations were destroyed,
equivalent to a decrease in employ-
ment of 3.7% per year.
There are clear differences in the
relative importance of occupations
and skills for employment growth
across the six regional clusters. In
the case of the high rate/low growth
regions, job losses for the low-skilled
appear to have completely offset job
gains in the occupations in most
Source: Eurostat, LFS
Source: Eurostat, LFS
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121 Accumulated contributions to overall employment growth
of regions with high employment rates (percentage points)
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122 Accumulated contributions to overall employment growth
of regions with medium employment rates (percentage points)
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123 Accumulated contributions to overall employment growth
of regions with low employment rates (percentage points)
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124    Sectoral contributions to annual employment growth in the EU by skills, 1996-2000 
Note: The 30 original occupation-skill combinations were aggregated to 6 groups with five observations
each. Employment growth in the 6 resulting groups was then broken down by sectors of economic
activity.
Source: Eurostat, LFS
demand, as a result of which overall
employment stagnated over the
period. In the high rate/high growth
regions, job losses have also been
substantial also for the low-skilled.
However, overall employment
increased significantly since job cre-
ation for jobs requiring higher skill
levels has been considerably
stronger.
The curves for those regions with
medium employment rates are flat-
ter, indicating a more equal distri-
bution of employment growth across
occupations and skills in these two
groups. Both the accumulated
increase in employment for the most
demanded skills and the decline for
the low-skilled in these regions,
however, are much lower than that
experienced by the high employ-
ment rate regions.
A substantial part of the impressive
employment growth for the low
rate/high growth regions is due to
the fact that, in striking contrast to
all other regions, there has been
positive net job creation for the
lower educated (most Spanish
regions belong to this category). In
addition, employment creation for
those having the most demanded
skills has not been significantly
above the EU average level. This
contrasts with the employment per-
formance of the low rate/low growth
regions. In these, not only has job
creation for the high-skilled been
well below the EU average, but also
job losses for the low-educated have
resulted in an overall stagnation in
employment during 1996-2000.
The contribution of the service sec-
tor to employment growth is
strongest for medium- and high-
skilled non-manual occupations,
while at the same time markedly
negative for low-skilled manual and
non-manual occupations. The con-
tributions to total employment
growth arising from industry are
higher for the intermediate occupa-
tion-skill combinations while also
strongly negative for low-skilled
occupations (Chart 124).
The employment contributions of
the three sectors to overall employ-
ment growth, by occupation and
skill level, are similar across all
regional clusters, with the exception
of the low rate/high growth regions
in which all occupation-skill cate-
gories have experienced positive net
job creation. The contribution of
industry to this positive employ-
ment performance has been dispro-
portionately high, especially among
the lower-skilled.
Conclusions
To sum up, although the sectoral
and occupational composition of
employment matters for regional
employment performance, differ-
ences in employment growth across
the six regional clusters defined
above are explained mainly by "rela-
tive performance effects". These
effects reflect sources other than
just variations in the composition of
employment, such as inherent dif-
ferences in the skills and education
of the workforce, its mobility and
adaptability, as well as differences
in productivity, innovative capacity,
and technology adoption. In line
with the findings of the previous sec-
tion, a highly skilled labour force, on
the one hand, and innovative high-
technology firms generating strong
demand for knowledge-intensive
jobs, on the other hand, are prereq-
uisites for a positive employment
performance at the regional level.
In those regions lagging behind,
improving employment performance
will be largely dependent on how
well they will be able to maximise
their potential labour resources and
also in their ability to attract new
human capital. In the low employ-
ment growth group of regions, the
working age population contracted
at about 0.2% per year over
1996/2000, whereas in the high
growth regions the population
increased at an annual rate of 0.5%.
These dynamics are also reflected in
an increase of the average skills
which has been more rapid for those
regions where employment and pop-
ulation growth have been compara-
tively higher. Still in 2000, more
than half of the population in work-
ing age in the low employment rate
regions have less than upper sec-
ondary education (low-skilled), com-
pared to less than 25% for the high
employment rate group of regions.
Where young new entrants are sig-
nificantly better educated nowa-
days, the observed slowdown in the
growth of the working-age popula-
tion will put further pressure on
those already in to increase their
skill levels and particularly more so
for those in regions where the popu-
lation is already contracting.
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Introduction 
Enlargement of the Union to
embrace the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe will change the
composition and characteristics of
the EU labour market radically.
This chapter considers how the
labour markets of the accession
countries are performing and how
far they have to change to converge,
in performance terms, with those of
the existing Member States.
It is clear that the painful transition
underway in the Central and East-
ern European candidate countries
(CEECs) has some way to run before
completion. But after the slowdown
of the late 1990s, there are welcome
signs of economic recovery, although
this has yet to filter through to
impact on employment rates. GDP
growth in the CEECs overall accel-
erated from 2.2% in 1999 to approx-
imately 4% in 2000. Similar growth
is expected in 2001 and 2002. There
remain, however, large differences
between countries with some record-
ing growth of over 5% in 2000.
Despite improved growth, employ-
ment continued to deteriorate,
falling 1.4% in the region overall,
although the rate of decline appears
to have slowed in the later part of
2000. Unemployment continued to
rise in most countries and exceeded
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14% in Poland, Slovakia, Bulgaria
and the Baltic countries. 
Most of the CEECs have higher
male than female unemployment
with the male/female gap being
greatest in the Baltic countries.
Youth unemployment across the
region was over 26% in 2000, com-
pared to 16% in the EU, with Bul-
garia, Poland and Slovakia record-
ing rates in excess of 35%.
The CEECs would have required a
rise in employment of 7% to match
the EU's employment rate in 2000 –
and converging with Western Euro-
pean rates will become harder as the
EU progresses towards its own
ambitious targets. Compared to the
EU, the CEECs have an over-
dependence on agriculture for
employment and while employment
in industry is close to the EU aver-
age, it is particularly under-devel-
oped in the service sector.
Transition economies still face
painful transformation
Employment fell by 1.4% in 2000
across the Central and Eastern
European region despite a recovery
in economic growth after the sharp
slowdown of the late 1990s. The
aggregate GDP trends suggest the
region is emerging from the prob-
lems caused by the Russian crisis in
1999 and the Kosovo war, but that
recovery is patchy. It has yet to halt
the decline in employment that has
been a trend in the region since
transition in 1994, although the rate
of decline appears to be slowing.
The transition economies of Central
and Eastern Europe have already
undergone substantial transforma-
tion, and this process continues to
have major implications for employ-
ment and the labour market. Gener-
ally, different skills are now in
demand, and some sectors are grow-
ing healthily while there have been
large-scale job-losses in others, and
unemployment is high. 
Having fallen from 3.5% in 1997 to
2.6% in 1998, GDP growth in the
CEECs overall slowed further, to
2.2%, in 1999. Several factors con-
tributed to this, including the Russ-
ian crisis, the economic effects of the
Kosovo conflict, and lower growth in
the EU. Recovery from this slow-
down began as early as mid-1999 in
some countries, and overall GDP
growth for the CEECs in 2000 is
estimated at 4.0%. Similar growth is
forecast for 2001 and 2002.
The aggregate growth figures hide
large differences between countries
(Chart 125). GDP change in 2000
ranged from 1.6% in Romania to
over 5% in Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia
and Hungary. Compared to 1999,
the turnaround was sharpest in the
Baltic countries - a reflection of the
severe impact of the Russian crisis
in this region in 1999. The accelera-
tion in growth in Bulgaria was also
relatively marked, and the growth
recorded in Romania and the Czech
Republic contrasted with actual
declines in GDP in these countries
in 1999. Poland, Hungary and
Slovenia emerged relatively
unscathed from the problems of the
region in 1999, but did not share the
sharp growth acceleration in 2000.
The result was significant conver-
gence in GDP growth across coun-
tries in the most recent period.
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Despite the growth turnaround, the
area overall saw a continued deterio-
ration in employment in 2000 (Chart
126) – only Hungary and Slovenia
had higher employment levels in
2000 than in 1999. The pace of
employment decline slowed in
Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Estonia
and the Czech Republic but accelerat-
ed in Latvia and Lithuania, reflecting
a delayed employment impact of the
economic slowdown in 1999, and also
in Bulgaria. Overall, in the 10 coun-
tries covered in Chart 126, employ-
ment fell by 1.4% in 2000, equivalent
to a net loss of approximately 600,000
jobs. The pace of employment decline
appeared to slow in the later part of
2000, and with continuing economic
recovery should show only a small
further decline in 2001 in most coun-
tries, and stabilise during 2002.
Unlike 1999, when employment
decline affected men more severely
than women, in 2000 the impact was
broadly the same for both (Chart
127). The main exceptions were in
Latvia and Lithuania, where the
decline in male employment was
particularly sharp.
The rise in unemployment in most
countries that began in 1999 contin-
ued in 2000 (Chart 128). The largest
increases were seen in Poland, Slova-
kia and Bulgaria. These three coun-
tries, along with the Baltic countries
where unemployment also rose in
2000, now have unemployment rates
of 14% or more. The remaining coun-
tries (Hungary, Romania, Slovenia
and the Czech Republic) have unem-
ployment closer to the EU average.
Unemployment continued to fall in
Hungary and Slovenia, and showed
signs of stabilising in the Czech
Republic during 2000.
Changes in unemployment are, of
course, affected both by develop-
ments in employment and in the size
of the labour force. As can be seen in
Chart 129, the labour force grew in a
number of countries in 2000, with the
largest increases in Slovenia and Slo-
vakia. Elsewhere, notably in Bulgar-
ia, Latvia and Lithuania, employ-
ment decline was accompanied by
reductions in the size of the labour
force – without which unemployment
would have risen even more sharply
last year.
In contrast to the EU pattern where
unemployment is typically higher for
women than for men, most of the
CEECs had higher male unemploy-
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ment in 2000 (Chart 130). The
male/female gap was greatest in the
Baltic countries. Only in Poland and
the Czech Republic was male unem-
ployment significantly lower than
the female rate. Unlike the previous
year, in most countries unemploy-
ment among young people rose less
rapidly in 2000 than for adult work-
ers. Youth unemployment nonethe-
less is relatively high – the average
rate across the CEECs in 2000 was
over 26% compared to 16% in the EU.
The problem is particularly acute in
Bulgaria, Poland and Slovakia, all of
which have youth unemployment
rates above 35%.
Substantial differences remain,
compared to EU trends
These national-level trends over the
last few years need to be seen in a
broader context. It may be useful
therefore to examine how the overall
labour market aggregates for the
CEECs have moved relative to the
EU over a slightly longer period.
Movements in the employment rate
are shown in Chart 131. In 1994,
although employment in the 10
CEECs had fallen significantly from
the extremely high pre-transition
levels, the employment rate, at
almost 62%, remained above the EU
level. This gap remained for several
years, as the rising employment
trends in the CEECs and the EU
were broadly similar between 1994
and 1997. Since then, however, the
employment rate has fallen below
60% in the CEECs, reflecting in part
the particular effects of the 1998
Russian crisis but also the impact of
an acceleration of restructuring in
some countries. At the same time,
this period has seen a continuing rise
in employment in the EU. As a
result, the CEEC employment rate
fell below that in the EU for the first
time in 1999 and the gap widened
further in 2000.
Labour force participation also was
relatively high in the CEECs in 1994
(Chart 132). Activity has, however,
continued to fall since then from 70%
in 1994 to 68% in 2000. Over the
same period, employment growth in
the EU has been accompanied by a
slight rise in labour force participa-
tion. As a result, the overall activity
rate in the CEECs fell below the EU
level for the first time in 1998, and
the gap has widened over the last two
years.
The impact of these employment and
activity trends on the level of unem-
ployment can be seen in Chart 133.
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Unemployment in the CEECs rose
sharply in the early 1990s, so that by
1994 the unemployment rate, at 12%,
was slightly above the EU level of
that year. Rising employment com-
bined with a continuing decline in
activity over the next few years saw
the CEEC unemployment rate fall to
just over 9% in 1997, while EU
unemployment fell only marginally
to just under 11%. Since 1997, this
relative trend has been reversed.
Employment fell more sharply than
activity in the CEECs, so that unem-
ployment rose to over 12% in 2000.
At the same time, unemployment in
the EU fell significantly, to less than
9% in 2000.
It should be noted that comparisons
between the CEECs and the EU are
heavily affected by trends in one
country – Romania. Labour market
developments in Romania have been
unique in recent years. Decline in
urban employment there has been
reflected in a massive job growth in
agriculture (much of it of a subsis-
tence nature) rather than in declin-
ing activity or rising unemployment.
Reported employment and activity
rates therefore, remain much higher
than in the other CEECs, with the
reported unemployment rate remain-
ing relatively low. Given Romania's
relative size – accounting for over
20% of the population of the 10
CEECs – this has a substantial effect
on the labour-market aggregates for
the CEECs as a whole. Excluding
Romania, the employment and activ-
ity rates for the remaining CEECs, at
57% and 66% respectively, are now
significantly below the EU average,
while unemployment in these coun-
tries stood at 14% in 2000, compared
with less than 9% in the EU.
Sectoral structure of employ-
ment shows over-reliance on
agriculture 
These comparisons underline the
scale of the employment challenge
still facing the CEECs. Raising the
employment rate to the level reached
in the EU in 2000 would require
employment to rise by 7%, represent-
ing 3 million additional jobs. The
requirements for convergence will be
greater to the extent that the EU
achieves its own ambitious employ-
ment targets for the coming years. In
response to this challenge, the
CEECs are already moving towards
adopting a strategic approach to
employment policy in line with Mem-
ber States' practice under the EU's
European Employment Strategy. As
part of this process, national author-
ities in the CEECs, together with the
Commission, are engaged in the
drafting of a series of Joint Assess-
ments of Employment Policy (JAPs).
These are designed to help identify
policy priorities for human resources
development and labour market pro-
grammes and institutions. A number
of JAPs have already been completed
and published, and the rest will be
finished by the end of 2001.
A particular feature of the CEECs is
the employment restructuring
process they have undergone in
recent years – particularly in manu-
facturing and agriculture, but also in
public utilities, transport and com-
munications. Countries vary in the
pace at which this process has taken
place, and thus in the extent to which
further structural change can be
expected in the sectors concerned.
This in turn has implications for the
required pace of employment growth
in the expanding sectors of their
economies.
Employment rates by sector in 2000
are shown for nine of the CEECs in
Chart 134 (data for Bulgaria are not
available). For these countries over-
all, the main difference with the EU
relates to continued dependence on
agriculture as a source of employ-
ment (13% of the working-age popu-
lation in the CEECs compared to less
than 3% in the EU) and the under-
development of the services sector
(28% as against 43%). The employ-
ment rate in industry is just over
18% in both regions. The chart, how-
ever, also shows that there are signif-
icant differences within the CEECs.
In terms of the employment rate,
over-dependence on agriculture is
clearly most acute in Romania, but is
also substantial in Lithuania and
Poland where the agricultural
employment rate is over 10%. (With-
in the EU, only Greece and Portugal
have comparable concentrations of
employment in this sector.) Even
when allowance is made for differ-
ences in population density – low-
density countries will tend to have a
higher agricultural employment rate
even where employment relative to
land area has been equalised –
Romania, Poland and Lithuania
seem likely to face further significant
declines in agricultural employment
in the years ahead. In the case of
Poland, for example, a halving of the
gap with the EU average, in terms of
employment relative to land area,
would see a reduction of approxi-
mately 1 million jobs in agriculture.
Elsewhere in the CEECs, the
employment impact of further agri-
cultural restructuring is likely to be
more limited.
While the employment rate in indus-
try for the CEECs overall is close to
the EU average, high rates are still
recorded in a number of countries –
the Czech Republic (26%) Slovenia
(25%) Estonia (22%) and Slovakia
(21%). Even these rates are not sub-
stantially out of line with those in
highly developed EU Member States
such as Germany (22%) and Austria
(21%). Overall, the data suggest that
industrial employment in the CEECs
has reached a sustainable level. This
is not to say that further restructur-
ing will not occur in individual sub-
sectors of manufacturing, but rather
that there is scope for compensating
employment growth in other parts of
the sector. 
An examination of more detailed
service sector employment patterns
shows which services are particular-
ly under-developed in the CEECs –
areas where, therefore, growth can
be expected to compensate for re-
structuring elsewhere in the econo-
my. Employment rates for individual
service sector components, relative to
the EU average are shown in Chart
135 (Romania has been excluded
from the data because the extremely
low services employment rate for
that country would distort the overall
comparison). For the countries cov-
ered, the overall services employ-
ment rate is just under three-quar-
ters of the EU level. 
In three sub-sectors – public admin-
istration, education and healthcare,
and trade, hotels and restaurants –
the employment-rate gap is close to
that for services overall. The pace of
employment growth in these areas is
likely to be driven by overall econom-
ic growth as well as by developments
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in public fiscal balances. Relative
under-employment is greatest in
finance and business services,
together with "other" (mainly person-
al) services, and developments here
will almost certainly be an important
source of future employment growth. 
By contrast, employment in trans-
port and communications is already
at or above EU levels in most coun-
tries. While in some cases this may
be due to the importance of transit
trade through the countries con-
cerned (particularly the Baltic
states), elsewhere it reflects the as
yet incomplete re-structuring of
these activities, suggesting that
their potential contribution to
employment growth in the medium
term will be relatively limited.
Conclusions
Over the last two years, the continu-
ing employment transformation of
the CEECs has taken place against
a backdrop of difficult external eco-
nomic conditions. As a result,
employment has fallen further and
unemployment has reached high
levels. The short-term outlook is for
employment to stabilise in 2001-
2002 in the area as a whole, with
small increases in some countries. 
In the medium-term, these coun-
tries still face significant employ-
ment challenges. Employment and
activity rates have fallen below the
EU average and unemployment is
substantially above it. Further re-
structuring is to be expected in agri-
culture and parts of the industrial
sector, so that overall employment
growth will be heavily dependant on
trends in the services sector – par-
ticularly financial, business and per-
sonal services.
In addressing these problems, the
CEECs are moving to align their
employment policies and processes
with existing EU practice. The pre-
accession employment policy re-
views, being carried out jointly with
the Commission, are designed to
support this movement and to help
the CEECs to identify the most
pressing priorities for policy action.
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Projecting Key Employment Indicators
The projections of key employment indicators presented in this section are based on two main
sources: first, the most recent Commission economic forecasts (Spring Forecasts) of GDP growth and
employment growth, and second, annual key labour market indicators for the period 1991-2000 from
the Eurostat Quarterly Labour Force Data (QLFD) series.
Activity rates and employment rates have been projected simultaneously on the basis of a dynamic
panel data model of the changes in these rates, allowing to model the effect of overall economic
growth on labour market participation and employment, while taking into account recent country-
specific trends and ensuring consistency among the projections. The model component for changes
in the employment rates takes the employment growth projections as given and translates them into
projections of employment rates. Further breakdowns of the projections by gender and age group are
based on separate models specific to the sub-population of interest, taking the overall evolution of
GDP, participation and employment as given.
Since the projections are model-based they imply unchanged labour market policies throughout the
projection period 2001-2002. If there were important changes in labour market policies over this
period - bringing about structural breaks in the analysed relationships between economic growth,
participation behaviour, and employment growth - the evolution of activity, employment and unem-
ployment rates might well differ from that projected. This could apply especially to the projected
employment rates for older workers (55-64) the evolution of which could be more favourable than
that projected if in the coming years, labour market policies stimulating older workers' participation
and reducing the incidence of early retirement were significantly different from those during the
1990s.
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Annex: Short-term projections
of key employment indicators
Source: European Commission 2001 Spring Forecasts
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34 Short-term projections of activity rates, by age group
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38.8
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42.5
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67.5
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31.7
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57.5
40.7
38.7
31.1
44.3
45.5
29.2
26.7
36.8
52.4
68.6
52.1
40.4
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30.5
27.1
42.7
58.2
40.7
40.7
32.0
47.0
46.5
29.1
27.9
39.0
52.7
69.4
52.9
40.7
2001
30.2
27.4
42.7
57.4
40.8
43.0
32.2
48.6
46.5
29.4
28.5
40.5
53.1
69.8
52.9
41.1
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30.3
27.4
43.0
57.0
41.1
44.9
32.1
49.0
47.0
29.8
29.0
41.0
53.4
70.1
52.8
41.5
Source: Commission Services
33 Short-term projections of activity rates, by gender
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84.9
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77.1
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73.2
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83.2
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84.2
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77.4
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79.5
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57.9
63.9
74.9
51.2
53.5
63.7
72.9
59.1
48.4
54.7
67.4
64.9
75.3
68.3
61.1
Source: Commission Services
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35 Short-term projections of employment rates, by gender
All Men Women
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50.2
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68.4
59.3
64.8
76.0
55.3
52.7
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66.6
63.2
52.5
61.7
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67.5
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62.3
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68.3
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65.4
76.3
55.6
55.0
62.2
67.5
65.1
53.5
62.9
73.2
68.3
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63.3
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68.2
61.4
65.8
76.5
56.3
56.9
63.2
68.4
66.2
54.3
64.1
74.3
68.6
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62.0
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76.6
57.0
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64.0
69.1
66.9
55.1
65.1
74.8
68.7
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71.4
64.6
1998
76.8
67.1
71.9
79.9
71.6
65.6
67.3
68.3
72.0
66.2
74.5
79.8
75.7
72.2
77.6
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77.2
68.1
72.4
80.8
70.8
68.2
68.0
69.6
74.4
66.7
74.5
80.7
75.8
73.5
77.6
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77.0
69.5
72.8
80.8
71.1
69.9
69.3
70.6
76.1
67.5
75.1
82.4
76.6
74.8
77.8
72.5
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76.7
70.1
73.1
81.3
71.6
71.4
70.1
71.5
76.7
68.0
75.8
83.2
76.6
75.4
77.8
73.1
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76.1
70.3
73.2
81.3
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68.3
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58.6
47.6
55.8
70.2
40.2
35.0
53.1
61.3
49.0
37.3
46.2
59.5
58.0
68.2
63.8
51.6
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59.4
50.4
57.1
71.1
40.6
37.6
54.0
63.5
51.9
38.3
48.6
61.7
59.4
69.7
64.1
52.8
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59.4
51.5
57.9
71.6
40.9
40.3
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64.4
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39.6
50.3
63.7
60.3
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64.6
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59.7
53.7
59.2
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42.8
44.6
57.5
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56.8
42.0
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61.2
71.9
65.0
55.9
Source: Commission Services
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36 Short-term projections of employment rates, by age group
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Macroeconomic indicators
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Macroeconomic indicators (annual percentage change)
European Union
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
Greece
Source: Commission Services, AMECO. Latest updates to Commission's 2001 Spring forecasts. OECD for annual hours worked.
Note: ** For reasons of comparability across time, productivity per hour excludes Austria for which no data are available before 1997.
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Macroeconomic indicators
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Macroeconomic indicators (annual percentage change)
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Source: Commission Services, AMECO. Latest updates to Commission's 2001 Spring forecasts. OECD for annual hours worked.
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Macroeconomic indicators
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Macroeconomic indicators (annual percentage change)
Netherlands
Austria
Portugal
Finland
Sweden
Source: Commission Services, AMECO. Latest updates to Commission's 2001 Spring forecasts. OECD for annual hours worked.
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Macroeconomic indicators
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Macroeconomic indicators (annual percentage change)
United Kingdom
United States
Japan
Bulgaria
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Source: Commission Services, AMECO. Latest updates to Commission's 2001 Spring forecasts. OECD for annual hours worked.
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Macroeconomic indicators
Real GDP
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Price deflator GDP 
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Macroeconomic indicators (annual percentage change)
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Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Source: Commission Services, AMECO. Latest updates to Commission's 2001 Spring forecasts. OECD for annual hours worked.
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Macroeconomic indicators
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Macroeconomic indicators (annual percentage change)
Malta
Poland
Romania
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Source: Commission Services, AMECO. Latest updates to Commission's 2001 Spring forecasts. OECD for annual hours worked.
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Macroeconomic indicators
Real GDP
Occupied population
Labour productivity
National CPI
Price deflator GDP 
Nominal compensation per employee
Real compensation per employee (GDP deflator)
Real compensation per employee (priv. cons. defl.)
Nominal unit labour costs
Real unit labour costs
0.9
0.6
0.4
:
58.8
90.9
20.2
18.7
90.2
19.7
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
6.0
0.5
5.5
:
63.7
63.1
-0.4
-1.5
54.6
-5.6
8.0
-0.2
8.2
:
67.8
75.2
4.5
5.6
61.9
-3.5
-5.5
2.4
-7.7
:
106.5
61.8
-21.6
-22.5
75.3
-15.1
7.2
3.7
3.4
:
87.2
68.1
-10.2
-12.7
62.6
-13.1
7.0
2.0
4.9
:
77.8
101.2
13.1
19.9
91.8
7.9
7.5
-2.5
10.3
:
81.5
115.9
18.9
18.7
95.8
7.8
3.1
2.8
0.3
:
75.7
73.9
-1.0
-5.2
73.4
-1.3
-5.0
2.2
-7.1
:
56.0
45.0
-7.1
-10.2
56.0
0.0
5.8
2.7
3.0
:
59.4
59.3
-0.1
2.2
54.7
-3.0
-2.0
2.5
-4.4
:
60.8
51.8
-5.6
-6.3
58.7
-1.3
3.3
2.6
0.7
:
28.1
31.6
2.8
2.0
30.7
2.1
Macroeconomic indicators (annual percentage change)
Turkey
Source: Commission Services, AMECO. Latest updates to Commission's 2001 Spring forecasts. OECD for annual hours worked.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
*360705
*242258
*157491
*150571
* 62.2
* 45.3
* 74.7
* 37.1
:
* 15.6
* 13.9
* 9.2
* 62.7
* 31.3
* 6.0
* 67.7
:
:
:
:
:
* 75286
*120679
* 93786
* 89521
* 74.2
* 49.0
* 88.8
* 51.3
:
* 18.0
* 4.1
* 8.0
* 53.1
* 40.3
* 6.6
* 79.6
:
:
:
:
:
* 185420
* 121584
* 63707
* 61056
* 50.2
* 41.5
* 60.5
* 23.9
:
* 12.3
* 28.3
* 10.8
* 76.4
* 18.3
* 5.3
* 55.8
:
:
:
:
:
*362509
*243340
*155890
*148703
*61.1
*42.5
*73.9
*36.3
:
*15.8
*14.5
*9.4
*63.9
*30.4
*5.7
*67.3
15259
:
:
:
9.2
*176379
*121369
*92389
*87948
*72.5
*45.9
*87.3
*49.4
:
*18.2
*4.4
*8.3
*54.2
*39.5
*6.3
*78.8
7745
:
:
:
9.4
*186129
*121977
*63505
*60757
*49.8
*39.1
*60.5
*24.0
:
*12.3
*29.1
*10.9
*77.7
*17.3
*5.0
*55.9
7514
:
:
:
9.1
366911
245631
154419
147296
60
37.5
73.3
35.9
55.5
15.8
16
10
66.3
28.6
5.2
67.3
17795
10.7
21.5
5.2
10.2
178882
122742
90646
86214
70.2
40.7
85.3
47.2
69.1
18.5
5.2
9.1
56.3
37.9
5.8
77.7
9030
9.4
20.1
4.5
10.1
188030
122894
63775
61084
49.7
34.2
61.1
25.2
42.3
12
31.2
11.4
80
15.6
4.4
56.9
8765
12.5
23.1
6.2
10.2
367902
246401
155272
148200
60.1
36.9
73.5
36.2
55.3
15.7
16.4
10.2
66.8
28.2
5
67.5
18109
10.8
21.9
5.3
10.2
179421
123120
90731
86353
70.1
40.2
85.1
47.2
68.6
18.5
5.5
9.3
56.8
37.6
5.7
77.7
9247
9.6
20.7
4.5
10.3
188482
123285
64542
61849
50.2
33.4
61.8
25.8
42.4
11.8
31.6
11.5
80.7
15.2
4.1
57.3
8862
12.4
23.4
6.3
10.1
368754
246855
156717
149420
60.5
37.2
73.8
36.3
55.5
15.6
16.9
10.6
67.3
27.8
4.9
67.8
17866
10.6
21.1
5.2
9.7
179901
123433
91362
86845
70.4
40.7
85.2
47.1
68.7
18.4
5.8
9.7
57.1
37.3
5.6
77.7
8991
9.3
19.7
4.4
9.7
188853
123426
65356
62575
50.7
33.7
62.4
26.1
42.6
11.7
32.3
11.9
81.2
14.8
4
57.8
8875
12.3
22.8
6.3
9.7
369978
247558
159205
151739
61.3
38.3
74.5
36.6
56.1
15.4
17.3
11
67.6
27.6
4.7
68.2
16903
9.9
19.5
4.7
9.2
180542
123831
92539
87949
71
41.8
85.7
47.3
69.5
18.1
6
10.1
57.4
37.2
5.4
77.9
8355
8.6
18.2
3.9
9.2
189436
123728
66665
63789
51.6
34.8
63.3
26.3
43.1
11.6
32.9
12.3
81.5
14.7
3.8
58.5
8549
11.7
21.1
5.7
9.2
370917
248057
161772
154518
62.3
39.3
75.6
37.1
57.1
15
17.6
11.3
68.3
27.2
4.5
68.7
15725
9.1
17.9
4.1
8.6
181049
124052
93443
89008
71.8
42.8
86.4
47.5
70.3
17.9
6.1
10.3
57.8
36.9
5.2
78.1
7719
7.9
16.6
3.5
8.5
189868
124004
68328
65510
52.8
35.8
64.7
27.1
44.3
11.2
33.2
12.7
82.1
14.3
3.6
59.3
8006
10.8
19.3
5
8.6
*372036
*248640
*164702
*157351
63.3
*40.3
*76.6
*37.7
57.9
*14.8
*17.7
*11.4
*68.8
*26.9
*4.4
*69.0
14185
8.2
16.1
3.6
7.8
*181717
*124374
*94746
*90233
*72.5
*43.8
*87.2
*47.9
71
*17.6
*6.2
*10.3
*58.3
*36.6
*5.1
*78.1
6881
7
14.9
3.0
7.7
*190320
*124267
*69956
*67120
*54.0
*36.8
*65.9
*27.9
45.3
*10.9
*33.3
*12.9
*82.5
*14.0
*3.4
*59.9
7304
9.7
17.6
4.4
7.9
371590
248465
162378
155598
62.6
39.4
76
37.2
:
14.9
17.7
11.2
68.7
26.9
4.4
68.7
15306
8.9
17.1
:
:
181431
124266
93482
89329
71.9
42.7
86.6
47.4
:
17.7
6.2
10.1
58.3
36.6
5.1
77.9
7610
7.8
16
:
:
190159
124199
68897
66269
53.4
36
65.3
27.4
:
11
33.3
12.7
82.5
14.1
3.4
59.5
7697
10.3
18.3
:
:
371884
248563
164326
156985
63.2
40.1
76.5
37.5
:
14.8
17.7
11.4
68.8
26.9
4.4
68.9
14034
8.1
15.8
:
:
181637
124321
94519
90034
72.4
43.4
87.2
47.7
:
17.6
6.2
10.3
58.3
36.6
5.1
78
6814
7
14.6
:
:
190247
124242
69807
66951
53.9
36.6
65.8
27.8
:
10.9
33.4
12.9
82.6
14
3.4
59.8
7220
9.7
17.2
:
:
372163
248717
166034
158374
63.7
41.3
76.8
38
:
14.7
17.6
11.6
68.7
26.9
4.4
69.3
13793
7.9
16
:
:
181791
124420
95524
90823
73
44.9
87.5
48.3
:
17.5
6.1
10.5
58.3
36.6
5.1
:
6564
6.7
14.6
:
:
190373
124298
70509
67553
54.3
37.6
66.1
28.1
:
11
33.2
13
82.5
14.1
3.5
:
7229
9.6
17.6
:
:
372508
248815
166071
158448
63.7
40.6
77
38.1
:
14.7
17.6
11.4
68.8
26.8
4.4
69.1
13607
7.8
15.8
:
:
182008
124490
95460
90746
72.9
44
87.6
48.3
:
17.5
6.1
10.3
58.4
36.5
5.1
:
6538
6.6
14.4
:
:
190500
124328
70611
67707
54.5
37
66.4
28.4
:
10.8
33.2
12.8
82.5
14
3.5
:
7069
9.4
17.4
:
:
Key employment indicators European Union 
All
Male
Female
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
9927
6625
3748
3701
55.9
32.6
72.7
21.7
54
18.2
13.6
4.2
70.7
26.8
2.5
60.2
262
6.6
14.9
4
5.5
4838
3317
2312
2280
68.7
35.1
88.6
33.5
70.1
19.5
2.3
2.4
61.2
36
2.9
72.2
103
4.3
11.9
2.5
4.5
5089
3308
1437
1420
42.9
29.9
56.4
10.6
38
16.2
31
7
85.2
12.8
1.9
48.2
159
10
18
6.4
6.5
9968
6636
3731
3735
56.3
32
73.1
22.2
54.5
18.4
14.2
4.1
71.1
26.5
2.4
60.7
294
7.2
16.1
4.2
5.9
4862
3325
2268
2269
68.2
33.9
87.7
33.6
69.7
19.5
2.4
2.5
61.4
35.8
2.8
72
126
5.2
14.2
2.8
5.3
5106
3311
1464
1466
44.3
30
58.1
11.4
39.3
16.7
31.9
6.5
85.3
12.8
1.9
49.4
168
10.2
18.2
6.2
6.6
10103
6697
3714
3757
56.1
27.6
73.2
22.9
53.4
18.8
15.7
4.4
72.4
25.2
2.4
62.1
416
9.9
23.9
6.1
8.4
4944
3373
2234
2259
67
30.7
86.2
33.5
67.2
20.1
3.2
3.1
62.8
34.4
2.8
72.5
191
7.7
21.6
4.7
8
5159
3324
1481
1499
45.1
24.3
60
12.9
39.6
16.9
33.8
6.4
86.4
11.9
1.8
51.7
225
12.9
26.7
8.2
8.7
10126
6696
3729
3767
56.3
26.9
73.5
21.9
53.3
18.9
16.3
4.8
73.1
24.7
2.2
62.3
409
9.7
23.2
6
7.8
4954
3372
2235
2257
66.9
30.9
86.1
31.8
67
20.4
3.4
3.5
63.5
33.9
2.6
72.4
186
7.6
19.5
4.5
7.1
5172
3324
1494
1510
45.4
22.9
60.7
12.4
39.7
16.5
34.7
6.9
86.7
11.6
1.7
52.1
223
12.7
27.5
8.0
8.6
10152
6700
3757
3809
56.9
26.4
74.1
22.1
53.8
18.6
17.2
5.3
73.7
24.2
2.1
62.7
398
9.4
23.1
5.7
7.6
4966
3374
2234
2264
67.1
30.4
86
31.7
67.1
20.3
3.8
3.8
64
33.5
2.5
72.5
183
7.4
19.4
4.4
6.9
5187
3326
1523
1546
46.5
22.4
61.8
12.9
40.5
16.2
35.9
7.7
87.1
11.3
1.6
52.9
215
12.1
27.5
7.5
8.3
10175
6702
3802
3851
57.5
26.8
74.3
22.9
53.9
18.2
18.4
6.7
73.9
24
2.1
63.5
408
9.5
23.2
5.8
7.8
4977
3375
2239
2266
67.1
30.5
85.6
32.1
66.9
19.9
4.3
4.8
63.9
33.6
2.6
72.8
193
7.8
21.2
4.5
7.8
5198
3327
1564
1585
47.6
23.1
62.8
14
40.9
15.9
37.7
9.4
87.6
10.9
1.5
54
215
11.8
25.5
7.4
7.8
10214
6710
3851
3980
59.3
28.2
76.2
24.6
58.7
17.9
20.3
8.1
74.2
23.7
2.1
64.9
385
8.8
23.7
5
8.2
4994
3380
2231
2302
68.1
31.2
86.3
33.8
72.3
19.3
5.3
5.9
63.6
33.8
2.6
73.4
188
7.5
23.1
4.2
8.7
5220
3330
1620
1678
50.4
25.1
65.8
15.7
45.3
16
40.2
11.1
88.2
10.3
1.5
56.3
198
10.5
24.5
6.1
7.8
10239
6719
3895
4068
60.5
29.1
77.4
26.3
60.5
17.7
20.8
7.5
74.3
23.5
2.2
65.1
311
7
17.7
3.8
6.5
5006
3384
2253
2351
69.5
32.8
87.3
36.4
74.4
19.6
5.8
5.4
63.9
33.3
2.8
73.7
143
5.7
15.1
3.1
5.9
5233
3336
1642
1717
51.5
25.4
67.2
16.6
46.6
15.2
40.5
10.4
88.2
10.5
1.3
56.4
168
8.8
20.8
4.8
7.0
10239
6719
3893
4022
59.9
27.4
76.9
25.8
:
17.7
20.8
7.6
74.4
23.6
2
64.6
325
7.4
18.4
:
:
5006
3384
2262
2335
69
31
87.1
36.6
:
19.2
5.9
4.8
64.2
33.2
2.6
73.7
152
6
16.3
:
:
5233
3336
1631
1687
50.6
23.6
66.6
15.5
:
15.7
40.8
11.4
88.1
10.7
1.2
55.3
173
9.1
20.9
:
:
10239
6719
3900
4093
60.9
30.3
77.9
25
:
17.6
20.7
7.4
74.4
23.6
2
65.2
291
6.6
15.3
:
:
5006
3384
2251
2362
69.8
33.7
87.9
35.1
:
19.4
5.9
5.3
63.9
33.5
2.6
73.8
134
5.3
12.9
:
:
5233
3336
1649
1731
51.9
26.7
67.8
15.4
:
15.2
39.9
10.3
88.3
10.5
1.2
56.6
157
8.3
18.2
:
:
10239
6719
3923
4108
61.1
29.6
77.9
27.6
:
17.5
21
7.5
74.2
23.7
2.1
65.9
320
7.2
18.7
:
:
5006
3384
2269
2373
70.1
33.3
87.9
37.6
:
19.2
5.5
5.7
63.9
33.3
2.8
74.4
145
5.7
15.6
:
:
5233
3336
1654
1735
52
25.7
67.6
18
:
15.3
41.3
9.9
87.9
10.8
1.3
57.3
175
9.1
22.5
:
:
10239
6719
3864
4047
60.2
29.2
76.8
26.8
:
18.1
20.7
7.6
74.3
23
2.6
64.7
309
7
18.2
:
:
5006
3384
2232
2333
68.9
33
86.5
36.3
:
20.5
5.7
5.8
63.7
32.9
3.3
73.1
142
5.6
15.4
:
:
5233
3336
1633
1714
51.4
25.4
66.8
17.7
:
14.8
40
10
88.4
10
1.6
56.3
167
8.8
21.6
:
:
Key employment indicators Belgium
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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2
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3
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127
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2624
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:
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6.3
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:
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Key employment indicators Denmark
All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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5
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3
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:
Key employment indicators Germany
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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225
14.1
38.3
:
:
10255
6788
3805
3732
55
25.3
69.5
41.2
54.6
45.7
5
5.5
56
24.7
19.4
61
411
9.6
31
:
:
4928
3259
2421
2368
72.7
31.4
90.2
59.8
73.2
46.9
3
5.2
52.6
30.1
17.3
77.5
159
6.1
21.5
:
:
5327
3529
1384
1364
38.7
20
49.9
24.3
37.4
43.5
8.7
6
62
15
23.1
45.8
252
15.2
41
:
:
10269
6812
3792
3753
55.1
25.3
69.7
41
54.4
45.4
4.8
5.6
56.9
24.2
18.9
61.3
421
9.8
30.8
:
:
4943
3276
2397
2363
72.1
31.1
89.7
59.1
72.3
47
2.6
5.2
53.1
29.9
17
77.2
166
6.4
22
:
:
5326
3536
1395
1391
39.3
20
50.8
24.6
37.8
42.8
8.5
6.3
63.4
14.3
22.2
46.6
254
15.2
40.4
:
:
10292
6924
3921
3841
55.5
28
69.7
39
55
45.1
5.6
6.7
57.3
24.2
18.5
62.6
483
10.9
30.1
:
:
5006
3374
2473
2415
71.6
34.1
88.8
55.8
72.1
46.6
3.1
6.1
52.5
30.6
16.9
77.3
189
7.1
21.7
:
:
5286
3550
1448
1426
40.2
22.1
51.4
23.4
38.6
42.5
10
7.7
65.6
13.2
21.3
48.6
293
16.7
39.7
:
:
10310
6922
3929
3830
55.3
26.8
69.6
39.1
54.5
44.4
5.8
6.7
57.5
23.7
18.9
63
515
11.6
31.3
:
:
4998
3368
2458
2386
70.8
31.9
88.2
55.4
71
46.1
3.3
5.8
52.9
29.9
17.2
77.1
200
7.5
22.8
:
:
5312
3553
1471
1443
40.6
21.9
51.8
24
38.9
41.5
9.9
8.2
65.2
13.1
21.7
49.7
316
17.6
40.4
:
:
*10325
*6878
*3920
*3822
*55.6
*26.8
*69.5
*39.2
55.3
*44.0
*4.3
*7.0
*58.0
*23.3
*18.7
*62.9
493
11.1
29.6
:
:
*4998
*3336
*2444
*2372
*71.1
*32.0
*88.0
*55.6
71.5
*45.9
*2.4
*5.8
*53.4
*29.5
*17.0
*77.1
194
7.3
22.2
:
:
*5327
*3541
*1476
*1450
*40.9
*21.9
*52.0
*24.7
40
*40.9
*7.4
*8.9
*65.7
*12.9
*21.4
*49.6
299
16.7
37.9
:
:
10321
6887
3893
3794
55.1
26.4
69.1
38.9
:
44.3
4.6
6.4
57.7
23.7
18.6
62.8
:
:
:
:
:
4986
3339
2435
2363
70.8
31.6
87.7
55.3
:
46
2.6
5.3
53.1
29.9
17
77
:
:
:
:
:
5334
3548
1458
1431
40.3
21.5
51.3
24
:
41.4
8
8.1
65.5
13.2
21.3
49.5
:
:
:
:
:
10321
6875
3943
3840
55.9
26.9
70.2
39
:
43.8
4.6
7.4
58.3
23.4
18.3
63
491
11.1
29.5
:
:
4997
3339
2455
2381
71.3
31.9
88.6
55.3
:
45.7
2.6
6.2
53.5
29.7
16.8
77.1
193
7.3
22.1
:
:
5324
3536
1488
1460
41.3
22
52.6
24.4
:
40.6
7.9
9.3
66.2
12.9
20.9
49.7
298
16.7
37.7
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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:
Key employment indicators Greece
All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
38756
25601
13966
12697
49.6
33.7
61.4
36.2
48
18.8
4.6
26.2
60.2
30.4
9.4
59.2
2469
16.4
31.1
7.9
14.3
18904
12701
9459
8667
68.2
41.8
84.9
56.2
67.3
18.8
1.5
23.8
51.7
38
10.3
77.6
1194
12.3
25.7
4.8
13.1
19853
12901
4505
4030
31.2
25.2
38.4
17.9
29.2
18.6
11.2
31.2
77.4
15
7.7
41.1
1275
23.8
37.9
13.4
15.4
38816
25716
13772
12423
48.3
31.1
60.3
35.7
46.9
19.3
5.9
27
61.6
29.5
8.9
59.1
2790
18.4
34.5
8.2
15.4
18937
12782
9222
8387
65.6
38.2
82.1
54.7
65.4
19.6
2.1
24.7
52.9
37.4
9.8
76.4
1386
14.3
29.7
5.1
14.7
19879
12935
4550
4036
31.2
23.5
38.8
18.6
29
18.8
13.5
31.6
78.6
14.2
7.2
42
1404
25.6
40.6
13.7
16
38917
26128
13571
12075
46.2
25.7
59.2
32.1
44.2
18.7
7.4
28.3
64
28.2
7.9
59.9
3579
22.9
42.5
12.4
17.7
19028
12996
8892
7973
61.3
31.5
78.5
48
60.4
19.5
2.8
26.7
54.7
36.5
8.8
74.8
1753
18.2
36.9
8.8
16.6
19889
13132
4680
4102
31.2
19.6
40.2
17.6
28.4
17.3
16.2
31.4
81
12.8
6.1
45.2
1826
30.5
49
18.3
18.9
39016
26398
13745
12444
47.1
25.6
60.3
33
44.7
18.9
7.7
27.4
63.9
28.3
7.9
60.5
3535
22.2
41.9
11.7
17.3
19064
13137
8947
8158
62.1
31.4
79
49.9
60.7
20
3
25.9
54.4
36.6
9
75.2
1723
17.6
36.3
8.2
16.2
19952
13260
4798
4286
32.3
19.3
41.9
17.8
29.2
16.9
16.6
30.3
81.2
13
5.8
46
1812
29.5
48.8
17.3
18.4
39069
26449
14135
12817
48.5
26.7
61.6
33.5
46
18.1
8
27.5
63.7
28.6
7.7
61.1
3351
20.8
38.9
10.9
16.1
19102
13168
9154
8353
63.4
32.8
80.1
50.5
62
19.5
3.1
26.1
53.7
37.4
8.8
75.4
1580
16
33.1
7.5
14.8
19967
13281
4981
4464
33.6
20.3
43.4
18
30.3
15.6
17.1
30
81.6
12.8
5.6
47
1771
28.3
46
16.1
17.3
39117
26363
14664
13222
50.2
28
63.1
34.8
47.6
17.8
7.9
27.2
63.5
29.1
7.5
61.8
3058
18.8
35.4
9.4
14.7
19027
13069
9458
8568
65.6
34.5
82
52.1
64.3
19.1
2.9
26
53.1
38.2
8.7
76
1364
13.8
29
6
13.2
20090
13294
5205
4654
35
21.2
44.8
18.8
31.5
15.3
16.9
29.3
81.9
12.9
5.3
47.8
1693
26.6
43.3
14.5
16.2
39164
26229
15173
13822
52.7
30.9
65.6
34.9
50.2
17.1
8.1
27.2
63.4
29.6
7
62.6
2606
15.9
29.5
7.3
12.5
19002
12958
9653
8834
68.2
37.7
84.2
52.4
67.2
18.7
2.9
25.6
52.6
39.2
8.2
76.7
1105
11.2
23.2
4.5
10.8
20162
13270
5520
4988
37.6
23.9
47.6
19.1
33.8
14.3
17.1
30
81.9
13.2
4.9
48.9
1501
23
37.2
11.5
14.2
39211
26271
15671
14443
55
32.7
67.8
36.8
52.5
16.6
8
26.7
63.5
30
6.6
64
2381
14.1
26.2
5.9
11.4
19082
13008
9838
9092
69.9
39
85.4
55
69
18.3
2.8
25
52.7
39.6
7.7
77.4
985
9.8
20.6
3.5
9.8
20130
13263
5833
5351
40.3
26.2
50.7
20.1
36.6
13.7
16.9
29.5
81.3
13.9
4.7
50.8
1396
20.6
33.3
9.5
13.1
39193
26295
15421
14205
54
31.4
67.1
35.4
:
16.7
8.2
26.4
63.5
29.8
6.8
63.6
2527
15.1
28.2
:
:
19046
13005
9697
8966
68.9
37.5
84.9
53.2
:
18.4
2.8
24.7
52.8
39.4
7.8
77
1063
10.6
22.2
:
:
20148
13290
5724
5239
39.4
25.2
49.9
19.1
:
13.9
17.4
29.2
81.3
13.7
5.1
50.4
1465
21.7
35.3
:
:
39205
26283
15643
14425
54.9
32.6
67.8
36.6
:
16.5
8.2
26.8
63.6
29.8
6.6
63.8
2364
14.1
25.6
:
:
19081
13001
9808
9073
69.8
38.5
85.5
54.8
:
18.3
2.9
25
52.8
39.5
7.7
77.2
974
9.7
19.9
:
:
20124
13281
5835
5352
40.3
26.4
50.6
19.9
:
13.7
17.2
29.8
81.4
13.9
4.7
50.7
1390
20.5
32.6
:
:
39217
26298
15791
14578
55.4
34
68
37.3
:
16.6
8
27
63.7
30
6.4
64.3
2318
13.7
25.2
:
:
19092
13031
9935
9193
70.5
40.6
85.7
55.6
:
18.3
2.8
25.4
52.9
39.5
7.6
77.8
944
9.3
19.8
:
:
20125
13267
5856
5385
40.6
27.1
50.7
20.4
:
13.9
16.7
29.6
81.7
13.9
4.3
51
1374
20.2
32
:
:
39229
26208
15829
14562
55.6
32.9
68.5
37.7
:
16.3
7.8
26.5
63.1
30.3
6.6
64.3
2315
13.7
26.1
:
:
19109
12994
9913
9135
70.3
39.3
85.5
56.2
:
18.1
2.7
24.9
52.3
40
7.7
77.7
960
9.5
20.5
:
:
20121
13214
5916
5427
41.1
26.1
51.8
20.7
:
13.4
16.3
29.2
81
14.2
4.8
51.2
1356
19.9
33.1
:
:
Key employment indicators Spain
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
55292
36335
22092
21934
60.4
31.7
77.6
30.3
57.7
9.7
12.3
9.3
65.9
28.2
5.9
66.8
2312
9.5
21.3
3.5
8.7
26736
17874
12556
12454
69.7
34.8
89.3
36.2
69.7
11.2
3.5
7.9
55.7
37.6
6.7
75.4
996
7.3
18
2.5
7.7
28555
18461
9536
9481
51.4
28.8
66.1
24.9
46
7.8
23.9
11.1
79.1
16.1
4.8
58.5
1316
12.1
24.8
4.8
9.7
55605
36443
22030
21833
59.9
30.1
77.2
29.8
57.4
9.4
13.1
9.6
67
27.4
5.7
67.1
2553
10.4
23.3
3.5
9.3
26885
17919
12439
12315
68.7
33
88.2
35.7
69.3
10.9
3.8
8.1
56.7
36.8
6.5
75.3
1128
8.3
20.1
2.5
8.4
28720
18524
9591
9519
51.4
27.3
66.4
24.4
46.1
7.4
25.2
11.5
80
15.4
4.6
59.2
1425
13
26.8
4.7
10.2
56425
36896
21925
21982
59.6
25.9
77.1
29.3
56.5
8.5
15.8
11.4
69.4
25.4
5.2
67.8
2921
11.7
27.5
4.6
9.9
27298
18166
12196
12219
67.3
28.5
86.7
33.5
67.4
10.1
5.1
10.3
59.1
34.7
6.2
75
1325
9.7
23.9
3.7
9
29126
18731
9729
9763
52.1
23.3
67.6
25.4
46.1
6.5
29.1
12.7
82.2
14
3.9
60.8
1595
14
31.3
5.7
10.7
56665
37028
21994
22059
59.6
25.1
76.9
29
56.7
8.3
16.3
11.7
70
24.9
5
68.1
3126
12.4
29.1
4.8
10.4
27417
18240
12215
12240
67.1
27.7
86.3
33.1
67.4
10
5.3
10.6
59.5
34.3
6.2
75.3
1450
10.5
26.3
3.9
10
29248
18788
9779
9819
52.3
22.5
67.7
25.2
46.4
6.2
30
13.2
82.9
13.4
3.6
61.2
1676
14.5
32.2
5.9
10.9
56930
37192
22097
22165
59.6
24.6
76.7
28.7
56.4
8.1
17
12.3
70.7
24.4
4.9
68.1
3126
12.3
29.2
5
10.1
27555
18331
12252
12279
67
27.1
86
32.9
67.2
9.8
5.5
11.2
60.3
33.6
6.1
75.2
1466
10.6
26.7
4.2
9.9
29375
18861
9845
9885
52.4
22.2
67.7
24.7
46.1
6
31.2
13.7
83.4
13.1
3.5
61.2
1660
14.4
32
5.9
10.4
57229
37378
22376
22472
60.1
25.7
77.1
28.3
56.9
7.9
17.3
12.9
71.1
24.1
4.8
68.4
3019
11.8
26.5
4.8
9.2
27725
18443
12377
12420
67.3
28.5
86.1
32.4
67.7
9.6
5.6
11.8
60.7
33.3
6
75.2
1390
10
24.3
4
9
29504
18935
9999
10052
53.1
23
68.3
24.4
46.6
5.7
31.6
14.1
83.7
13
3.3
61.8
1629
13.9
29
5.7
9.4
57547
37594
22782
22898
60.9
27.2
77.7
28.7
57.2
7.7
17.1
13.3
71.6
23.7
4.6
68.8
2893
11.2
24.3
4.4
8.6
27918
18586
12584
12639
68
30.4
86.5
32.2
67.8
9.4
5.5
12.4
61.3
32.9
5.8
75.4
1327
9.5
22.4
3.6
8.7
29629
19008
10198
10259
54
24
69
25.3
47.1
5.5
31.4
14.3
84.1
12.7
3.2
62.3
1566
13.3
26.5
5.3
8.5
*57894
*37829
23317
*23538
*62.2
*29.0
*78.8
*29.7
58.7
7.4
16.9
13.8
72.1
23.5
4.4
*68.9
2456
9.5
20.1
3.8
7.1
*28112
*18723
12865
*12968
*69.3
*32.0
*87.8
*33.1
69.2
9.1
5.4
13
61.6
32.8
5.6
*75.3
1098
7.8
18.2
3.0
7.0
*29782
*19107
10452
*10569
*55.3
*26.0
*70.0
*26.5
48.7
5.3
31
14.9
84.6
12.4
3
*62.6
1358
11.5
22.3
4.7
7.3
57763
37740
22942
23293
61,7
28,3
78,4
29,3
:
7,6
16,9
13,8
71,9
23,6
4,5
68,8
2711
10,4
21,7
:
28039
18670
12658
12842
68,8
31,4
87,3
32,8
:
9,3
5,4
12,9
61,4
32,9
5,8
75,3
1234
8,8
20,1
:
29725
19069
10284
10450
54,8
25,2
69,6
26
:
5,4
31
14,9
84,5
12,4
3,1
62,5
1477
12,4
23,6
:
:
:
23282
:
:
:
:
:
:
7.4
16.9
13.8
72.1
23.5
4.4
:
2386
9.3
18
:
:
:
12846
:
:
:
:
:
:
9.2
5.4
13
61.6
32.8
5.6
:
1064
7.6
16.2
:
:
:
10436
:
:
:
:
:
:
5.3
31
14.9
84.6
12.4
3
:
1322
11.2
20.1
:
:
:
23504
:
:
:
:
:
:
7.3
16.9
13.8
72.1
23.5
4.4
:
2363
9.2
19.2
:
:
:
12968
:
:
:
:
:
:
9.1
5.4
13
61.6
32.8
5.6
:
1038
7.4
17.1
:
:
:
10536
:
:
:
:
:
:
5.2
31
14.9
84.6
12.4
3
:
1325
11.2
21.6
:
:
:
23541
:
:
:
:
:
:
7.3
16.9
13.9
72.2
23.5
4.3
:
2363
9.2
21.4
:
:
:
12989
:
:
:
:
:
:
9
5.4
13
61.7
32.8
5.5
:
1055
7.6
19.3
:
:
:
10552
:
:
:
:
:
:
5.2
31
14.9
84.7
12.4
3
:
1309
11.1
23.9
:
Key employment indicators France
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
3476
2159
1170
1109
51.4
38.9
60.1
38
48.9
21.7
8.3
6.6
58.3
29.2
12.4
60.9
197
14.7
22.4
9.9
10.8
1739
1093
772
727
66.5
41.1
80.1
60.2
65.4
28.1
3.5
4.5
47.7
35
17.3
78.6
124
14.2
23.6
10.2
12.3
1737
1065
397
383
35.9
36.5
39.9
16.2
32.1
9.5
17.6
10.5
78.5
18.2
3.3
42.9
73
15.8
20.8
9.6
9.2
3492
2190
1182
1120
51.2
36.9
60.4
37.9
48.3
21.9
9.1
6.9
59.6
28.3
12.1
60.4
209
15.4
24.4
9.4
11.5
1742
1103
764
718
65.1
38.7
78.6
59.5
63.4
28.7
3.8
4.8
48.7
34.2
17.1
76.8
132
15.1
25.7
9.7
13
1749
1087
418
403
37.1
35.1
42.3
16.5
33.1
9.7
18.7
10.7
79.1
17.9
3.1
43.8
78
16
22.7
8.9
9.9
3543
2282
1302
1241
54.4
37.6
64.9
39.2
50.8
20.2
11.6
8
61.5
28.1
10.5
61.9
177
12.3
19.5
7.8
8.8
1762
1145
812
768
67.1
39.6
81
59.7
65.2
27.1
5.1
6.1
50.1
34.9
15
76.4
109
12.2
20.8
8.2
10.1
1781
1137
490
473
41.6
35.5
49
18.6
36.4
8.9
22.4
11.1
80
16.9
3.1
47.3
68
12.5
17.9
7.1
7.5
3572
2332
1349
1291
55.4
37.5
66.5
39.7
51.5
19.6
11.4
7.5
62.3
28
9.7
62.5
174
11.7
18.2
7.1
8
1779
1171
832
790
67.5
39.8
81.8
59
65.2
26.3
4.9
5.3
50.6
35.4
13.9
76.2
106
11.5
19
7.6
9
1792
1160
517
501
43.2
35.2
51.3
20.2
37.8
8.9
22
10.9
80.6
16.3
3.1
48.7
68
11.8
17.2
6.5
7
3630
2390
1432
1375
57.5
41.4
68.1
40.3
53.2
19.1
13.6
7.3
62.6
28.4
9
64.1
152
9.9
15.4
6.1
7.1
1807
1200
870
829
69.1
43.8
82.5
58.7
67
25.8
6
5.1
50.7
36.1
13.1
77
93
9.9
16
6.6
7.9
1824
1190
562
546
45.9
38.8
53.7
21.7
39.3
8.9
25.4
10.7
80.6
16.7
2.8
51.1
60
9.9
14.6
5.3
6.2
3713
2456
1531
1487
60.5
45.6
70.9
41.6
55.5
18.3
16.5
5.9
63.2
28.7
8.2
65.6
123
7.5
11.3
3.9
5.5
1843
1232
920
888
72
48.7
84.8
60.1
70
24.8
7.5
4.2
50.8
37.1
12.1
78.2
76
7.7
11.6
4.7
6.1
1870
1223
611
599
49
42.4
57
23.1
41
8.6
30
8.5
81.6
16.1
2.3
52.9
47
7.3
11
2.8
5
3754
2503
1619
1582
63.2
49
73.4
43.7
58.6
17.5
16.4
4.1
63.4
28.6
8.1
67
95
5.6
8.4
2.6
4.3
1863
1256
963
935
74.4
52.2
86.9
61.7
73.6
24
7.2
2.9
50.5
37.5
12.1
79
58
5.7
8.3
3.2
4.5
1891
1247
656
648
51.9
45.7
60
25.5
43.6
8.1
30
5.7
82.2
15.6
2.2
55
38
5.5
8.6
1.9
4
3799
2549
1696
1660
65.1
50.6
75.4
45.3
60.6
17
16.4
3.8
63.9
29
7.2
68.1
74
4.2
6.5
1.7
3.3
1887
1280
1002
974
76.1
54.4
88.2
63.3
75.8
23.5
6.9
2.7
50.9
38.3
10.8
79.7
44
4.3
6.1
2.1
3.4
1913
1269
694
686
54
46.8
62.6
27.2
45.2
7.7
30.1
5.5
82.5
15.6
1.9
56.4
30
4.2
7
1
3.3
3783
2532
1654
1618
63.9
47.9
74.6
45
:
17.6
16.5
3.8
63.6
28.8
7.6
67.1
81
4.7
7.1
:
:
1878
1271
982
953
74.9
51.4
87.7
63.1
:
24.1
7.1
2.8
51
37.6
11.4
78.8
49
4.8
6.8
:
:
1905
1261
672
665
52.8
44.3
61.6
26.7
:
8.2
30.3
5.5
81.8
16.1
2.1
55.3
32
4.6
7.5
:
:
3787
2539
1674
1637
64.5
48.2
75.3
45.2
:
17.4
16.8
3.8
64
28.7
7.3
67.4
74
4.3
6.5
:
:
1881
1274
992
963
75.6
52.7
88.1
63
:
23.8
7.2
2.7
51
37.9
11.1
79.1
44
4.3
6.1
:
:
1906
1264
682
674
53.3
43.7
62.7
27.1
:
8.1
30.7
5.4
82.7
15.3
2
55.7
30
4.2
6.9
:
:
3799
2550
1741
1707
66.9
57
75.6
45.3
:
16.4
16
3.9
63.9
29
7
70
74
4.2
6.7
:
:
1887
1280
1025
999
78
60.6
88.5
63.4
:
22.9
6.7
2.8
50.7
38.6
10.7
81.6
43
4.2
6.1
:
:
1912
1270
717
708
55.8
53.3
62.7
27.1
:
7.3
29.3
5.5
82.7
15.5
1.8
58.2
31
4.3
7.4
:
:
3829
2576
1714
1679
65.2
49.4
75.9
45.8
:
16.6
16.3
3.9
64
29.3
6.7
67.9
65
3.8
5.7
:
:
1901
1293
1009
982
76
52.9
88.4
63.8
:
23.2
6.8
2.8
50.8
39
10.2
79.2
39
3.8
5.4
:
:
1928
1283
705
697
54.3
45.8
63.3
27.8
:
7.3
30
5.5
82.7
15.5
1.8
56.4
26
3.7
6.2
:
:
Key employment indicators Ireland
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
:
:
23032
:
:
:
:
:
52.9
27.5
6
5.2
61.1
31.8
7.1
:
2052
8.6
25.9
5.7
11.2
:
:
15052
:
:
:
:
:
70.8
29.6
2.8
4.1
55.3
37.7
6.9
:
932
6.1
22.7
4
11
:
:
7981
:
:
:
:
:
35.5
23.5
11.8
7.2
71.6
20.9
7.5
:
1120
13
29.9
8.8
11.4
:
:
22920
:
:
:
:
:
51.5
27.3
6
5.2
61.8
31.3
6.9
:
2084
8.8
27
5.3
11.1
:
:
14978
:
:
:
:
:
69
29.4
2.8
4.1
56.1
37.2
6.7
:
962
6.4
23.6
3.8
10.8
:
:
7942
:
:
:
:
:
34.7
23.4
11.8
7.2
72.2
20.5
7.2
:
1122
13.1
31.3
7.9
11.3
56746
38907
21993
19697
50.6
25.1
65.4
28.6
49.5
26.9
6.3
5.4
63
31
6
57.4
2641
11.6
33.7
7.4
12.6
27562
19382
14298
12781
65.9
29.1
84.2
44.9
65.5
29.6
2.9
4.3
57.2
36.7
6.1
72.5
1282
8.9
29.6
5.6
12.3
29183
19525
7695
6916
35.4
20.9
46.6
13.5
33.8
21.9
12.7
7.2
73.6
20.5
5.9
42.3
1359
16.2
38.9
10.5
12.8
56836
38867
22131
19792
50.9
24.7
65.6
28.8
49.5
26.9
6.5
5.4
63.8
30.5
5.7
57.7
2663
11.7
34
7.7
12.2
27603
19371
14299
12764
65.9
28.9
83.9
44.2
65.1
29.8
3
4.5
57.7
36.3
6
72.5
1296
9
29.7
5.8
12
29233
19496
7831
7027
36
20.4
47.3
14.5
34.3
21.8
12.9
6.9
74.7
20.1
5.3
43
1367
16.1
39.5
10.8
12.5
56955
38864
22215
19838
51
24.7
65.6
28.1
49.3
26.7
6.8
5.8
64
30.4
5.6
57.9
2690
11.7
33.8
7.9
11.7
27671
19389
14309
12749
65.8
28.9
83.6
42.3
64.7
29.7
3.1
4.8
58
36.1
5.9
72.4
1293
9
29.4
6.1
11.5
29284
19475
7906
7089
36.4
20.3
47.6
14.8
34.3
21.4
13.4
7.4
74.7
20.2
5.1
43.5
1396
16.3
39.5
10.9
12
57054
38856
22448
20087
51.7
25.1
66.2
27.8
50.5
26.6
7.3
6.3
64.3
30.4
5.3
58.7
2746
11.8
33.8
7.1
13
27727
19399
14379
12837
66.2
29.4
83.8
41.6
66.3
29.7
3.4
5.3
58.1
36.3
5.6
72.9
1313
9.1
29.8
5.6
12.9
29327
19457
8069
7250
37.3
20.7
48.5
15
35
21.2
14.3
8.1
75.1
20.1
4.7
44.6
1433
16.3
39
9.8
13.1
57098
38802
22686
20354
52.5
25.2
66.9
27.8
51
26.3
7.9
7
64.9
30.1
5
59.3
2648
11.3
32.7
6.9
12.5
27745
19375
14427
12917
66.7
28.9
84.2
41.5
66.7
29.4
3.5
5.8
58.2
36.4
5.4
73.2
1260
8.7
29.1
5.4
12.4
29353
19428
8259
7437
38.3
21.3
49.6
15
35.7
20.8
15.6
9.1
76.4
19.4
4.2
45.5
1389
15.6
37.1
9.5
12.6
57189
38784
23059
20749
53.5
25.9
67.9
27.8
51.7
26.2
8.4
7.5
65.5
29.7
4.8
59.9
2466
10.5
30.8
6.4
11.8
27796
19374
14566
13072
67.5
29.5
84.7
41.1
67
29.7
3.7
6.1
58.8
36
5.2
73.5
1162
8
27.2
4.9
11.4
29393
19410
8493
7677
39.6
22.1
50.9
15.3
36.7
20.3
16.5
9.7
76.8
19.2
4
46.3
1304
14.4
35.1
8.8
11.9
57124
38787
22649
20297
52.3
24.8
66.8
27
:
26.1
8
7
65.6
29.7
4.7
59.1
2600
11.2
32.1
:
:
27758
19368
14372
12850
66.3
28.5
83.7
40.2
:
29.5
3.5
5.8
58.9
35.8
5.2
73
1249
8.7
28.8
:
:
29366
19419
8277
7447
38.3
21.1
49.7
14.7
:
20.2
15.6
9
76.9
19.3
3.8
45.3
1351
15.2
36.3
:
:
57184
38786
22980
20616
53.2
25.5
67.6
27.4
:
26.2
8.8
7.5
65.8
29.5
4.7
59.7
2487
10.6
31.3
:
:
27795
19374
14518
12989
67
29
84.4
40.5
:
29.7
3.9
6.2
58.9
35.9
5.2
73.2
1166
8.1
27.8
:
:
29389
19411
8462
7628
39.3
22
50.7
15.2
:
20.3
17.4
9.7
77.3
18.8
3.9
46.2
1320
14.6
35.7
:
:
57212
38782
23278
20987
54.1
26.8
68.4
28.3
:
26.3
8.5
7.6
65.4
29.7
4.9
60.3
2380
10
30
:
:
27808
19376
14695
13209
68.2
30.6
85.2
42.1
:
29.7
3.7
6.3
58.7
36
5.3
73.9
1108
7.6
26.2
:
:
29404
19406
8583
7778
40.1
22.9
51.5
15.4
:
20.5
16.6
9.9
76.6
19.3
4.2
46.7
1272
13.9
34.6
:
:
57236
38780
23328
21095
54.4
26.4
68.8
28.4
:
26.2
8.5
7.8
65.4
29.8
4.8
60.5
2397
10
29.6
:
:
27823
19377
14680
13241
68.3
30.1
85.5
41.6
:
29.8
3.8
6.4
58.7
36.1
5.2
74.1
1123
7.7
26.2
:
:
29413
19404
8648
7854
40.5
22.7
51.9
16
:
20.3
16.4
10.1
76.5
19.3
4.2
47
1274
13.8
33.8
:
:
Key employment indicators Italy
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators Luxembourg
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators Netherlands
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services** (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry** (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture** (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services** (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry** (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture** (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services** (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry** (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture** (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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2.9
3935
2761
2279
2125
77
58.3
90.6
41.2
76.2
19.9
4.1
6.1
:
:
:
79.6
69
3.2
4.8
1
2.8
4168
2722
1766
1618
59.4
47.6
73.6
17.2
:
17.6
32.2
6.9
:
:
:
61.8
73
4.3
5.7
1
3
8103
5484
3981
3713
67.7
53.2
81.3
29.3
:
19.2
17
6.4
:
:
:
71.1
184
4.7
6.4
:
:
3935
2761
2228
2094
75.8
57.8
89
41.3
:
20.2
4.3
6
:
:
:
79.7
105
4.8
7
:
:
4168
2722
1753
1619
59.5
48.3
73.4
17.8
:
17.9
33
6.9
:
:
:
62.4
79
4.6
5.6
:
:
8103
5483
4048
3742
68.2
52
82.4
29.3
:
18.9
16.2
6.4
:
:
:
70.5
135
3.5
4.8
:
:
3935
2761
2291
2134
77.3
57.4
91.1
42.1
:
20.1
3.9
6.1
:
:
:
79.5
63
3
4.2
:
:
4168
2722
1756
1608
59.1
46.4
73.4
17.2
:
17.3
32.2
6.9
:
:
:
61.3
72
4.3
5.4
:
:
8103
5483
4118
3765
68.7
54.4
82.7
28.1
:
18.8
15.8
6.4
:
:
:
70.9
114
3
4.3
:
:
3935
2761
2327
2144
77.7
59.8
91.4
40.7
:
19.6
3.8
6.1
:
:
:
79.8
49
2.3
3.4
:
:
4168
2722
1790
1621
59.5
48.9
73.8
16.1
:
17.8
31.4
6.9
:
:
:
61.8
66
3.9
5.3
:
:
8103
5483
4035
3753
68.4
52.7
82.6
28.8
:
18.8
16.4
6.4
:
:
:
70.8
135
3.5
5.4
:
:
3935
2761
2271
2129
77.1
58.3
90.9
40.7
:
19.9
4.2
6.1
:
:
:
79.6
60
2.8
4.5
:
:
4168
2722
1764
1624
59.7
46.8
74.1
17.6
:
17.5
32.1
6.9
:
:
:
61.8
76
4.5
6.4
:
:
Key employment indicators Austria
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: ** In the case of Austria, employment in agriculture - as derived from national accounts - includes a significant number of persons with occasional or small jobs. When calculated on the basis
of the LFS and limited to the main job, the share of agriculture in employment is found to be significantly lower (6 % in 2000) compared to 64% in services and 30% in industry. Due to these sub-
stantial differences in the estimates of sectoral employment shares, no data can be provided. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
9895
6568
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4470
68.1
52.4
79.5
49.3
65.5
26.5
7.9
10.8
53.5
34
12.5
71.1
201
4.2
9.5
1.6
5.1
4777
3164
2679
2533
80
59.6
92.3
66.4
78.7
27.7
4.1
9.3
48.3
39.9
11.8
82.3
76
2.8
6.6
0.9
3.9
5117
3407
2014
1938
56.9
44.7
67.9
34.6
53.5
25
13
12.9
60.1
26.5
13.4
60.6
125
5.9
12.8
2.4
6.2
9870
6717
4647
4459
66.4
47.5
79.1
47
65.5
26.9
7.6
10
54.9
33.2
11.9
69.3
202
4.3
10.4
1.4
5.3
4734
3208
2635
2494
77.7
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91.5
62.1
78.3
28.4
4.1
8.4
49.3
39.4
11.4
80.5
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8.9
1
5
5136
3512
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67.8
34
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24.9
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12.2
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25.4
12.6
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108
5.2
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1.9
5.6
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6821
4515
4274
62.7
36.9
78
45
61.9
29.2
8.1
8.7
55.9
32.2
11.9
67.8
346
7.3
16.6
3.7
7.1
4776
3289
2529
2356
71.7
41.8
88.3
58.1
72.2
31.5
4.1
7.6
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39.3
11.6
76.7
170
6.5
15.1
3.2
7.1
5121
3534
1987
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54.3
31.8
68.8
33.3
52.3
26.3
13.1
10.2
64.1
23.6
12.3
59.4
176
8.2
18.5
4.4
7.2
9920
6791
4538
4265
62.8
36.7
77.9
46.3
61.8
29.6
9.3
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31.5
12.2
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2002
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30.9
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22.8
12.8
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19.9
4.6
7.7
9936
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4615
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38.7
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47.3
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29.4
10.7
11.1
55.8
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3.7
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2569
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40.7
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4.1
8.3
1.7
4.3
5168
3454
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2002
58
38.8
70.7
38.4
54.5
28.1
17.1
13.7
65.2
21.7
13.1
62
145
6.4
13.1
2.8
5.8
9988
6781
4818
4575
67.5
44
80.8
50.8
65.7
28.4
10.9
13.6
57.7
31.3
11
70.7
228
4.5
9
1.7
4.3
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3317
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2515
75.8
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41.1
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16.7
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20.9
12.2
62.8
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11.1
2.0
4.9
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6798
4913
4643
68.3
43.5
81.9
51
66.6
27.5
10.8
14.8
58
31.2
10.8
71.3
215
4.2
9
1.7
4.2
4819
3329
2697
2550
76.6
49.8
90.3
62.5
76.6
28.5
6.2
13.4
49.6
40.6
9.9
79.2
94
3.4
7.1
1.4
3.5
5189
3469
2216
2093
60.3
37.1
73.9
41.1
57.1
26.2
16.3
16.5
67.8
20.3
12
63.7
121
5.2
11.5
2.0
4.8
9994
6787
4881
4617
68
43.7
81.4
51.1
:
27.6
10.9
14.4
58.3
31.1
10.6
71.3
229
4.5
9.6
:
:
4812
3324
2680
2535
76.3
49.9
89.8
62.1
:
28.8
6.1
13.1
49.8
40.6
9.6
79.3
105
3.8
7.4
:
:
5182
3463
2201
2082
60.1
37.5
73.3
41.6
:
26.1
16.8
15.9
68.3
20
11.8
63.7
124
5.3
12.3
:
:
10000
6793
4903
4632
68.2
42.7
81.9
51.6
:
27.5
10.7
14.8
58.1
31.1
10.8
71
201
3.9
8.5
:
:
4815
3326
2689
2540
76.4
49
90.2
62.4
:
28.7
6.1
13.2
49.6
40.6
9.8
78.8
87
3.1
5.8
:
:
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3466
2213
2092
60.3
36.2
73.8
42.3
:
26
16.4
16.8
68.1
19.9
12
63.5
114
4.9
11.9
:
:
10015
6803
4934
4661
68.5
44.1
82
51
:
27.4
10.7
15.1
57.9
31.2
11
71.6
211
4.1
8.6
:
:
4823
3332
2708
2560
76.8
50.5
90.3
63.1
:
28.4
6.3
13.7
49.6
40.4
10
79.4
90
3.2
6.8
:
:
5193
3472
2225
2101
60.5
37.6
74.1
40.5
:
26.1
16.1
16.7
67.5
20.4
12.1
64
121
5.2
10.9
:
:
10024
6809
4935
4663
68.5
43.4
82.4
50.4
:
27.4
10.7
14.9
57.5
31.5
11
71.3
220
4.3
9.2
:
:
4827
3334
2710
2565
76.9
49.7
90.9
62.3
:
28.3
6.3
13.7
49.3
40.7
10.1
79.4
93
3.3
8.1
:
:
5197
3475
2225
2099
60.4
36.9
74.3
40
:
26.4
16
16.4
67.2
20.7
12.1
63.6
126
5.4
10.7
:
:
Key employment indicators Portugal
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
5009
3367
2337
2382
70.7
44.7
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41.3
:
12.9
10.1
15.9
62.3
28.7
9
75.8
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6.6
16.3
2.5
9.6
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87.7
44.6
:
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6.7
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11.2
79.3
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45.8
82.3
38.3
:
9.1
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77.3
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6.7
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13.4
1.7
7.4
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65.5
35.9
80.2
38
:
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10.4
15.8
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27.5
9
74.2
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26.4
4.3
13.9
2448
1704
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1146
67.2
34.6
82.5
40.1
:
17.3
7.3
12.8
49.5
39
11.5
77.7
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13.6
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5.7
16.7
2590
1679
1058
1071
63.8
37.2
77.9
36
:
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13.7
19.1
78.3
15.4
6.3
70.6
114
9.6
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3
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77.1
35.2
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12.8
11.7
15.9
64.7
27.2
8.1
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5.6
13.2
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1068
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80.5
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16.7
8.2
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50.6
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10.3
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6.4
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12.6
11
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27.5
7.2
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34.8
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39
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7.1
13
51.1
39.7
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4.2
11.3
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1702
1030
1044
61.3
34
75.7
34.6
56.4
8.2
15.9
18.8
81.1
14.3
4.6
69.7
142
12
24.3
3.5
10.9
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3455
2230
2302
66.6
39.2
81
39.8
64.2
11.8
12.1
14.8
65.6
27.9
6.5
74.2
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10.2
21.4
2.9
10.8
2519
1746
1171
1216
69.6
40.1
84.8
41.2
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7.7
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40.1
8.4
77.1
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20.8
3.1
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38.2
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38.4
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8.1
16.9
18.2
81.3
14.4
4.3
71.2
131
10.7
22.1
2.7
10.7
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3465
2264
2339
67.5
40.2
81.5
42.7
64.9
11.5
12.3
14.4
65.9
27.8
6.3
74.8
253
9.8
21.4
2.8
11.2
2524
1751
1190
1235
70.6
40.6
85.5
44.5
69.3
15
8
10.9
51.6
40.1
8.3
77.6
122
9.1
21.1
2.8
10.9
2650
1714
1074
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64.4
39.9
77.4
41
60.5
7.7
17
18.2
81.9
14.1
4.1
72
131
10.6
21.6
2.7
11.4
5171
3462
2199
2248
64.9
33.7
80
40.4
:
11.5
12.7
12.4
66.8
27.1
6.1
72.9
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11
24.7
:
:
2522
1749
1149
1181
67.5
32.8
83.6
42.4
:
15.1
8.4
8.6
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39.3
8.3
75.5
140
10.7
26.2
:
:
2649
1712
1050
1067
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34.5
76.3
38.6
:
7.6
17.5
16.3
82.6
13.7
3.6
70.3
137
11.3
23.3
:
:
5173
3464
2298
2370
68.4
44.4
81.8
41.9
:
11.4
12.2
15.6
65.4
28.2
6.4
76.9
295
11.1
28.3
:
:
2523
1751
1208
1251
71.5
45.2
85.8
43
:
15.1
8
12.3
51
40.5
8.5
79.6
143
10.3
27.3
:
:
2650
1714
1090
1118
65.3
43.6
77.7
41
:
7.4
16.9
19.3
81.5
14.4
4
74.1
152
11.9
29.2
:
:
5175
3466
2321
2413
69.6
47.1
82.5
43.5
:
11.7
11.4
16.5
65
28.4
6.6
76
221
8.4
14.1
:
:
2524
1751
1226
1282
73.2
48
87
45.8
:
15
7.2
13.1
50.9
40.7
8.4
78.9
100
7.3
13.2
:
:
2650
1715
1095
1131
66
46.1
77.9
41.3
:
8
16
20.3
81
14.5
4.6
73
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9.6
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:
:
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2239
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67
35.9
81.7
44.9
:
11.6
12.8
13
66.3
27.5
6.2
73.4
220
8.6
17.2
:
:
2525
1751
1178
1227
70.1
36.3
85.6
46.8
:
14.9
8.4
9.6
52
39.9
8.1
76.1
106
8
17.2
:
:
2651
1715
1061
1097
63.9
35.4
77.7
43
:
7.9
17.7
16.8
82.4
13.6
4
70.6
114
9.4
17.3
:
:
Key employment indicators Finland
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
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10. Self-employed (% total employment)
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17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators Sweden
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
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Key employment indicators
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% pop. aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% pop. aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% pop. aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% pop. aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators United Kingdom
1991 1992 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: * indicates Eurostat estimation. Q1-Q4 indicate the quaterly estimates for the year 2000.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24
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2872.4
2834.2
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20.5
69.7
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:
14.7
:
:
54
32.8
13.2
61.6
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33.3
9.5
10.2
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2687.3
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56.1
23
72.1
34.9
:
18.3
:
:
46.9
37.7
15.4
67.4
304.2
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36.1
9.7
13
3565.8
2814.7
1340.6
1327.8
47.2
18
67.4
11.2
:
10.6
:
:
62.1
27.3
10.6
56.1
251.9
15.8
29.6
9.2
7.6
Key employment indicators in Bulgaria
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24
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14.5
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38.3
92.5
67.1
79.3
29.2
4.4
5.3
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31.4
5.9
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5.5
3.2
6.7
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211
112.5
110.7
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13.2
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2.4
5.1
Key employment indicators in Cyprus
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24
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7.5
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36.1
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3535.1
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2585.3
73.1
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89.2
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73.2
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2.2
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43.8
49.9
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17.4
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8.3
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6.6
Key employment indicators in the Czech Republic
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators in Estonia
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators in Hungary
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators in Latvia
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24
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Key employment indicators in Lithuania
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators in Poland
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
22357.6
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Key employment indicators in Romania
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators in Slovakia
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
Key employment indicators
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1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services** (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry** (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture** (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% pop. aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
1. Total population (000)
2. Population aged 15-64
3. Total employment (000)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64
5. Employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
6. Employment rate (% population aged 15-24)
7. Employment rate (% population aged 25-54)
8. Employment rate (% population aged 55-64)
9. FTE employment rate (% population aged 15-64)
10. Self-employed (% total employment)
11. Part-time employment (% total employment)
12. Fixed term contracts (% total employment)
13. Employment in Services (% total employment)
14. Employment in Industry (% total employment)
15. Employment in Agriculture (% total employment)
16. Activity rate (% population aged 15-64)
17. Total unemployment (000)
18. Unemployment rate (% labour force 15+)
19. Youth unemployment rate (% labour force 15-24)
20. Long term unemployment rate (% labour force)
21. Youth unemployment ratio (% population aged 15-24)
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Key employment indicators in Slovenia
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000All
Male
Female
Source: Eurostat
Note: For reasons of consistency, no data are presented for the years in which data from the Labour Force Survey are not available.
Most of the data used in this report originates from Eurostat, the Statistical Office of the European Communities.
The main data sources used are:
· the European Community Labour Force Survey (LFS)
· the Eurostat Quarterly Labour Force Data (QLFD) series
· the European Community Household Panel (ECHP)
· the Eurostat harmonised series on unemployment
· the Annual Macroeconomic Database (AMECO)
The European Community Labour Force Survey (LFS) is the EU's harmonised survey on labour market
developments. The survey has been carried out since 1983 in the EU Member States. Some Member States provide
quarterly results from a continuous labour force survey, others conduct a single annual survey in the spring. If not
mentioned otherwise, results based on the LFS refer to surveys conducted in the spring ("second quarter") of each
year.
The Quarterly Labour Force Data (QLFD) series is a harmonised series of quarterly employment statistics
based on LFS and on national sources where applicable. It covers all EU Member States for the period of 1991 to
present. All key employment indicators except the full-time equivalent employment rate, the unemployment rates
and the youth unemployment ratio are based on the QLFD series. They present yearly averages if not stated other-
wise. Where the QLFD series does not provide the relevant breakdowns the original LFS data were used in this
report.
The QLFD consist of two sets of quarterly series: 1) population, employment  and unemployment by sex and age,
mainly based on the community LFS results, and 2) employment by economic activity and employment status (main-
ly based on the ESA-1995 national accounts employment data), further broken down by sex and by some job char-
acteristics.
1) Population, employment  and unemployment by sex and age
The community LFS results (provided by the National Statistical Offices in accordance with Council Regulation n°
577/1998) are made consistent over time (to eliminate breaks in the series) and completed (by estimates based on
national employment data or on other sources) when quarterly community LFS results are not available. Data
include the population living in private households only (collective households are excluded) and refer to the place
of residence (national concept). They are provided by aggregate age-group breakdowns (15-24, 25-54, 55-64, 15-64).
For Bulgaria, Lithuania and Poland total population excludes those aged below 15 due to lack of data in the LFS. In
1997, population and employment data for Estonia refer to the age group 15-75.
The employment data by sex and age are further broken down by civilian employment and armed forces. The unem-
ployment data by sex and age are further broken down by job search duration (less than 6 months, 6-11, 12-23, 24
or more)
2) Employment by economic activity and employment status
The ESA-1995 employment data (provided by the National Statistical Offices in accordance with Council Regulation
n° 2223/1996) are available by NACE, rev.1-A6 and by employment status (employees/self-employed persons). They
are made consistent over time where necessary and completed (by estimates based on LFS results or national
employment data sources) when quarterly ESA-1995 data are not available. Data cover all people employed in res-
ident producer units (domestic concept), including persons living in collective households. They are further broken
down by sex, full-time/part-time, permanent/temporary contracts (using a top-down approach with LFS or other
national data).
The European Community Household Panel (ECHP) is an annual longitudal survey of a representative panel
of households launched in 1994, covering living conditions , employment status, health, education and income. Data
were available for the first three waves of the panel (1994-1996) at the time of publication of this report. The survey
is based on a harmonised questionnaire from Eurostat and subsequently adapted by national agencies. Data are
accessible to the public by means of the ECHP user database. Results on quality in work and on transitions between
labour market states or job characteristics are based on this database.
For the unemployment related indicators, the main source is the Eurostat Harmonised series on unemployment.
This is a data set on unemployment collected by Eurostat comprising of yearly averages, quarterly and monthly
data. It is based on LFS and register data on unemployment from national sources. Monthly data from national sur-
veys or from registers of the public employment services are used to extrapolate the LFS data and to compile month-
ly unemployment estimates. This data set does not cover skills, sectors or occupations for the analysis of which the
LFS was used instead.
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Data Sources
Sources
Macroeconomic indicators are obtained from the Economic and Financial Affairs DG Annual Macroeconomic
Database (AMECO) and are based on ESA 95 national accounts. The database comprises inter alia information on
GDP, productivity, real unit labour costs and employment growth. The data is collected by Eurostat from the Mem-
ber States' National Statistical Offices. Besides regular weekly updates this database is revised twice a year in the
framework of the Commission's Spring and Autumn Economic Forecasts.
Definitions and Data Sources of Macroeconomic Indicators
Sources: AMECO and national accounts (ESA 95)
OECD for annual average hours worked
1. Real GDP, Gross Domestic Product at 1995 market prices, annual change
2. Occupied population,  Occupied population total economy, annual change
3. Labour productivity, GDP at 1995 market prices per person employed.
4. Annual average hours worked (source: OECD)
5. Productivity per hours worked, Gross domestic product per hours worked, annual change
6. Harmonised CPI, Harmonised consumer price index, annual change
7. Price deflator GDP, Price deflator Gross domestic product at market prices, annual change
8. Nominal compensation per employee total economy, annual change
9. Real compensation per employee  deflator Gross domestic product, total economy, annual change
10. Real compensation per employee total economy (private consumption deflator), annual change
11. NULC, Nominal unit labour costs total economy, annual change.
12. RULC, Real unit labour costs total economy, annual change
Definitions and Data Sources of Key Employment Indicators
Sources: QLFD, LFS, Eurostat harmonised series on unemployment
1. Total population in 000s (source: Eurostat, QLFD)
2. Total Population aged 15-64 in 000s (source: Eurostat, QLFD)
3. Population in employment aged 15+ in 000s (source: Eurostat, QLFD)
4. Population in employment aged 15-64 in 000s (source: Eurostat, QLFD)
5-8. Employment rate,  Employed divided by population in the corresponding age bracket (source: Eurostat, QLFD)
9. Full-time equivalent employment rates. 
The full-time equivalent employment rate is calculated by dividing the full-time equivalent employment by the total
population in the 15-64 age-group. Full-time equivalent employment is defined as total hours worked divided by the
average annual number of hours worked in full-time jobs within the economic territory (European System of
Accounts 1995). The data for making this calculation is obtained from the LFS which contains information on the
hours worked in a person's main employment (first job) and also, for persons with more than one job, those worked
in a second job. To obtain the total number of hours worked, the hours worked in the second job were added to those
worked in the first job.
10. Self-employed in total employment, Number of self-employed as the share of total employment (source: Eurostat,
QLFD)
11. Part-time employment in total employment, Number of part-time employed as a share of total employment
(source: Eurostat, QLFD)
12. Fixed term contracts in total employment (total employees), Number of employees with contracts of limited dura-
tion as a share of total employees (source: Eurostat, QLFD)
13. Employment in services, Employed in services as a share of total employment (source: Eurostat,  QLFD)
14. Employment in industry, Employed in industry as a share of total employment (source: Eurostat, QLFD
15. Employment in agriculture, Employed in agriculture as a share of total employment (source: Eurostat, QLFD)
16. Activity rate, Labour force (employed and unemployed) as a share of total population aged 15-64 (source: Euro-
stat, QLFD)
17. Total Unemployment in 000s (source: Eurostat harmonised series on unemployment)
18-19. Unemployment rates, Unemployed as a share of the labour force (employed and unemployed) in the corre-
sponding age bracket (source: Eurostat harmonised series on unemployment)
20. Long-term unemployment rate, Unemployed with a duration of 12 months or more as a share of the labour force
(source: Eurostat harmonised series on unemployment)
21. Youth unemployment ratio, young unemployed (aged 15-24) as a share of total population in the same age brack-
et (source: Eurostat harmonised series on unemployment) 
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